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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the dissertation research is to describe the Qatif
sociocultural response to children with sickle cell disease (SCO) and pain and
how the Qatif sociocultural environment shapes the responses of children with
SCO and pain. Significant outcomes of the project include descriptions of Arab
Muslim child, parent, and community perspectives on chronic or ongoing pain,
and the effect of cultural orientation on the development of pain response
patterns.
The study method was focused ethnography. Participants included
children with SCO and family caregivers during illness episodes. Individuals
associated with the Qatif community representing specific community
perspectives were also interviewed. Community informants included nurses,
physicians, schoolteachers, social workers, and adults with SCO.
Data management and analysis were facilitated using ATLAS.ti
qualitative research software (Muhr, 1997). The experiences and views of
participant groups were described. Categories and themes extracted from data
linked the views of the Qatif community, family caregivers, and children with
SCD.
Mothers provide the majority of care for children in pain, and resort to
using biomedical institutions when symptoms become unmanageable. Most
children with SCD live their lives fully with transitory pauses for pain episodes.
Qatif family and community social structures are supportive of children and
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adults with SCO and pain with the goal that all community members participate
fully in family and community life.
Three overarching themes are identified; "Having pain affinns
weakness", "Control is in our hands", and "A place for everyone here." Study
results demonstrate that religious precepts drawn from basic Islamic teachings
support both tolerance of pain and suffering, and seeking cures. Benefits of
suffering pain with patience include enhancement of the sufferer's relationship
with God, family, and community. Using caring and molding responses, family
and community members guide children to endure pain for intrinsic spiritual and
social benefits. Implications for practice and further research are described in
detail in the dissertation.
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PROLOGUE
Since living in Franco-era Spain as a school-aged child, I often longed to
repeat the experience of living in a world with people different from me. That
opportunity arrived after I completed my degree in nursing and had acquired a
modicum of experience in critical care.
I am'ved in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia December of 1977 to take a position
as a pediatric critical care nurse at a newly constmcted health care facility
serving tens of thousands of Saudi Arabs, expatriate guest workers, and their
family members. I was immediately enveloped by the close-knit multicultural
environment and "adopted" by a Saudi Arab family that introduced me to the
basic concepts of Saudi Arab social and family life.
In the 1970s, the government of Saudi Arabia, under the leadership of
King Faisal, began to develop a system to deal with public health and the
biomedical needs of Saudi citizens. The vast majority of patients and families
served in my employing institutions were Saudi Arabs. These patients and their
families were in the process of becoming acquainted with the peculiarities of a
primarily Western system of biomedicine. The fit of people and health care
system was not perfect initially. The two cultures, Saudi Arabian and
biomedicine, sometimes clashed and continue to do so even in the 21®' century.
Caring and connectivity, essential characteristics of Saudi Arab
interpersonal relationships, were not strong suits of transplanted Westem
biomedical practices and services. Non-Arabic-speaking, expatriate health care
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practitioners, unacquainted with the ritualized connectivity and reciprocal
underlayments of Saudi Arab culture and unschooled in the language, provided
most health care services, at least during the inception of formalized biomedical
health care. As more Saudi Arabs chose to enter the health and medical
professions and practice in the 1990's, the dissonant edges of Saudi Arab
biomedicine began to soften. However, the Saudi Arab health care
practitioners, through their training, became part of the culture of biomedicine
and some disconnect between the two worids continues.
I was able to view the effects of disease, injury, pain, and suffering in
children and their families as my colleagues in health care and I tried to help
them navigate through perilous, uncertain, and distressing times. In the 1970s,
Western biomedicine was just beginning to awaken to the issues of poor and
non-existent management of pain and other distressing symptoms.
The opportunity to participate in an institutional effort to improve pain
management began in 1993 when the pediatric nursing service, for which I
served as the clinical nursing instmctor, initiated a quality management project
with the object of improving pain assessment and enhancing interventions for
children with acute and chronic pain. We collected initial data about nursing
assessment and treatment of children's pain and I began training nursing staff
members from a variety of cultures how to assess and manage pediatric pain.
Training nursing staff members offered insights into how cultural groups
prioritized pain management both from personal and professional perspectives.
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Opportunities to observe and assess pain responses in Saudi Arab children
were very frequent as I assisted nursing staff to assess and care for children in
pain. It was apparent that early cultural training about how to deal with pain was
one of the in^iportant factors to consider in how nurses approached pain in their
patients and in how young children perceived and reacted to pain.
The pediatric pain project expanded to include formation of
multidisciplinary, multicultural committees to improve pain assessment and
management in additional areas of the health care organization. New policies
and procedures were written, training efforts increased, the pharmacy formulary
expanded to include additional analgesic medications, and new initiatives to
improve pain care in other places were initiated by committee members. Pain
became an organizational focus and the need for cultural considerations in
implementation of programs to improve pain were evident.
In discussions of pain, differences in cultural beliefs about, and
approaches to pain were evident in committee members' stances. Opportunities
to canv out surveys of present and past patients at risk for pain revealed that
Saudi Arab patients were very likely to suffer in silence and had little
understanding that pain could be relieved. Understandings of how culture could
shape the approaches of biomedical practitioners to patients with pain
continued to evolve along with ideas of how culture influenced responses to
pain by sufferers and their families. My developing notions about the role of
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culture in determining the pain response of sufferers and social responses
towards sufferers resulted in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER I
PROJECT BEGININGS
In 1993, the nursing supervisor of a pediatric inpatient unit in the Saudi
Arabian hospital where we were both employed summoned me, the pediatric
clinical instructor, to her office. The nonnally composed Texan was as agitated
as I had ever observed in the year or so that I had known her. "I cannot believe
what I have just heard from a charge nurse..." and described an incident in
which a young Saudi Arab child, fresh from extensive surgery the previous day,
had not received any medication for pain during the preceding two shifts. The
charge nurse and the nurse responsible for the child's care related their
conviction that children were capable of ringing their bedside call bells if they
needed pain medication.
Dissonance in perceptions of developmental aspects of pain expression
was evident in the stances of the American nursing supervisor and the primarily
Middle Eastern, Filipino, and Indian nursing staff. The supervisor also voiced
concern that culturally prescribed beliefs and values contributed to the nurses'
misinterpretations of children's behaviors, decisions, and actions, and,
ultimately, less-than-optimum outcomes for pain management. It occurred to
me that cultural orientation also directed beliefs, actions, and interactions
related to pain and suffering responses in children, their family members, and
professional caregivers. It was also apparent that the underiying cultural
orientation to pain remained largely undiscovered in this population and locality.
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Background
As a result of this incident and similar occurrences, it was evident that
there was a need for improved understanding of pain from the perspectives of
children and their family caregivers within the context of culture. I observed that
the single most common diagnosis of children in pain admitted to the pediatric
units was sickle cell disease (SCD), an inherited autosomal recessive genetic
disorder\ SCD pain episodes also account for the majority of hospital
admissions of persons with SCD (Al-Jam'a & Al-Dabbous. 1992). Discussions
with nurses and physicians from several Eastem Province health care
institutions confirmed that SCD pain episodes also accounted for a great
proportion of their pediatric and adult patient populations with pain diagnoses.
These children were almost always residents of the towns and villages of the
Qatif and the Al-Hasa oases, located in the Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia.
The incidence of SCD in Qatif and Al-Hasa is 2.35% and 1.08%, respectively
(Nasserullah, Al-Jame, Abu-Srair, Al-Qatari, Al-Naim, Al-Aqib, & Mokhtar, 1998,
p. 291). I discovered that these two communities evidence the highest
incidence of SCD in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (El-Hazmi, Warsy, AlSwailem, Al-Swailem, & Bahakim, 1996). My interest in this very common
pediatric pain syndrome began to focus in Qatif, the community with the highest
rate of SCD.

' To have the more serious SCD, persons acquired a sickle cell gene from each parent. If a person
received a sickle cell gene from only one parent, the resulting, less serious condition was called sickle cell
trait.
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While most of the indigenous population of Saudi Arabia practices Sunni
Islam, many people in Qatif and Al-Hasa practice Twelver Shi'i Islam. In Saudi
Arabia, the Sunni and Shi'i communities tend to live separately with limited
mixing beyond that imposed by the public sphere. This is particularly true for
Qatif, which is almost exclusively populated by Saudi Arab Shi'i. These
conditions, in addition to traditional consanguineous marriage practices,
continue to contribute to the strong concentration of SCD in Qatif.
Staff nurses observed that most children with SCO were very quiet and
seemed mature beyond their years. In addition, pre-school and school-aged
children with SCD would complain about their pain less often than other
hospitalized children at high risk for pain (e.g., children who had undergone
surgical procedures). This observation was in opposition to organizational
quality management project data collected by my employing institution
documenting that some of the highest levels of pain intensity were generally
found in children and adults with SCD pain episodes.
At the same time, nurses anecdotally noted some children with SCD
were manipulative when it came to requesting pain medication that had been
ordered by physicians to be given intermittently as needed. One pediatric nurse
observed that some of the children admitted to the pediatric unit with SCD pain
episodes had watches and tended to request pain medication a few minutes
before the medication was due. Some nurses attributed the behavior to a
developing addiction, or to "not getting enough attention."
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These observations raised questions. Do children with chronic painful
conditions become "acclimatized" to their pain? What was the basis for some
children's behaviors that appeared to be aimed at procuring pain medication? Is
psychological dependence on narcotic drugs a problem for some children with
SCD? How does living with pain affect the lives of these children and their
families?
The effects of the chronic illness condition and associated pain episodes
in children are not independent. As a genetic condition that appears early in life,
SCO can have profound consequences for affected children and their families.
Pain experienced as a result of the SCD condition may be interpreted in a
unique way. The chronicle of SCD and its common expression of pain in a
specific population of children and the social responses to these children is a
credible problem with practice and research implications for this and other
populations of similariy afflicted chronically ill persons.
Definition of Pain
The construct of pain continues to present an enigma for scholars from
many disciplines (Copp, 1990; DelVecchio Good, Brodwin, Good, & Kleinman,
1992; Kleinman, Das, & Lock, 1997; Morris, 1991; Morse & Carter, 1996;
Scarry, 1985; Younger, 1995). From my perspective, pain is defined as the
collective states, perceptions, and responses that result from exposure to any
noxious stimulus. Noxious stimuli may be widely defined and can variously
include a traumatic social or psychological event, an acute physical injury that
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results in tissue damage, or an old injury that has aberrantly resolved. The
responses to the stimulus may be physiological, behavioral, psychological or
emotional, and/or spiritual and commonly involve most or all of these
parameters. Pain may be brief or lifelong and unchanging or continuously
evolving. Pain is not a separate observable entity but must be defined within the
individual or collective spheres.
Awareness, but not the ability to convey an awareness of pain is
required. For example, newborns that exhibit striking behavioral responses to
noxious physical stimuli may be presumed to have pain even though they
cannot confirm its existence. In addition, unresponsive persons in comas or
under the effects of anesthesia cannot be determined to be free of pain.
Similarly, persons who choose to deny the presence of pain cannot be
presumed to be pain-free.
Suffering is commonly addressed in many discussions of pain, and the
terms are often used interchangeably (Leavitt, 1998; Lewis, 1986; Scarry,
1985). Morris (1991) clarifies suffering as the emotional response to pain.
Suffering and pain are not the same however, although overlap exists, and
suffering is subsumed under the construct of pain.
Pain is most often experienced as individual events; however, elements
of pain may also be shared as Kleinman and colleagues observe in discussions
of social suffering (1997). Definitions of, and responses to pain are highly
individualized and complex but may also share characteristics. The depth.
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bounds, processes, and outcomes of pain are related to, and molded by
physiology, culture, social context, history, religious or spiritual attributes,
development level, level of consciousness, and prior experience of the suffering
individual or group. In most cases, pain has few consistent parameters across
even homogeneous groups. From this perspective, pain will most probably
remain a constmct.
My interest in pain concerns the cultural determinants of how pain is
viewed, expressed or controlled, explained, processed and resolved. In
choosing a specific physiological state associated with pain, I have limited my
interest to investigation of commonalities in perceptions around the specified
state. In choosing to observe children within a specific cultural context, I have
defined my interest in describing how the understanding of pain and the
responses to it evolve in that culture.
Statement of the Problem
Diseases are not simply biological entities; they are socially constructed
with human responses molded by many social and cultural forces. Pain,
especially associated with chronic disease conditions, is a universal biological
experience of human beings, yet responses to the experience of pain are
culturally shaped and expressed in diverse ways (Kleinman. Brodwin. Good. &
DelVecchio Good, 1992; Viilarruel & Ortiz de Montellano. 1992). Sufferers may
also experience aversive societal responses to diseases and pain as an
extension of social and moral control in situations where affected persons are
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also members of a marginalized group, such as African-Americans (Alleyne &
Thomas, 1994; Moms, 1991, pp. 39-40).
To further complicate the picture, when chronic painful conditions appear
in childhood, effects upon the developing person may be profound.
Investigations regarding developmental transitions and perceptions related to
pain are lacking. However, the necessity of understanding how the responses
of children to pain change as they transition through developmental stages is
fronted Provision of appropriate care and interventions for children with SCD as
they transition through developmental stages.
SCO is one of the most common pain-producing chronic conditions in the
world. It is observed among Africans, Americans, Asians, Europeans, and
Middle Easterners. The hemoglobinopathies (SCD and thalassemia syndromes)
occur at a rate of 4.6 births per 1,000 annually in the country of Saudi Arabia
(compared to rates of 7.26 and 0.33 for Africa and North America, respectively)
(Worid Health Organization, 1991). SCD symptoms, primarily consisting of
chronic or repetitive acute pain episodes, often begin before a child's first
birthday and continue throughout life. Lifespan may be shortened and, in severe
cases, pain and other complications can plague sufferers almost continuously.
While the research base dealing with the physiological effects and
therapeutics of SCO is increasing, less information is available regarding
sociocultural perceptions of SCD and pain, particularly in non-American and
European settings. Anionwu (1996) suggests that additional research is needed
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to develop local and comprehensive social policies regarding SCD
management and prevention.
Statement of the Purpose
The purpose of the study was to describe the sociocultural influences
that shape the perception and expression of pain by children with SCD. Saudi
Arab children with SCO from the Qatif region of Saudi Arabia where the
incidence of SCO is highest was the population examined. Children were
studied within a family and community context to leam about the shaping of the
behavioral pain response in the environment.
Research Questions
Two research questions guided the study:

Question 1: What is the Qatif sociocultural response to children
with SCD and pain?
Question 2: How does the Qatif sociocultural environment influence
the responses of children with SCD and pain?
Significance of the Problem
Pain and chronic illness are two of the most common clinical problems
nurses deal with. Pain perception and its expression by experiencing persons
are strongly influenced by age, culture, religion, social context, and gender
(Bates & Rankin-Hill, 1994; OelVecchio Good, Brodwin, Good, & Kleinman,
1992; Encandela, 1993; Upton & Marbach, 1984; Morris, 1991; Scarry, 1985;
Villarreul, 1996; Zborowski, 1969). Moreover, it is recognized that sociocultural
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constructions of disease are also generated by and. in turn, influence, culture
and social institutions, such as hospitals (Alleyne & Thomas, 1994; Douglas,
1991; Golub, 1981; Sontag, 1989; Waxier, 1981; Younger, 1995). Therefore,
understanding pain and chronic illness beliefs and values from a cultural
perspective is essential in order to provide effective, reflexive, and appropriate
nursing management of illness and associated pain to diverse populations.
Pain perception and expression in Arab populations has received limited
attention in the literature. Arab children's pain has received noticeably less
consideration. Sun/eys and research related to pain within the context of
Muslim Gulf Arab countries such as Saudi Arabia and Kuwait indicate some
similarity in population responses to pain in terms of gender differences in
adults, cultural views, and ways of describing pain (Buchanan, Voigtman, &
Mills, 1997; Dahlberg & Pendle, 1994; Harrison, Badran, Galib, & Rida, 1991;
Hamson, 1991; Lawlis, Achterberg, Kenner & Kopetz, 1984; 1996; Scarry,
1985). Specific understandings of SCD and pain in this context, however, are
lacking. This study adds to the knowledge of SCD and pain in this population of
children as well as illustrates how culture can influence the pain response in
chronic disease conditions.
On a local level, knowledge generated from the study is shared with
nurses, physicians, and other health care practitioners in the Qatif community. It
is hoped that this knowledge would yield direct benefits for individual children
with SCD, and their families. Additionally, the study offers considerations for
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local health care and social policy related to management of chronic pain
conditions in children.
Findings from this study will assist nurses In the United States and
elsewhere to effectively work with Arab children with SCD and other painful
chronic illnesses, and their families. Findings and conclusions will also direct
additional research related to cultural aspects of pain and illness in children,
and serve as supports for development of related health care and pain
management models in North American populations and throughout the world.
The Conceptual Guide: The Neuman Systems Model
The Neuman Systems Model (NSM) provided the theoretical orientation
necessary to guide the descriptive study (Neuman, 1995). The NSM is able to
take into account the individual, family, and community perspectives while also
attending to the effects of the sociocultural environment. The NSM has been
used extensively to guide and direct nursing practice, education, and research
in many countries and cultures, including Australia (Procter & Cheek, 1995),
Egypt (Ali & Khalil, 1989), and African-American culture (Johnson, 1983). The
NSM has also served as a practice model in the healthcare of children and
families (Wallingford, 1989; Wright, Piazza, Holcombe, & Foote, 1994).
In the NSM. health is described as energy available to "preserve and
enhance system integrity" and is defined on a continuum with entropy (system
disorder and termination) and death at one endpoint and negentropy (system
orderiiness and growth) and health on the other (Neuman, 1995, p. 32). Health
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is holistically regarded as multifaceted and includes five basic energy structure
elements: physiological, psychological, sociocultural, developmental, and
spiritual. These elements, which include influences such as pattems of coping,
cultural belief systems, and immunological system responses, served to restore
a state of balance when basic energy system equilibrium was disrupted.
The NSM proposes that maintaining balance or equilibrium of any
system is the means by which the health of the system is maintained (Neuman,
1995). The organism system maintains balanced interactions between the
organism and its environment. In addition, intemal equilibrium of the system is
also of concern in the NSM. Arabic notions of health and illness are also based
on humoral understandings drawn from ancient Greek medicine (Gruner, 1970).
These understandings invoke the tenets of maintenance of balance and
equilibrium. This balance is often framed in pragmatic approaches to human
health observed in continuing Arabic traditions of balancing hot and cold foods,
temperature, and levels of activity to ensure health. The agreement of the NSM
tenets of balance and equilibrium as indicative of system health with Arabic
interpretations of health as a dynamic process of maintaining balance helped to
substantiate use of the NSM to guide the study.
Using the NSM to conceptualize the proposed study, the child is
regarded as a person with a basic core structure of energy. The child or core
energy structure or system consists of physiological, psychological,
sociocultural, developmental, and spiritual elements or variables, and functions
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as an open system. As an open system, the child interacts with its environment.
The interaction is viewed as bilateral, fluid, and continuous. The environment
consists of all internal and external influences on the individual system, in this
case, the child. In addition, created environment is viewed as a construction
purposely developed by the child to ensure maintenance of system integrity and
balance. The created environment is a product of the interaction between the
internal and external environments and is established by the child. The created
environment remains dependent on the balance or imbalance in the child and is
constantly in flux and responsive to intemal and external influences.
Neuman (1997) characterizes the NSM as a model to guide nursing
research. The model is useful to organize an inquiry from the systems
perspective and is also helpful in dealing with multiple organizational levels.
This model attribute is of use for this study as the levels of the child with SCD,
family/family caregiver, and the community are observed. Of interest are
descriptions of intrapersonal, interpersonal, and extrapersonal stressors for
children with SCD and their families, and clarification of child, family, and
community sociocultural notions of SCD and pain.
Ethnographic Method Overview
The research method chosen for this study was ethnography.
Ethnography is described as the "art and science of describing a group or
culture" (Fetterman, 1998, p. 1) and is also conceptualized as both a process
and product (Hughes, 1992). Aamodt observes that ethnography is a "lifelong
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endeavor" and further defines the process as that of discovering ways of
categorizing local worlds (1991, p. 41). She traces the usefulness of the
ethnographic method for nursing and health and instmcts that observation of
response patteming and use of language offers clues to existing systems of
knowledge that infomri a group's behavior and approaches to health and illness.
As the worid becomes more integrated, our similarities and differences as
members of many different local groups also become more apparent. From my
perspective as a person who lived as a minority group member in diverse and
multicultural environments for many years, the culture concept remains an
ontological and epistemological reality. The concept is pragmatic and assists
me to comprehend multiple viewpoints encountered daily.
In a discussion of the evolution of ethnography, Denzin (1997) asserts
that the ethnographer's tale has become a moral tale and therapeutic project.
Such tales reveal "the agonies, pains, successes, and tragedies of human
experience. They record the deeply felt emotions of love, dignity, pride, honor,
and respect" (Denzin, 1997, p. xiv). The ethnography of development of the
pain experience in a special group of children from a unique community does
not merely describe the isolated experience of an exceptional and tiny group of
people. It reveals commonalities in knowledge, events, relationships,
trajectories, processes, and moralities shared across human experience. While
ethnographies appear, on the surface, to be documents of the other, they really
produce texts about us.
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From a practical perspective, methcxJological flexibility is a key
characteristic of ethnographic studies. Differences in ethnographic questions,
problems, researchers and desired outcomes lead to use of different
methodological approaches ranging from the classical in-depth description of a
culture to small scale, time-limited analyses of small groups or even single
families (Boyle, 1994; Fetterman, 1998). Methods are diverse and include
classic interviewing and participant-observation, life histories, use of
questionnaires and projective techniques, and a variety of other techniques that
are deemed appropriate to the study focus (Fettemnan, 1998). Ethnographic
analysis techniques are equally varied and derive from researcher perspectives
as well as the study focus, methods and data collection processes, and other
factors. This aspect of ethnographic methods is particularly appealing to me
and suitable for the study of cultures and groups.
From my understanding of the context of Qatif and its families,
ethnography is the best method to approach the study of pain in children
primarily because so many potential perspectives were necessary to create the
picture of how pain is viewed and responses to it evolve. Children's
understandings are most essential and reflect their appreciation of how one was
to deal with pain. The insights and perceptions of children's primary caregivers
were essential to round out the developmental picture of pain in the child as,
naturally, children's memories and recall of events would be limited. It was also
perceived that primary caregivers would have the most influence on
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development of pain responses in children they cared for, especially due to their
intensive contact with children during periods of pain and illness. As children
develop and make their way into the external worid, other influences intervene.
The influences of extra-familial persons and increasing experience serve to
complicate the picture of developing pain responses in children venturing out of
the home and into schools and neighborhoods. The influences of these
individuals and factors also require assessment in order to provide a more
comprehensive model of the developing pain response as well as the response
to pain. Ethnographic method allows incorporation of multiple viewpoints while
allowing each to stand on its own.
My Perspectives on Saudi Arab Children, Families, and Pain
As a qualitative researcher, it is particulariy important to understand the
perspective with which one approaches a study, as the researcher is the
primary data collector and processor, and synthesizer of conclusions. My
perspective is elaborated here.
Upon beginning my pediatric nursing practice in Saudi Arabia, I met
several new cultures. The most daunting cultures were those of my almost
exclusively Saudi Arab patient population and the culture of the child and family.
As this was my first professional experience with children, I had little basis on
which to compare and interpret the behaviors and reactions of Saudi children
and their families to experiences of illness, trauma, and suffering. I observed
that children's fathers tended to play the role of spokesman for their families.
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even as absent or silent mothers probably functioned as caregivers for sick
children and other family members. As fathers rarely got all their children's
health and illness details correct on nursing admission histories, the impression
that women provided both day-to-day and illness care for family members was
strengthened and later confirmed in discussions with women.
Beyond toddlerhood, Saudi Arab children tend to be quiet and compliant
during hospitalization, which I attribute to a combination of fear of the hospital
environment and culturally prescribed respect for adults. Children exhibit a
precocious sense of responsibility towards family members, often assisting
parents with surveillance and care of younger siblings. On occasion, when two
children of a family were admitted to the hospital at the same time, one would
most often see the elder child towing the younger everywhere and assisting
with daily activities, such as eating and dressing. Children appear to be small
likenesses of their quiet and controlled parents.
I obsen/ed considerable social change come to the Saudi Arab family
over the years. Increasingly, women were educated and employed, often
continuing with jobs outside the home even after marriage and having children.
Children, always valued in Saudi Arab society, became more indulged and
cared for than ever. I sensed that the very strong family bonds and
collectivization of the extended family were giving way to a newer family
modality that also recognized, supported, and rewarded the individual.
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At the same time, events in my professional life directed me towards the
study of pain and its management in children and adults. My orientation towards
the Western biomedical model of pain and its place in human life was
essentially that it should be managed and eliminated, if possible. Pain and
suffering were unnecessary and hamnful in the vast majority of situations and, in
my view, biomedicine's primary task was to ease the suffering that was so
much a part of human life. I viewed children as very vulnerable to the effects of
pain, due to their innocence and lack of worldly knowledge that might help
older, more experienced persons cope with pain. This view was countered by
my observations that pain was also a nomnal part of life, had lifesaving benefits,
and that one leamed from eariy experience when to pay attention to pain and
how to transcend it. These polar views continue to coexist.
After working with biomedical colleagues of many cultural backgrounds
on individual and institutional aspects of pain and its management, I had few
illusions that pain, suffering, and the amelioration of these conditions were
viewed with pure clinical objectivity in health care settings. From a Palestinian
pediatrician associate, I acquired the code name of "Pain Police", so my
position was also apparent to many of my colleagues and, I believe, to many of
the children and parents I worked with. With the understanding that I could
easily influence what study participants thought and said to me, I strove to limit
expression of my own views during interviews and cautioned my assistants to
do the same. With a couple of exceptions related to ethical concerns that
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occurred with study participants (further discussed in Chapter III. Ethical
Concerns, p. 82), I believe we were largely successful.
Summary
In this chapter, the problem of SOD and pain in Saudi Arab children is
discussed from nursing and biomedical management perspectives. My
definition of pain and the lack of knowledge regarding the sociocultural
perceptions about pain and its expression and understandings of SCO in a
Saudi Arab context are documented. I define the purpose of the study as
description of sociocultural influences that shape the perception and expression
of pain by children with SCD in a Saudi Arab community. Research questions
are specified. The significance and usefulness of viewing SCD and pain in
children from cultural perspectives is discussed. The conceptual guide for the
study, the NSM, and choice of the ethnographic method are described. My
perspectives on pain in children and how it is to be dealt with are revealed.
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CHAPTER II
RELEVANT LITERATURE
In this chapter, an overview of the construct of the pain is presented from
basic theoretical, nursing, cultural, religious, social, and children's perspectives.
Literature related to elements of SCD and its treatment, social and cultural
constructions, and treatment of children with SCD in educational and
biomedical health care systems is reviewed. Overviews of Arab Muslim family
structure and function, and childhood, and aspects of Qatif community culture
and history are provided as essential foundations for the study.
Pain
Pain is a ubiquitous problem for humanity. Its repetitive appearance and,
sometimes, chronic presence in persons with SCD contributes to problems in
the social, psychological, and physiological functioning of sufferers. Relevant
literature related to cultural understandings of pain, related nursing theory.
Islamic perspectives, pain in children, and Arabic children's pain is presented.
Responses to Pain
Responses to pain may be viewed from several perspectives. Pain
engenders a relatively consistent physiological response. The more complex
response to pain is the psychological or emotional response. As previously
discussed, the emotional response to actual or anticipated pain is termed
suffering by Morris (1991) although the terms pain and suffering are often used
interchangeably by writers. Morris' 1991 portrayal of suffering and pain as
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constituted by multiple coexisting realities is the most comprehensive approach
to the description of suffering. Pain and suffering are depicted in art, music, and
literature, as well as from historical, social, and cultural perspectives. Mom's
(1991) and Scarry (1985) contend that suffering is a subjective, private, and
individual process not visible to outsiders. While a highly individualized
response, the depth, bounds, process, and outcomes of suffering inform and
are shaped by the social context, culture, history, religion, developmental level,
level of consciousness, and prior pain and suffering experiences of the suffering
individual (Morris, 1991; Scany, 1985). Pain has also been conceptualized as
having a dual nature. For example, pain and the suffering response may be
portrayed both as state and trait, destructive and constructive, physical and
emotional or psychological, and spiritually lethal and cathartic related to
individual perception and expression (Leavitt, 1998; Mom's, 1991; Scarry,
1985).
DelVecchio Good, Brodwin, Good, and Kleinman's introduction to the
constructs of pain and suffering present the major object of concern within the
pain prototype as chronic pain (1992). Chronic pain is raised to prominence by
the statement that such pain "highlight(s) the fault lines of society" (DelVecchio
Good, et al., 1992, p. 3). The lack of validation and almost complete absence of
definitions of chronic pain syndromes in the biomedical realm is posed by
DelVecchio Good and colleagues as reflected in inadequate taxonomies offered
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by the Diagnostic Statistical Manual - III

The failure of both biomedical,

traditional, and alternative care systems to address chronic pain is raised.
Kleinman, Das, and Lock (1997) and OelVecchio Good. Brodwin, Good, and
Kleinman (1992) challenges the traditional understanding of pain and suffering
as simply an individual experience, citing cultures of suffering within families
and mass suffering induced by war, in addition to case studies of individuals
with chronic pain syndromes.
Nursing Perspectives on Pain and Suffering
Nursing theoretical perspectives on suffering also contribute to
understandings of pain and suffering responses. From all perspectives,
physiological pain is not a necessary antecedent but functions as a potential
etiology of suffering.
Younger (1995) describes suffering as a process that emotionally
removes the sufferer from potential supportive social contact. She cites
suffering as resulting from personal illness, loss and grief, and adversity.
Younger's definition of suffering emphasizes the state of being mute as a
necessary part of suffering and also gauges the return of voice and
expressiveness as a signal that suffering is ending. Younger also ties the
construct of alienation to the concept of suffering by the use of terms such as
loneliness, "existential aloneness", and restoration of connectedness (1995, pp.
58-60).
- The Diagnostic Statistical Manual - III was a resource for biomedically accepted psychological
and disability diagnostic criteria.
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Copp (1990) describes the nature and amelioration of suffering. Copp
defines suffering as an uncomfortable experience or condition perceived as
meaningless, with pain as a possible, but not required, antecedent. According
to Copp, suffering could occur in either the conscious or unconscious states.
Outcomes of the suffering process include resolution or continuation of
suffering. Suffering may be worsened or prolonged by observers, such as
nurses or parents who do not recognize the suffering state and support the
sufferer.
Morse and Carter (1996) employ the term enduring to describe the role,
purpose, and outcome of suffering. To endure is to suffer with intent: the
progression of enduring to open acknowledgement of what is endured initiates
suffering. Suffering allows the process of emotional release to begin. The
resolution of enduring and suffering requires refashioning of the self, which
Involves explanation, acceptance, and incorporation of the suffering experience.
Finally, sufferers who experience resolution learn and develop new ways of
being and continuing on.
Pain in Muslim Populations
Religious perspectives on suffering are reflected in the literature.
Contemporary writers present the spiritual and religious purposes and benefits
of pain and suffering from various religious traditions (Leavitt, 1998; Lewis,
1986; Morris, 1991; Scan7,1985; Zborowski, 1969).
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Pain is also addressed from an Islamic perspective. Muslim writers
define the approach persons with pain and observers of pain in others should
take to explanation of its spiritual purposes, possible outcomes, benefits, and
correct responses.
In a discussion of pain, religious thought, and the supportive role of
biomedical therapy from an Islamic biomedical perspective, Al-Jeilani (1987), a
surgeon practicing in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, indicates that pain and disease are
trials sent by God. The purpose of such trials is to test Muslims' faith and ability
to endure. Muslims are also rewarded to the extent of patience and faith they
demonstrate while living with pain and disease. While it is acknowledged that
Muslims should seek cures for illness conditions, the quest for such cures must
be balanced with a spiritual approach to pain. Drugs, in Al-Jeilani's opinion,
should not serve as the primary therapy but should supplement individuals'
spiritual approaches to dealing with pain. To use biomedical therapies as a first
line approach does not allow development of faith and endurance. In support of
Al-Jeilani's contention, a survey at my employing health care institution in the
Eastern Province revealed that neariy 80% of patients, to some extent, agreed
with the statement; "Pain medicine should not be asked for until pain is
unbearable". At the same institution, an informal poll of Arab physicians treating
Saudi Arab patients at risk for pain indicated a high level of pain control might
neither be desired nor needed. Some Arab physicians believed that Arab
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patients were more tolerant of pain than other populations and did not want or
need as much pain medication as Western patients.
In a discussion of Islamic views of health and suffering, Sachedina
affirms, "plurality in belief and practice is inherent to Islam" and offers support
for both passive acceptance of pain and active approaches to its amelioration
(1999, p. 65). He agrees with Al-Jeilani that suffering provides for the testing of
faith and adds that suffering may also serve as punishment to compensate for
sin. Another common view of suffering is that it is a mandatory condition for
human life and exists with the assent of God; therefore, it does not require
explanation or justification. A traditional Muslim view is to attribute only just acts
to God and to regard people as accountable for their individual suffering.
However, this view is acknowledged as difficult to reconcile in the event of
infant and child suffering. In rationalizing such an inexplicable circumstance,
Sachedina observes that some regard the undeserved suffering of innocent
children a warning or a test for parents, with the suffering of the children
rewarded in the next worid.
Consideration of suffering figures prominently in Shi'i doctrine and
practice. Sachedina (1999) and Ayoub (1978) interpret the roles of suffering to
Shi'i practice, commenting that suffering is considered redemptive. The day-today suffering of the pious is related to the sufferings of the Shi'ite Imams, most
notably Husayn, the murdered grandson of the Prophet Mohammed, and his
family whose sufferings are often invoked and commemorated. The
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intercession of the Imams on the Day of Judgment and achievement of
personal spiritual benefits through suffering have positive implications for
etemal life.
Pain in Children
Pain understanding and perception for infant and child populations
continues to be explored. Until recently, it was perceived that infants and
children did not experience pain to the extent, severity, or with the devastating
outcomes observed in adults with chronic or repetitive pain. While this
perception has been shown to be false, old paradigms still direct the practices
of some biomedical practitioners (Barr, 1999; Ferrell, Rhiner, Shapiro, &
Strause. 1994).
Pain in infants and young children is very difficult to assess. Preveribal
children are unable respond to questions of pain intensity, describe
characteristics of pain, or even indicate what hurts. Pain responses are highly
individualized, even in young infants and the response to specific types or
intensities of pain can vary considerably with some children evidencing loud
crying and others exhibiting pallor, changes in heart rate, or other parameters
(Gardner, 1994).
There are three basic approaches to assessing and measuring pain in
children: physiological measures (e.g., heart rate, Cortisol levels); behavioral
measures (e.g., crying, restlessness, withdrawing); and self-report measures
(instmments for measurement of intensity, location or description) (Tyler,
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Douthit, Ahn, & Chapman, 1993). Pediatric pain measurement instruments use
single measures or combinations of approaches to assess children's pain
(McGrath, 1987). Instrument validity is frequently addressed by concomitant
use of multiple approaches to pain assessment (Tyler, et al., 1993).
Unfortunately, emotions and some physiological conditions in children often
mimic pain or alter pain perception and expression behaviorally and
physiologically (Erickson, 1990; McGrath & Unruh. 1987; Shacham & Daut,
1981).
Developmental aspects of pain responses in children have been
explored. McGrath and McAlpine developed a sequential description of
children's understanding of pain based on research in older children and
extrapolation to younger children and infants (1993). For example, a three-to-six
month old infant will respond to pain and also exhibit anger or sadness, a two to
three-year-old can describe pain with simple words and use noncognitive
coping approaches, and a seven to ten-year-old child can explain why a pain
hurts. Understandings of pain in pre-verbal children are theorized from
observing behavioral responses to painful or uncomfortable stimuli. Memory of
painful events in young infants is supposed in that such infants demonstrate
strong reactions to, and avoidance of situations previously associated with pain
(e.g., receiving immunizations). The difficulty of testing or confimriing infant and
child preverbal pain perceptions and understanding is apparent and large
portions of the developmental theory of pain understanding remain untested.
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Social learning theory is used to support maturation of behavioral
responses to pain in children in one study. Lander and Fowler-Kerry (1991)
assess developmental aspects of anxiety and affective and physical pain
intensity in a study of venipuncture pain (pain associated with blood sample
drawing) in children aged five to 17. Findings indicate younger children have a
greater amount of physical and affective pain and are more anxious than older
children. Immature understandings of pain seem to predispose young children
to more immediate negative consequences. Discussions of the results relate
pain responses to developmental level, as younger children are unable to
perceive any purpose to the pain and have not yet developed functional coping
approaches. Experience with the venipuncture procedure is also an important
factor. The more experience children have with the procedure, the less anxiety
and pain they experience. Experience with induced pain may diminish fear,
enhance leaming and coping mechanisms, or all of these.
Alternative explanations of children's responses to pain invoke biological
maturation as a direct cause of maturing behavioral responses. In such a
biologically based model, Melzak and Wail propose that maturation of sensory,
emotional, and cognitive systems in infants and young children determine the
child's ability to behaviorally respond to pain (1965). Zeltzer, Barr, McGrath, and
Schechter (1992) offer a model of pain experience and responses framed in a
biological developmental perspective. The mediating effect of physiological
developmental maturation results in a pain experience with affective, sensory,
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and motivational components. Aspects of pain stimulus strength and duration,
fatigue, stress, or other factors such as fear, combine with environment
variables, such as the caregiver's response to the child in pain, modeling of
pain behavior, and cultural training, serve to directly influence the experience of,
and response to pain (Zeltzer, et al., 1992). The basis for such a biological
model of emotion and behavior remains in question. Little is known about the
cortical processing of the pain stimulus in the central nervous system at any
stage of development. The proposed interaction of environmental variables with
cortical structures and prediction of the resulting pain experience remains a
theoretical issue.
Pain in Arabic Children
Knowledge about pain in Saudi Arab children is limited. General temns
for pain in Arabic include a/am and ivaya'with alam the most common temn used
by children. According to Arabic-speaking adults, alam is a somewhat milder
word for pain in general usage while waya'indicates a more specific, severe
state of pain or suffering. Language specifying temns directly representative of
pain is limited in the Arabic language. Harrison's 1988 study of pain terms in
use by adult Kuwaitis reveals many affective, evaluation, and sensory Arabic
terms that can be used to enlarge descriptions of pain but few words that can
substitute for the basic terms of alam or waja'. Children's preference for the
term alam might reflect limited knowledge of language used for pain description
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but also may reveal a limited capacity of the Arabic language to deal with pain
directly.
Pain descriptions among Arabic-speaking children in the Gulf have been
the subject of investigation. An early study of pain in school-aged ArabAmerican children presents pain descriptions and responses from gender and
developmental responses to pain (Abu-Saad, 1984). Children often impose
meanings for pain beyond the realm of physical pain associated with injections
and broken legs. Giris, for example, may refer to psychological causes of pain,
such as sadness due to death of a grandparent. In this study, children's
approaches and preferences related to easing of pain focused on taking
medicine and getting attention from mothers.
Hamson and colleagues (1991, p. 200) address pain description
adequacy in a convenience sample of 60 five to 12-year-old children of Kuwaiti,
Jordanian, Egyptian, Syrian, and Lebanese extraction, attending the emergency
department for illness or injury. Accompanying adults and child patients rank
children's pain using a visual analog scale. Readings correlate significantly,
however, gender differences are apparent in that adults selected higher pain
intensity scores for giris. Clinicians rate verbal descriptions given by children
relatively highly but incorrectly attribute the descriptions to adults. Clinicians
also rank mothers' pain ratings as more reliable than children's rankings. The
latter finding reveals that children's assessments and descriptions of their own
pain tend to be discounted.
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Children are able to use connmon pain intensity measures to describe
their pain. A study of school-aged Egyptian children who had undergone
abdominal surgeries assesses a range of verbal descriptors and observed
behaviors, color scale descriptors of pain, and pain intensity readings on a 10cm. Visual analog scale (Youssef, Savedra, Kamel, & Essawy, 1990). The
authors conclude that Egyptian children are capable of providing detailed
descriptions of pain and emotional states associated with having pain.
The focus of one inten/ention study is Saudi Arab pediatric patients and
nursing pain management practices. Authors describe implementation of
pediatric pain management guidelines with a multicultural staff in pediatric
hospital units (Buchanan et al., 1997). Buchanan (1997) and colleagues
selected a population of pediatric patients in a Saudi hospital viewed as high
risk for having pain, including children with SCD. All staff nurses, representing
multiple nationalities, were trained in assessment of pain in infants and children
and in pharmacological and non-pharmacological techniques for intervention.
Staff nurses assessed patients using an Arabic version of the Wong-Baker
Faces tool, Hester's poker chip tool (1979), and a constructed obsen/ational
scale (Wong & Baker, 1988). Outcomes show marked improvement in
assessment of, and intervention for, high-risk patients, particulariy in the infant
and toddler group. In newborns to age three years, assessment percentage
improvements increase to 97% from 60%; improvements in pain intervention
implementation increase from 20% to 98% (Buchanan et al., 1997, p. 32). For
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children aged four to 14, improvenfients in assessment (from 57% to 67%) and
intervention (from 91% to 100%) are also observed (Buchanan et al.. 1997, p.
31). An evaluation of the assessment approaches proposes that pain intensity
tools are useful in children of at least four to five years of age. Additional
evaluation of non-pharmacological interventions indicates that nurses tend to
choose developmentally appropriate techniques for children.
A survey of admitted patients at high risk for pain (surgical, cancer,
trauma, bums, and SCD patients) at my employing health care institution in the
Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia identifies 33 Saudi Arab children admitted
with the diagnosis of sickle cell pain episode. Descriptions of children's sickle
cell pain reveal that SCD pain tends to be acute, with high pain intensity
behavior and scores required for admission. Morphine given via the intravenous
route is the medication used for most of the children admitted with sickle cell
pain episodes while adult sickle cell pain episode patients (people older than 14
years by hospital policy) are given pethidine^ and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs. The group of children is compared to a group of 55 adults with sickle cell
pain. The mean adult pain intensity score, 2.5 on a six-point pain intensity scale
is considerably higher than the children's mean score of 1.8. Authors
anecdotally observe that children with sickle cell pain are always admitted to the
same pediatric units, are well known by nurse and physician staff due to
repeated admissions, and by unit policy, receive pain relieving treatments within
^ European/Middle Eastern trade name for meperidine or Demerol.
* Where 0 = no pain and 5 = the worst pain possible.
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five minutes of arrival on the unit. Paradoxical to the relatively high pain scores
in evidence for most age groups, surveyors note that patient satisfaction with
pain management remains high.
Studies reviewed indicate that pain assessment among children of Arab
origin is a viable and necessary biomedical concem. Moreover, findings from
such studies reveal that assessment approaches, such as using pain intensity
scales and eliciting descriptors from children, reflect similar results across
populations. Pain assessment in children is necessarily influenced by their
grasp of language and the availability of language to indicate and describe pain.
Data regarding SCD pain in Saudi Arab populations reveal that pain is
significant in persons who are admitted to hospitals for pain management but
that pain is managed with varying success in different settings and with some
age and gender differentials noted.
Sickle Cell Disease
Literature covering aspects of SCD pathophysiology, treatment, and
social responses surrounding children with SCD is explored in this section.
SCD, a genetic condition blending acute and chronic aspects of pain, is
relatively common throughout the worid. It occurs with highest frequency in subSaharan Africa and is also commonly found throughout the Middle East. A
survey of five provinces of Saudi Arabia specifies the overall prevalence of the
sickle cell gene as 0.047 (El-Hazmi, et al., 1996, p. 187). El-Hazmi and
colleagues (1996, p. 187) calculate that 7.36% of the population carries the
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sickle cell trait and 1.06% present with the more severe homozygous state of
SCO. Nasserullah and colleagues (1998) and El-Hazmi and colleagues (1996)
agree that the populations of the Eastern Province and Qatif, specifically,
exhibit the highest rates of SCO in Saudi Arabia.
Although SCO occurs in many areas of the world, the bulk of available
information on SCO is derived from observations within European and North
American populations. Unsatisfactory pain management, pain and disease
unpredictability, and development of social and psychological problems in
European and North American sickle cell patients is documented and attributed,
in part, to the minority status of sickle cell patients in the larger society and
disparity between health care practitioners and sickle cell sufferers along social
and racial lines (Alleyne & Thomas, 1994; Anionwu, 1996; Ballas, 1997,1990).
It is not known to what extent similar problems occur for Saudi SCD patients.
SCO Pathophysiology
The genetic defect in SCD involves the hemoglobin molecule in red
blood cells. Under the influence of decreased oxygenation, interactions
between adjacent abnormal hemoglobin molecules cause aggregation of the
molecules and distortion or sickling of the shape of the red blood cell. The
characteristic changes in red blood cells cause the cells to obstruct the
capillaries, further creating hypoxia (diminished oxygen supply to body tissues).
Pain, by far the most prevalent symptom associated with SCD, commonly
results from significant local tissue hypoxia and damage to body tissues
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(Shapiro, 1993). Tissue death may result if sickling is prolonged and collateral
circulation is not in place. Sickling may occur at the microcirculation level
(causing pain) and at the macrocirculation level (resulting in organ damage)
(Ballas & Mohandas, 1996).
Factors identified as precipitating sickling and pain in persons with SCD
are highly variable and may include infection, hypoxemia, dehydration, physical
and emotional stress, cold exposure (including cold weather and air
conditioning, swimming in cold water), vigorous exercise, pregnancy, sleep
apnea, and fatigue (Ballas, 1998; Shapiro, 1993). Much of the time, however,
no antecedent events can be identified.
SCD generally presents with pain episodes in infancy (Shapiro, 1993).
Painful acute episodes in children may be shorter than those experienced by
adults, lasting a few hours to a few days, and may occur with vague warning
signs. Both acute (limited in time) and chronic (long term) sickle cell pain can
occur in children. Payne (1999) estimates that about 20% of SCD patients
rarely have pain, while 60% have one to two pain episodes annually, and 20%
may have more than two episodes in a month. Some seasonal documentation
of pain episodes is related to extreme and/or sudden changes in environmental
temperature (Ballas, 1998). No differences in male and female pain pattems
were documented and few gender-related SCD studies exist (Conner-Warren,
1996).
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Complications of SCO include gallbladder disease, acute chest syndronne^,
strokes, heart attacks, skin ulcers, t}one necrosis, small stature, visual problems,
repeated infections, and death (Al-Jam'a & Al-Dabbous, 1992; Ballas &
Mohandas, 1996; El Hazmi, 1992). Complications may occur in children and
adults.
Biomedical Treatment
Biomedical therapy for SCD is aimed at prevention of pain episodes and
reduction of pain. Secondary prevention approaches include testing of at-risk
groups for sickle ceil trait and disease with the objective of reduction of SCD at
a population level. Prevention and eariy treatment of infections and
complications of SCD are mainstays of therapy for people who have the
disease. Simple lifestyle management, maintenance of hydration, and
avoidance of pain incident triggers are key preventive approaches (National
Institutes of Health, 1995).
Pharmacological approaches may be used to prevent pain episodes
(e.g., folic acid is used to maintain red blood cell integrity) and standard
analgesic medications, such as narcotic drugs and non-steroidal anti
inflammatory drugs, are used for pain relief during acute episodes as well as for
chronic pain (Al-Jam'a & Al-Dabbous, 1992; American Pain Society, 1999;
Ballas, Carlos, & Dampier, 1996). Primary analgesic medications useful for
acute SCD pain in children include the narcotics morphine, hydromorphone,
^ Acute chest syndrome resuhs from pneumonia, blockage of blood flow to lungs, and other lung-related
problems and is the most common cause of death in people with SCD (Ballas, 1998).
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pethidine, codeine, hydrocodone, and oxycodone (American Pain Society,
1999, p. 36). For less intense pain and as adjuncts to narcotics,
acetanninophen, aspirin, and a range of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
medications are suggested for children (American Pain Society, 1999, pp. 24,
25). A Qatifi hospital sickle cell management publication (Al-Jam'a & AlDabbous, 1992) recommends acetaminophen for home management with
codeine as a back-up medication for moderate to severe pain. Al-Jam'a and AlDabbous (1992, p. 43) also specified that oral morphine and meperidine^ should
not be used in this setting. The American Pain Society (1999) and Ballas, et al.
(1996) advised that meperidine or pethidine should not be considered a first line
medication due to a tendency to cause seizures at therapeutic doses while AlJam'a and Al-Dabbous (1992) mention no such caution. It is apparent that
some disagreement exists between American and Saudi Arab authorities
related to analgesic drug therapy choices for treatment of SCD pain episodes.
An essential component of analgesic drug and non-drug therapies for
children with SCD pain episodes is initial assessment of pain and continuing
assessment of the effects of therapy (Beyer, Piatt, Kinney, & Treadwell, 1999).
Beyer and colleagues contend that SCD pain is undertreated. Multidimensional
assessments are most useful to assess children's pain intensity, location,
characteristics, affective components of pain, anxiety, and depression.
Consistent use of assessment techniques by trusted providers to aggressively
' Meperidine (generic name) or Demerol (trade name) are the terms used for pethidine in the United
States.
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treat and monitor pain are essential to enhance patient comfort, improve pain
control, and to minimize anxiety. Beyer and colleagues (1999) also advise
frequent updating of teaching about pain assessments for children with SCD.
A recent approach to prevent pediatric sickle cell pain and complications,
such as stroke, acute chest syndrome, and chronic organ damage, involved the
use of hydroxyurea, a drug formerly employed for anti-cancer chemotherapy
(Charache, Temn, Moore, Dover, Barton, Eckert, McMahon, & Bonds, 1995;
Ferster, Vermylen, Comu, Buyse, Corazza, Devaick, Fondu, Toppet, & Sariban,
1996). While this approach is not curative and may have serious side effects
(e.g., cancers, white blood cell abnonmalities, and decreased fertility), it greatly
reduces the incidence of pain episodes in most SCD patients (Charache, et al.,
1995; Ferster, etal., 1996).
Some evidence exists for therapeutic benefit in pain reduction in the use
of non-drug therapies for adults; however, little evaluation of the efficacy of nondrug therapies for children with SCD has been completed (American Pain
Society. 1999). However, as many non-drug therapies have been shown to be
safe for children with other forms of pain (e.g., imagery, rehydration) it is
reasonable that these may be used for children at appropriate developmental
levels. Non-drug therapies for SCD pain in adults include behavioral (e.g.,
biofeedback, relaxation), physical (e.g., hydration, heat application),
psychological (e.g., hypnosis, imagery) interventions, and
acupuncture/acupressure (American Pain Society, 1999, p. 81). Non-drug
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therapies are recommended for use as adjuncts to analgesic medications. From
the Saudi Arab perspective, the most useful non-drug therapy is rehydration
therapy (Al-Jam'a & Al-Oabbous, 1992).
The American Pain Society (1999, p. 47-48) proposes a plan for
education of children with SCD and their caregivers with the object of getting
children and caregivers involved in the treatment. Topics include causes of
pain, precipitating causes of pain, how to talk to doctors and nurses about pain,
use of pain measurement tools, preventive approaches to pain, use of pain
diaries, and the importance of rest and fluid management. Drug therapy
instruction includes discussion of drug tolerance and addiction fears, side
effects of drugs, and the safe and effective use of drugs. Review of non-drug
therapies, including use of psychological and cognitive therapies, exercise,
heat, and massage, is also proposed. Directions for follow-up of worrisome
symptoms such as fever, respiratory distress and other problems should also
be addressed. Caregivers should be instructed on assessment and care of the
child with painful episodes prior to the first episode. Instruction for children
should begin as soon as they are able to understand basic concepts. Instruction
should increase in complexity as children with SCD demonstrate increasing
ability to comprehend the teaching.
In addition, careful monitoring of school progress and eariy intervention
with children who are frequently absent from school because of pain and other
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complications of SCO are recommended to avoid future social problems such
as school failure (American Pain Society, 1999).
A cure for SCO recently became an option through bone marrow or stem
cell transplantation (National Institutes of Health, 1995). These procedures are
presently experimental and carry considerable risk.
SCD in Saudi Arabia
SCD is termed faqrdamm al-minjali or naqs l<haiaya damm al-minjali in
Saudi Arabia with both terms in use in the biomedical and lay segments of the
population. The Arabic expressions reflect the essential features of the disease:
"poor blood" and "reduction of blood cells" describe anemic blood {faqrdamm
and naqs khalaya damm) and the sickle {al-minjali) refers to the shape blood
cells acquire under stress conditions.
There are five basic SCD genetic haplotypes: geographically, four derive
from Africa and one is identified as Asian in origin (Ballas, 1998). In the Eastern
Province of Saudi Arabia, the Asian haplotype predominates and is commonly
cited as a major factor influencing the lesser degree of pain frequency and
intensity, as well as complications (El Mouzan, Al-Awamy, & Al-Torki, 1990;
Pearson, 1998). Two additional SCD pockets in Saudi Arabia are in Madina and
Tihama-Asir regions where the gene origin is presumed to be African and is
termed the "Benin" haplotype (Al-Hawasawi & Ismail, 1998; Opawoye, 1999, p.
281). Al-Nasir and Niazi (1998) describe a variant of SCD in Bahrain, an
Arabian Gulf island country off the coast of Saudi Arabia, as clinically similar to
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that observed in the Eastern Province, reinforcing the geographic nature of the
disease.
The picture of the disease in Saudi Arabs is widely variable, with some
persons experiencing many physiological problems, including acute pain
episodes, chronic pain, and progressive organ damage; other individuals seem
to escape both frequent pain episodes and other health endangering
complications (El-Hazmi, 1992). Most persons with SCO in Saudi Arabia have
relatively few complications and a decreased incidence of acute pain episodes
compared with African, American, Caribbean and European populations (ElHazmi & Chir, 1993). The incidence of complications is also often related to the
geographic origin of SCD sufferers (Opawoye, 1999; Pearson, 1998). On the
whole, SCD is a more devastating condition in the western and southwestern
regions of Saudi Arabia where the African gene variant predominated. A milder
disease course is observed for most Arabian Gulf patients carrying the Asian
gene variant of SCD. In a study of SCD symptoms in Eastern Province infants
and children birth to four years of age, El-Mouzan, Al-Awamy, and Ai-Torkl (1990)
find that the onset of symptoms, mostly bone and hand/foot pain, only
occasionally begins in infancy and, at even at four years of age, 27% of children
remain symptom-free. While pain incidents among Saudi Arabs with SCD have
not been specifically studied, a survey of 40 Saudi Arab adults (age 14 and
older) hospitalized for SCD pain at my employing institution indicated that up to
30% achieved no control of moderate to severe pain.
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Health Care System Response to Pain and SCD
At present, recommended therapy for sickle cell pain episodes is based
upon the World Health Organization's ladder strategy for cancer pain
management or other recently issued SCO-specific guidelines (American Pain
Society, 1999; Ballas, 1997; Ballas, Carlos, & Oampier, 1996; World Health
Organization, 1996). However, resolution of chronic or repetitive pain requiring
health care system intervention may prove unsatisfactory from the patient
perspective, as recommendations for sickle cell pain management are not
consistently followed. Studies of biomedical or other health system approaches
to pain in SCD, practitioner perceptions of persons with SCD pain, and
therapeutic measures for SCD pain and their effectiveness in Arab populations
are few. Data regarding the biomedical health system response in North
American and European SCD populations are also presented to provide a basis
for comparison.
In Saudi Arabia, recently published studies concerning biomedical
system approaches to SCD pain are unavailable. However, a survey from my
employing institution reveals a pattern of routine use of second and third line
narcotic medications at sub-therapeutic dosages for sickle cell pain episodes in
adults, and more appropriate narcotic medication and dosages for children. This
institution is atypical in its almost unlimited access to a variety of narcotic and
other analgesics, in comparison to other local health care organizations.
Reasons for lack of narcotic use were attributed to strict government policies
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that limit narcotic types and stores in hospital formularies and the dispensing of
narcotic drugs to outpatients with non-malignant pain conditions, and fear of
potential narcotic addiction by patients, their families, nurses, and physicians.
Many health care practitioners in Saudi Arabia are recruited from foreign
countries such as India, the Philippines, the United Kingdom, as well as other
Arab nations. Communication difficulties, including language differences and
the tendency for biomedical practitioners to avoid listening to patients, and
cultural differences are viewed as increasing the disparity between Saudi Arabs
and their health care providers. Finally, Muslim views of the religious benefits of
pain and suffering may prompt Muslim patients to minimize complaints of pain.
Religious beliefs may encourage Muslim practitioners to be more tolerant of
pain in their Muslim patients for patients' greater spiritual good.
Alleyne and Thomas (1994) explore the perceptions of the pain
management experiences of SCD patients and nurses caring for them in an
urban hospital setting in the United Kingdom. Ten patients with SCD and ten
nurses who had cared for patients with acute pain episodes were inten/iewed.
All patients described dissatisfaction with the management of their pain, noting
difficulty obtaining analgesics, lack of explanations and sympathy from nurses,
having their descriptions of pain doubted and interpreted as drug-seeking
behavior, and having to wait for pain medication. Nurses also expressed
dissatisfaction with pain management procedures, citing use of trial-and-error
methods to relieve pain, frustrations in dealing with physicians, and anxiety
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about patient addiction and trustworthiness. Overall, nurses and SCO patients
had different goals and perceptions that contributed to unsatisfactory
experiences for both.
A survey of American medical practitioner perceptions of sickle cellrelated pain reveals that 53% of emergency department physicians and 25% of
hematologists believe that more than 20% of adult sickle cell pain patients are
addicted; almost one quarter of emergency department practitioners believe
that more than 20% of children were addicted (Shapiro, Benjamin, Payne, &
Heidrich, 1997, p. 173). Consequently, most emergency department physicians
and many hematologists select medication therapies inappropriate or
inadequate for the level of sickle cell pain presented. Shapiro and colleagues
propose that, in the United States, wariness on the part of physicians, and
inadequate management of pain is due to the higher proportion of minority
sickle cell sufferers.
The culture and goals of biomedicine may deviate from the greater
culture it serves, resulting in poor outcomes for patients in pain. Control issues,
fears of addiction, differences in practitioner-patient culture and language, and
practitioner lack of knowledge, along with little address of pain management
from a systems view may also contribute to negative outcomes for SCO
sufferers. As these issues also exist in Saudi Arabia, it may follow that poor
pain management outcomes also result in persons with SCD.
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Educational Issues for Children wUh SCO
Child prospects for successful adult living in most societies are viewed
as dependent on educational participation and performance, which in tum, is
associated with factors such as school attendance, neurological, social, and
psychological functioning, and social adjustment. School attendance can
strongly influence future achievement and development of social competence,
therefore, children who have health conditions, such as SCO, that limit
consistent attendance at school may be at risk for poor performance in life.
While studies of Arabian sickle cell populations are not available, American and
African studies indicate that having SCD exposes children to an increased risk
of poor school performance or failure.
Reports on children with SCD in the school system reveal problems with
frequent absences and school failure. Fowler, Johnson, and Atkinson (1985)
compare achievement test scores for children in North Carolina with chronic
conditions that reduce school attendance, such as SCD, epilepsy, and asthma.
The mean national percentile score for children with such chronic illness is
51%: this is compared to an overall score of 63% (Fowler, et al., 1985, p. 685).
Race and socioeconomic status complicate the picture and account for most of
the variance in scores.
Barbarin, Whitten, and Bonds (1995) also observe that school failures
are twice as high for African-American children with SCD as measured against
a national sample of non-SCD African American children matched on income.
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Adolescents and males are more likely to experience school failures than were
younger children and giris, although a higher rate of failure among adolescents
and males is observed, in general.
School performance problems for children with SCD are also described
in a Nigerian population. Oyedeji (1991) assesses educational performance and
other growth parameters in a group of Nigerian children with SCD up to 17
years of age. Most children in the sample experienced at least two episodes of
pain a year. Consequently, only about one third of these children were in
appropriate grades for ages, as over half of the children in the study had lost
school years.
In an article written from the education perspective, Bonner, Gustafson,
and Schumacher (1999) advise educational personnel to improve the response
to children with SCD by becoming familiar with SCD and potential complications
and by monitoring the day-to-day health of affected children. The authors also
suggest that regular neuropsychological evaluations are essential to detect
minor neurological changes that can occur as a result of SCD. A third
recommendation describes the usefulness of school readiness screening of
preschool children with SCD and enrollment in appropriate educational and
therapy programs if developmental delays are apparent. Finally, the authors
suggest the use of social and educational reintegration strategies to help
children reenter the school system after long absences due to illness and
hospitalization.
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Reflections on Childhood, Family, and History
The concepts of childhood and family from Arab, Middle Eastern and
Muslim perspectives are discussed to provide background for understanding
the sociocultural environment. Aspects of Qatifi community history are also
described to enhance appreciation of the community's present position in the
greater Saudi Arabian milieu.
The Child and Family in Middle Eastern, Arab, and Muslim Contexts
Fernea observes that the child represents the essential link in the family
and the individual that unites the past and future in the Middle East (1995).
However, only recently has the idea of childhood, concepts of child rearing, and
function of individual family members been the subject of discourse. Femea
(1995) suggests that this discourse has emerged under the influence of
historical and political change from colonialism to independence.
Family Stmcture in Arabic Cultures
In a study of the Al-Munrah tribe. Cole (1975) describes the tribal
organizational structures for peoples living on the Arabian Peninsula. While
notions of "tribe", which are based on genealogy, continue to exist as organizing
structures in Arabian populations, Fandy (1999) observes that the idea of
familialism, which is based on relationships involving interdependence,
protection, and accountability, predominated, with Saudi Arabs regarding
themselves as part of an extended family, rather than a tribe. This may be
particulariy true for urbanites, including Eastem Province Shi'i populations, who
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have no tribal affiliation or whose affiliations have weakened with
sedentarization.
A trend towards preferences for a nuclear family structure is observed
throughout the Middle East in the latter part of the 20^^^ century (Prothro & Diab,
1974; Rugh, 1985). Greater change in residential pattems is observed in Middle
Eastern cities with variance in individual city and village pattems. Young and
Sham! (1997) encourage discarding ideas of characteristics of the Middle
Eastern traditional family in favor of examining groups on the basis of function
and organization. In Saudi Arabia, nuclear family structures are most often
observed, particulariy in urban areas. However, multiple pattems of family living
are in evidence with, for example, long term "visiting" of elders, aunts, and
uncles, establishment of separate residences for each wife when husbands
have more than one, and maintenance of elderiy parents in separate dwellings.
Family Strengths and Style
Strengths of Middle Eastem family structures traditionally include
closeness and interdependence of family members, extension of support to
members in need, and continuing care and respect for ranking elders. In
describing foundations of family, Joseph provides support for multiple "styles of
connectivity" or family fusion among Arab populations in her description of
families in a Lebanese settlement (1993, p. 476). Some of the different styles of
connectivity are apparent in descriptions of various families, that include
families that reinforced members' duty towards family elders and younger
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siblings, households held together by strong, affiliative female members, and
controlling, directive fathers who strengthen family relationships within a
community. Connectivity and patriarchy combine to create individuals with
flowing boundaries and who yielded to the authority of the male and elder.
Relationships tend to be fluid within the context of the interaction and the
environment. The patriarchal system works well within the context of the
undifferentiated family as members view themselves as relating to, and part of,
other members. Connectedness is experienced within the context of gender
and age, with males and older family members entitled to oversee the lives of
females and younger members. Joseph notes that fathers, for example,
approached connectivity in different ways and that some were able to enhance
family bonds by virtue of their authoritarian roles. Rugh concludes that the
fundamental difference between Syrian and American families is that, for the
Syrians, "lifetime interests were best served through long-term commitment to
families" rather than development of self-regulating, independent individuals
observed in American families (1997, p. 239). The aims of the Syrian family in
child rearing are to minimize conflict, enhance cooperation, and solidify the
sense of obligation to family members.
Family Roles and Relationships
The foundation of the family in the Middle East is reproduction, with the
status of motherhood and fatherhood bearing great significance. Motherhood is
perceived as the women's role of most honor and importance in the Middle East
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(Eickelman, 1984). Almost all women strongly desire children as motherhood
carries with it social recognition, greater potential for support and care in old
age, and inherent lifelong affectional bonds with children (Davis & Davis, 1989;
Eickelman, 1984; Inhom, 1996). Stigmatization of women without children is
based upon the normalcy of motherhood and the need to express maternal
feelings in order to be a complete woman (Inhom, 1996). In Egypt, for example,
gender identity of men is confinned with impregnation of the wife; if women are
barren, male impotency is suspected. The Egyptian (and Middle Eastern) view
that males are actually the creators of life while women fulfill the role of
seedbed, leads men to value many offspring and pressure wives into having
many babies. Arab Muslim women who cannot produce children bear a
significant risk of husbands taking additional wives or divorcing them in the
quest for proof of virility.
The position and roles of Middle Eastern parents are well defined and
taken very seriously (Al-Torki, 1986; Friedl, 1993; Rugh, 1985,1997). Parents
gain a great deal of social respect if their roles are properly implemented and
their children reflect appropriate social values. The attention paid to child
rearing is considerable, and it may also become an endeavor of the extended
family. Gender has considerable effect on child rearing and the development of
affectional bonds. While Middle Eastern Arab fathers provide much of their
children's identity, including citizenship, religion, and family alliances, the
mother-child relationship is characterized by mutual unconditional love and
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idealization of the mother figure (Joseph, 1999). While it might be expected that
the relationship of mothers and daughters would be unusually close, sons and
mothers also established strong relationships, characterized by needs for
closeness, respect, and love. In some cases, the relationship between a son
and his mother's family may be even stronger than that between the son and
the father's kin.
Relationships between siblings produce lifelong connectivity and love
and also preserve patriarchal family structures. In an Iranian rural population,
Friedl (1993) observes that older siblings were tolerant, protective, and
indulgent towards younger children. Joseph (1994) describes brother-sister
relationships as a source of strong mutual support in Lebanese Muslim families.
Socialization into gender roles is also accomplished within the family
environment as brothers assume protective and supervisory roles for sisters
and younger siblings. Egyptian families foster solidifying relationships of siblings
in preference to finding playmates of the child's age from outside the family
(Rugh, 1985). Sibling rivalry is also observed and results from competition for
parental favor (Davis & Davis, 1989) and struggles for ascendancy (Friedl,
1993). Most rivalries, however, are of minor importance (Rugh, 1997).
The construct of "childhood" is unique to each region, continuously
evolving, and subject to many forces (Davis, 1995; Davis & Davis, 1989; Friedl,
1997). Changing gender relationships, economic and political forces, poverty,
and war are a few of the cited factors influencing definitions of "child" and
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"childhood" (Friedl, 1997). An example of evolving changes in childhood is the
relatively contemporary evolution of the concept of Middle Eastem adolescence
described in Moroccan populations (Davis & Davis, 1989).
The Shi'i Community and Qatif
The Shi'i constitute the second largest sect of Islam (about 15% overall)
with Sunni Muslims comprising most of the remainder (Esposito, 1998). In
Saudi Arabia, most of the Shi'i live in one of the two major oasis areas in the
Eastem Province, where they comprise about 35% of the population (Esposito,
1998, p. 194). These areas include the oasis settlements of Qatif, where the
vast majority of residents are Shi'i, and Al-Hasa, a larger mixed Shi'i-Sunni
community further south and inland.
Social Conflict, Suffering, and Resistance
From almost the beginning of Islam, the Shi'i have constituted a minority
population and have evolved a perspective of antipathy and protest against
reigning Sunni dominance. Themes of Shi'i suffering in resistance date from the
foundations of Islam and have continued in contemporary history.
While fundamental disagreements have existed between Muslim
regarding religious practice and transfer of religious authority from the death of
the Prophet Mohammed in 632 A.D., more recent regional events and
differences contribute to the present day discord between the sects in Saudi
Arabia. In Arabia, a revival of Islamic religious practice occurred in the mid 18*^
century as a result of a social, political, and military union between a Sunni
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preacher who stressed a return to the basic principles of Islam, Mohammed
Abd Al-Wahhab, and the Sunni leader of a central Arabian tribe, Mohammed
Ibn Saud (Esposito, 1998). Wahhabi-Saudi Sunni Islamists condemned Shi'i
religious practices and doctrines and attempted to reform errant Sunni and Shi'i
tribes and populations by any means available, including assault and murder.
Al-Saud occupation of areas of the present Eastern Province began with the
capture of Qatif and slaughter of many Qatifis in 1800 (Helms, 1981).
Knowledge of such early incidents of Wahhabi-Saudi brutality is common
among Shi'i populations throughout the Gulf region (Esposito, 1998).
Contemporary reports of the status of the Shi'i in Saudi Arabia reflect a
mixed picture. Salami (1987, p. 307) reports that the Al-Saud family has
followed a policy of "systematic ostracism" towards the Shi'i. Buchan (1982)
observes that Saudi Sunni antipathy towards the Shi'i takes the fomn of religious
and government pronouncements that result in exclusion of Shi'i from
government employment, refusal of permission to build mosques, meeting, or
wedding halls, and forbidding intemnarriage between Sunni and Shi'i persons.
Buchan concludes that the "religious opposition and the problem of the Shia are
so deeply ingrained in the Saudi system as to be to all intents 'structural'"
(1982, p. 124). Because of the sect's status as a maligned group, a policy of
concealment or denying connections to Shi'ism called taqiyya has evolved and
may be used for self-protection (Esposito, 1998). In the Eastern Province, the
Shi'i continue to take such protective stances, most commonly by avoiding
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public discussion of personal or family details (such as village of residence or
family name) that might betray their religious beliefs, or by moving to more
mixed or Sunni oriented communities.
In the summer of 1999, a Qatif wedding tent fire killed and injured
dozens of women and children. Images of the continuing pain and suffering of
the Shi'i people were again evoked by the devastating scene and wholesale
community grief. Ensuing discussions of the suffering of innocent victims and
families revealed resentment that the tragedy might have been prevented had
the Saudi govemment allowed construction of a safe wedding hall in Qatif. In
Qatif, present-day occurrences continue to be viewed and interpreted through
long-standing Shi'i constructions of suffering.
Tenuous Coexistence and Strong Community
The state of the traditionally rocky Saudi Arab Sunni-Shi'i relationship
has smoothed considerably since the beginning of Saudi-Wahhabi rule on the
Arabian Peninsula. After deadly confrontations with Sunni defense forces in the
late 70's, Qatif Shi'i confrontational approaches have yielded to a more
conciliatory attitude. A sense of caution, status as a minority group, and urisan,
familial roots continue to sustain the insular nature of the Shi'i in Qatif. This
nature fosters a strong sense of community and cooperation among Qatif
residents. Charitable societies, staffed by paid workers and volunteers, provide
assistance for poor families, widows, orphans, and the elderiy in Qatif. Most of
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these societies are funded by charitable donations above the required zakat ^
that Is sometimes deducted from people's paychecks. The societies work
closely with community health facilities and operate within a social-religious
framework to address an array of educational, social, and health needs of
individuals and groups (Saihat Society for Social Services, 1998). The impact
that the Qatifi sense of community has on health and other services for children
with SCD is not directly apparent. However, it may be speculated that the
significant presence of SCD and suffering in the community and the strong ethic
of community cooperation has encouraged inclusive and supportive responses
towards affected children and their families.
Summary
In this chapter, relevant literature related to cultural understandings of
pain and suffering, related theory, Islamic views of pain and suffering, pain in
children, and Arabic children's pain is explored. Literature covering aspects of
SCD pathophysiology, treatment, and related social responses is also reviewed.
To provide sociocultural and historical background, views of the Middle
Eastern/Arab/Muslim child and family and Qatifi-Shi'i history are presented.

^ Tithe or tax mandated for diose who are able to assist the poor and unfortunate (Esposito, 1998). One of
the five foundational Islamic religious practices.
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CHAPTER III
DESIGN AND METHOD
In this chapter, an overview of the research design and method is
presented. Protection of informants and ethical issues, description of research
assistants, data sources, sampling and recruitment, settings, data collection
procedures, data analysis, and methods to assure tmstworthiness are also
described. My perspective related to the topics and participants is further
defined.
Study Method
Focused ethnography is used for the study of the Qatif sociocultural
response to, and influence on the responses of children with SCD and pain.
Qualitative research methods are indicated for investigating sociocultural
phenomena with an underdeveloped knowledge base. The rationale for using
qualitative research methods is that the understanding of pain responses in any
culture has received scant attention in the research literature. Middle Eastern
and Muslim sociocultural perspectives on pain, in particular, receive little
mention in the literature.
Reasons for choosing focused ethnography as the research method are
three-fold. First, the ethnographic method allows the greatest flexibility for
investigation of the cultural phenomena from group and community
perspectives. As so little is known about the phenomena, aspects of the
research approach changed over time to accommodate developing hypotheses.
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Secondly, this inductive method allows the perspectives of each group to be
illuminated. Although I intend to present an overall cultural representation of the
phenomena, it is also important that the viewpoints of individuals and groups be
included. Lastly, the method pemiits use of different forms of data, including
interview, observation, graphical, and textual data. Use of different kinds of data
allowed development of hypotheses, categories, and themes within a broad
cultural context. Morse (1991a, pp. 17-18) suggests that nursing ethnographies
are classified in one of two categories: as traditional ethnographies commonly
associated with the field of anthropology, or as topic-focused ethnographies
associated with the nursing profession. Morse (1991a, p. 18) temis the latter
type of study a "focused" ethnography. Leininger (1997, p. 48) also names the
latter category of ethnographies "mini-ethnographies." Traditional ethnographies
illuminated the general cultural workings of a society or large group and usually
required years of study, and observation of many facets of a society with a
holistic view (Boyle, 1994). Intensive, ongoing contact with the society is usually
required for a traditional ethnography. Boyle (1994) describes health and
nursing ethnographies as mainly of the focused or particularistic kind. Some
nursing or health ethnographies bridge the two categories, as in Glittenberg's
1994 ethnographic study of families, health, politics, and poverty in Guatemala.
The focused ethnography is the method chosen for the study. However,
elements of traditional ethnography are incorporated to provide a broader
perspective.
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Ethnographic approaches vary widely but usually involve interviewing
key infonnants or participants (Spradley, 1979) and observing and sometimes
participating in social activities and interactions (Spradley, 1980). Interviewing
may involve use of a standard questionnaire under specified conditions, which
provides the most control of interview direction and outcomes, or unstructured
interviews that do not rely on an established list of questions and allow the
interview to flow in directions determined by the interviewer and informant.
Spradley (1979, p. 223) describes more than 30 kinds of ethnographic
questions that may be used to obtain infonnation at various points in an
interview or study. Three basic, commonly used types are identified. A question
type frequently used in this study is the descriptive question (Spradley, 1979, p.
85). This kind of question elicits accounts of experiences and knowledge of a
particular scene or situation and assisted the researcher to identify categories
of ideas and meanings. An example of a descriptive question is; "How do you
handle a pain episode at home?" The second kind of question, the structural
question, is asked to confirm categories and define all structures within
categories (Spradley, 1979, pp. 120-121). An example of a structural question
is: "Can you tell me some of the behaviors children show when they are in
pain?" The third type of question is the contrast question. Contrast questions
are used to determine meaning of symbols often by contrasting other symbols
(Spradley, 1979, pp. 155-156). An example of a contrast question is: "When you
are feeling bad, is it better to stay home or to go to the emergency room?"
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When a variety of questions are used, different kinds of information are elicited.
Eliciting a variety of information allows a body of knowledge to be built around
the topic of interest. Themes, defined as repeated patterns or principles that
recur across multiple categories or systems of cultural meaning (Spradley,
1979), are then identified from the constructed body of knowledge about the
topic.
Participant observation is another commonly used tool of the
ethnographic researcher. In this approach to data seeking, the researcher
observes and participates in activities around the topic or group of interest
(Spradley, 1980). Levels of participation vary considerably with the researcher
passively observing activities without taking part to full participation in an
activity. Participation may begin with the researcher in a non-participatory
observing mode and increases as culture members accept the researcher and
the researcher becomes more comfortable with the activity. The researcher
keeps records of observations and impressions that occur in the course of the
activity. One example of participant observation with a low level of involvement
is a researcher standing quietly in a hospital hallway observing nurses and
doctors interact with a child in pain. An example of full participation in an activity
is a researcher providing massage therapy for an adolescent with a SCO pain
episode. Participant observation is a useful adjunct method to interviewing,
corroborating, or refuting what participants have told the researcher, and adding
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both substance and context to an expanding body of knowledge about a
subject.
Spradley (1979) observes that the processes associated with
ethnography, such as defining the problem, collecting data, and data analysis,
do not occur sequentially in ethnography but follow repetitive, circuitous, and
variable patterns where questions generate data that are analyzed and result in
hypotheses, from which additional questions are drawn and observations made.
Analysis is an ongoing process in all phases. Iteration is key to the
ethnographic process.
The major tool In any ethnographic study is the researcher (Spradley,
1979). The skill of the researcher in developing and maintaining contacts,
informants, and friends in the community has the greatest effect on the success
of such studies. Interviewing and observational skills are extremely important.
The researcher listens, asks questions, observes, and attempts to understand
the perspective of participants. The researcher then re-presents the constructed
picture of the problem, people, and context.
The product of the ethnographic study, then, constitutes a version of the
truth. Denzin (1997, p. 77) comments that reflexivity is embedded in any
ethnographic study and "meaning is not imposed" but left to the audience to
develop. Positivistic approaches to maintaining objectivity in doing ethnography
are not only difficult to implement, they fail to support the underlying qualitative
epistemologies of multilayered context, the existence of multiple truths, and
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many sources of knowledge (e.g., spiritual, empirical, experiential). Therefore,
acknowledging a stance is important for ethnographic researchers and
illustrates the researcher position in viewing the whole.
Focused Ethnography
In focused ethnographies, the setting or group (such as a nursing home
or persons with AIDS) or identified topic of interest (such as domestic violence
or living with a diagnosis of cancer) is the focus of the study. Muecke (1994, p.
199) describes focused ethnographies as "time-limited exploratory studies
within a fairiy discrete community or organization." Speaking from a nursing
biomedical perspective, Boyle (1994) suggests that these ethnographies are not
holistic in that they do not define the basic values governing behavior in a
culture but, instead, seek to establish descriptive theory related to health and
illness behaviors.
In focused ethnographies, informants are selected on the basis of their
depth of knowledge of the topic or membership in the group of interest. Key
participants with intensive knowledge about the study focus are sought. General
informants have less direct infomnation about the topic but have ideas or
opinions that contribute to a greater understanding of the phenomenon. While a
general knowledge of the context is necessary and is sought to frame the
inquiry and contribute to hypothesis and theory generation, the focus of the
study is the topic of interest within the group or setting. Other sources of
information about day-to-day culture also contribute to the study and may
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consist of holistic ethnographies of the group (Boyle, 1994) or other sources of
data, such as government documents, newspaper accounts, and historical
texts.
Kleinman (1992) cautions that health ethnographies commonly limit an
essential feature of ethnographic method; description of the context in which the
illness or condition of interest occurs. Provision of context is viewed as an
important adjunct to description of sociocultural responses to children with SCO
and pain and how the context influenced and responded to affected children.
Attention to community history, child and family relationships, contemporary
concerns in the greater society (e.g., educational matters), and religious and
sociocultural views of pain and disease expanded this study beyond the
boundaries of a focused ethnography. The rationale for this expansion concerns
the understanding that children develop responses to pain and suffering derived
from explicit and implicit cultural training provided them by parents, family
members, and other important influences encountered in the course of their
young lives.
The overall study approach includes a three-pronged strategy. Children
with SCD and pain provide the child's view. The viewpoint of family caregivers
of children with SCD during pain episodes supplements children's views and
additionally provides a family perspective. Finally, the perceptions of key adult
community participants with significant knowledge about this group of children.
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their families, the Qatif community, and SCD in the Eastern Province provide a
broader picture of SCD and pain in Qatifi children.
Protection of Informants
The Human Subjects Review Committee of the University of Arizona
granted approval for the study (Appendix A). Parents read and signed
translated Arabic consent forms for participating children and children also
signed translated Arabic assent forms (English translations in Appendix B).
Copies of the forms were given to all parents and children. Disclaimer
statements were provided in writing or disclaimer content reviewed verbally for
family caregivers during pain and illness episodes (parents) and for community
participants in either Arabic or English (English translations in Appendix B).
In a discussion of ethics of ethnographic studies, Upson (1994)
acknowledges that requiring signed consents may create anxieties about
involvement in research projects in stigmatized or Illiterate participants. To
decrease unease associated with the process of signing consent fomns,
presentation of the Arabic and English forms was preceded by a thorough and
simple verbal Arabic explanation. Verbal consent was obtained from community
participants and family caregivers during pain and illness episodes (for their
own participation).
Confidentiality
Confidentiality is an issue as close kinship relationships characterize the
social basis of Saudi Arabians. Among Saudi Arabs, confidentiality is viewed in
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a different way than it is in the West, with more emphasis placed on
maintenance of the collective family "face" and dignity and avoidance of
potential difficulties with government agencies. Using pseudonyms and
changing or omitting identifying details helped to maintain participant family
confidentiality. Community participants engaging in informal, unrecorded
interviews and discussions were also guaranteed confidentiality, unless
informants gave clear permission to use their names. While several physicians
and nurses provided such permission initially, a few negative incidents resulting
from encounters with local health care institutions and the local office of the
Ministry of Health caused reconsideration of the potential for harm to
community participants. To en- on the safest side, pseudonyms were used for
all informants and other identifying details were altered to prevent identification.
True names of the two interpreter-consultants, Najat Abu-Haliqa and Samira AlBeesh, who worked closest with me on the project, were used with their
permission. In addition, the Shi'i cleric who provided the opinion on Islamic
views of pain, Abdul Azeem Nasr Al-Meshaikhes, allowed me to attach his
name to his work.
Informed Consent and Voluntary Participation
Issues of consent predominate in cross-cultural research (Beiser, 1977).
Social compliance with requests, including giving consent to participate in
research, is a strong value in Saudi Arab society. In particular, children were
taught and expected to be compliant with the wishes of their parents from an
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early age. Duty to one's elders continued throughout life, and even extended to
accepting decisions by parents regarding choice of spouse, occupation, or
discipline of one's own children. It was expected that children would be
expected to participate by parents. Children, anxious to fulfill the wishes of
elders, particularly parents, would willingly comply. To ensure children were not
forced to participate against their will, assessment of the children's willingness
to participate was done before interviews commenced. At times, younger
children's mothers were present during the initial assessment of willingness to
participate. Children always agreed to participate; however, the interpreter and I
reassessed willingness to continue participation intermittently during interviews,
usually when mothers or other influential persons, for example, grandmothers
or aunts, were absent from the room.
During interviews, two of the younger child participants were seemingly
ovenA/helmed by our presence and/or the interview process, and appeared to
be uncomfortable. At that time, we suspended questioning, expressed empathy,
and asked the child if he or she would like a break, which both children willingly
took. Both children returned to the interview location after a time, ready to again
participate. The two children completed their interviews without incident. In
addition, when one of the mothers became emotional and tearful during our
discussion, we stopped and offered support, reassuring her that hers was not
an abnormal reaction to distress in one's children and chaos in one's life. She
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chose to continue the interview and expressed relief at the opportunity to
articulate her distress.
Women, as legal and social dependants of husbands and male heads of
households, are sometimes expected to fully comply with decisions made by
their male guardians (Doumato, 1995). Privacy was ensured and women
assured that nonparticipation in, or withdrawal from the study was a private
matter and would not be questioned. It is also viewed as important that persons
who wished to participate be allowed to do so for marginalized voices to be
heard. For this study, women considered their participation and made their
decisions generally without consulting husbands or other male decision makers.
Ethical Concerns
Two events with ethical implications occurred during the course of the
study. During the course of the study, one mother told me that her child's
physician, who had prescribed hydroxyurea for the youngster, had told her
there were no side effects related to taking the medication. I was concemed
that the mother had not aware of the potential problems associated with the
medication and, thus, might miss signs of impending complications. I was also
concerned that the physician might have told her there were no side effects. I
inquired if she had received any written material about hydroxyurea. As she had
not, I asked if she would like some and she acknowledged that she would be
interested. I provided her with a hydroxyurea handout from an American sickle
cell organization. I phoned the director of the hematology service where the
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child received care to inquire what patient and family education is provided for
persons placed on hydroxyurea. I received assurances that physicians provide
education about side and adverse effects and monitored blood values and other
parameters to ensure children's health and safety. Participant confidentiality
was not violated and the need to provide for proper informed consent reinforced
with the hematology service.
The second ethical issue concerned my receipt of a letter of complaint
written by an informant and the effects that publication of the letter in the
dissertation might have on her and her family. I decided to use only excerpts
from the letter with her permission and to disguise details about her so that the
informant would be less easily identified.
Cultural and Language Consultant-Interpreters
Two Saudi Arab women served as cultural consultants and interpreters
for cultural and linguistic matters. My primary interpreter-consultant is a long
time Saudi Arab friend, Najat Abu-Haliqa. Najat is from a well-known Shi'i family
with its roots in the community of Al-Hasa. Najat had a special interest in the
project as her uncle had died of SCD while a young man. Najat is also
sympathetic to the plight of suffering, as she has lived with chronic fatigue
syndrome and fibromyalgia for at least two decades. In the course of the
project, she often shared her own experiences of dealing with pain and
encouraged participants to speak of how pain had affected their lives.
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Samira Al-Beesh, a social worker and health educator from Qatif, also
provided major assistance with cultural interpretation as well as served as a
guide to the community. Samira has worked as a social worker in Qatif City for
at least 15 years. Her primary focus is SCD education for girls within the school
system. She also attends to social and health needs of Qatifis with SCD at one
of the primary health care centers in Qatif during the times she is not involved
with the girls' schools. Samira believes that non-pharmacological approaches
are efTective supplements to drugs in managing SCD pain and maintains
special interests in massage therapy and nutrition. Pain sufferers at the primary
health care center indicated that they perceived Samira's patient, gentle, and
soothing approach as healing and often stopped to call on her during clinic
visits.
Both women offer unique perspectives, one as a sufferer with ongoing,
often severe pain, and a relative of a person with SCD, and the other as a
sagacious observer of suffering, a teacher of SCD prevention, and a healer.
Both women also referred acquaintances, neighbors, and friends with familial
SCD to me and provided me with a good entree into a relatively closed
community.
Data Sources
A variety of resources are used for the study. These include interviews
with ten children and their family caregivers; nine mothers (one caregiver is
mother to two of the interviewed children) who provide care during pain and
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illness episodes, informants with community contacts. Fieldnotes related to
interviews and participant observation experiences during interviews are also
used. Children's drawings are used to promote discussion during interviews and
to illustrate pertinent features of children's lives. Fieldnotes related to other
types of observational experiences, such as observing pain responses in
hospitalized children are incorporated. Other data sources, such as
photographs, applicable newspaper articles, and health education materials,
are also used. Finally, my own experiences as a pediatric nurse caring for
children with SCO and pain as well as insights from living in the Saudi Arabian
culture supplement interview data.
Interviews and Rationale for Use
Interviews with children with SCD and pain and their family caregivers
during pain and illness episodes provide the basic structure of the inquiry.
Community participants also contribute to the developing picture of children with
SCD and pain in the selected community. Participant observation techniques
are employed to provide context and supplement interview data.
Most of my experience with interviewing Saudi Arab children and adults
was drawn from clinical work with children and parents in inpatient pediatric
units at my former place of employment in the Eastern Province. I have also
interviewed Arabic speaking women and men as a part of earlier ethnographic
studies. I have also worked with Arabic interpreters in the course of one study
and during my years of clinical nursing work.
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The Arabic dialects on the Arabian Peninsula often show considerable
local variation. In addition, my conversational Arabic skills are limited. For these
reasons, consultant-interpreters with expertise in local dialects assisted with
translation. While I understood much of what was stated, important details could
be easily missed. Per my request, consultant-interpreters translated exactly
what was said by children and family caregivers and also provided sociocultural interpretations of why and how issues were expressed, and contextual
interpretations. Interpreters also assisted in rephrasing questions to participants
in order to secure more complete answers or to further expose underlying
issues.
Questions varied from participant to participant and were based on age,
gender, connection with, or knowledge of the topics of interest (e.g., pain, SCD,
aspects of community life). Basic warm up, introductory and descriptive
questions were used for children, family caregivers, and community
participants; examples of these questions appear in Appendix C. Questions
varied depending on the status of the research at particular points in time.
Spradley (1979, p. 223) suggests beginning with descriptive questions to elicit
basic data about the setting, then refining questions to include other types of
descriptive and structural queries to gather different kinds of information, pursue
leads, and test developing hypotheses.
Children's perspectives are provided, as they remain the best source of
information about their own emotions, perceptions, and knowledge. Family
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caregivers who provide care during pain and illness episodes were chosen as
key family infomnants, as they were believed to be more aware of children's
histories, behavioral patterns, developmental progression, and had engaged in
the most interactions with children during pain and illness episodes. Parents,
particularly mothers, are the family caregivers during pain and illness episodes
as well as caregivers for other types of childcare.
Interviews with community participants with Qatif affiliations that brought
them into contact with Qatifi children with SCO and pain are used to supplement
the contextual view of SCO and pain. It is assumed that, aside from their
parents and other close family members, children with SCD would have the
closest contacts with schoolteachers, school-based and medical social workers,
and selected nurses and physicians. It is believed that these close informants
would be best able to add to the cultural understanding of pediatric SCD and
pain responses in Qatif. The views and experiences of Qatifi adults with SCD
are also perceived as adding to the community perspective, as they have an
extended view of life with SCD and pain. A Shi'i cleric's view of the purposes,
potential rewards, biomedical approaches to, and outcomes of ongoing pain is
also included to illuminate the religious understandings play in the Qatif
sociocultural response to, and influence on children with SCD and pain.
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Other Data Sources and Rationale for Use
I observed and spoke with child and adult SCO patients in clinical
settings, including community health clinics and hospitals. With permission of
staff nurses, I assisted patients to use non-pharmacological pain control
methods by engaging in distraction techniques (e.g., conversation, use of
humor), environmental control (e.g., control of light or noise), or focused or
contralateral massage. My experiences with SCD patients and clinic and
hospital staff elicited personal accounts about pain and interest in the study. I
was able to observe pain expression from a developmental perspective.
Pertinent printed and written materials, such as newspaper articles,
letters and writings from community participants, are incorporated into the
database. Photographs support significant impressions of the Qatif communities
and ways of life including economic status, the intrusion of other cultures and
values, social relationships, neighborhood creation and deterioration, and the
status of local social institutions such as hospitals and markets. Newspaper
articles are used to support or confirm the social viewpoints verbalized by
community participants as well as to provide context for related contemporary
social issues and concerns. Most articles are published in the English version of
a local newspaper and elucidate issues related to education and career
prospects for young Saudis, health issues, and the health care system.
Posters and other patient educational materials concerned with SCD are
incorporated. These educational materials are primarily written for the lay public
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by local biomedical practitioners and reveal the perceptions and aims of the
Qatif and Eastem Province biomedical and public health communities related to
SCO and related inherited disorders.
I solicited religious opinions on meanings of, and approaches to pain
from a Shi'i cleric. Islamic, and particularly, Shi'i practice opinion illustrates the
religious perspective with which Qatifis are encouraged to view and deal with
the problem of pain.
A community participant with SCD gave me a copy of a poignant
grievance letter she had written to her physicians about the poor quality of her
pain management during recent hospitalizations. The letter reveals the
perspective of an adult with SCD and frequent pain episodes and an ongoing
turbulent struggle between a SCD patient and the Qatif biomedical system.
As a part of interviews and to generate discussion about important
issues in their lives, I asked children to draw pictures of their families or other
topics of interest to them. Dr. Joan Haase originally proposed this approach in a
qualitative research methods course. The purposes of this approach are to
assist children to feel comfortable during interviews and to facilitate discussion
of matters important to the child. Previously, I had used children's drawing in
developmental assessment for well children and as a therapeutic expressive
modality for hospitalized children. Malchiodi (1998) observes that children from
cultural backgrounds who are taught to give socially compliant answers to adult
authority figures may not be able to give extensive verbal feedback. In such
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cases, the drawing of pictures can supplement verbal information from these
children. Malchiodi's observation mirrors my impression that Saudi Arab
children were very interested in complying with adult social expectations. It was
my experience that Qatifi children's drawings could provide cues about
important issues in their lives.
Children's drawings are proffered as being directly instructive about
children, and may sen/e as a narrative fomn when children are less likely to
express ideas, perceptions, and feelings as a result of traumatic experiences or
difficult circumstances (Malchiodi, 1998; McLeavey, 1979). The use of
children's art work as sole indicators of psychological state or personality, for
example, is discouraged due to the ambiguity and complexity of child drawings;
however, drawings can be used to substantiate developing understandings of
individual child perspectives (Malchiodi, 1998; McLeavey. 1979, Thomas &
Jolley, 1998). While children's drawings may have a few features that cue the
observer to past experiences and stressors children have encountered (e.g.,
black suns related to surviving a disaster), most authors caution that drawings
should be used cautiously to advance theories about groups of children
(Malchiodi, 1998; Thomas & Jolley, 1998). Drawings should be interpreted from
an individual contextual perspective with the child, environment, and other
relevant conditions and factors taken into account (Malchiodi, 1998). These
considerations govemed my approach in using children's drawings to stimulate
and direct discussions about possible issues.
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Settings
The Qatif Oasis region in Saudi Arabia is located in the Eastern
Province, immediately north of Dammam, the provincial capital. All children and
family caregivers live in Qatif. Community participants also live and work in the
Qatif region or provide care for persons from Qatif with SCD. The venue for
data collection from families with SCD was usually the participant family's
home. One participant mother and son met me in a local community health
clinic. Follow-up visits and telephone discussions supplemented in-home data
collection from children, family caregivers and community participants.
Data from community participants were obtained in a variety of settings.
Venues include hospitals and clinics in the Eastern Province, meetings at
homes for social activities, such as informal get-togethers and women's dancing
parties. Participant-observation activities also occurred in public sites, such as
clinics, hospitals, and markets, to which I had access. Telephone interviews and
discussions, email communication, and indirect contacts via Saudi Arab
acquaintances were employed. Telephone and email contacts were especially
useful to communicate with Saudi Arab men, who were frequently more
comfortable with indirect contact and communication with women strangers.
Sampling Approaches
A purposive sample of children with SCD, family caregivers, and
community participants was obtained. In purposive sampling, the researcher
chooses participants that add to the study perspective (Morse, 1991b). For all
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participant groups, variability in age, gender, and occupation for adults was an
objective in order to provide a wide perspective of the topics of interest.
"Snowball" referral techniques supplement and support purposive
sampling (Morse, 1991b, pp. 129-130). Snowball techniques entail nomination
of other potential participants by individuals who had previously participated in
the study. As envisioned, this technique was very useful in identifying potential
child, family member, and community participants. I began the process of
identifying potential families with SCD children and community informants by
asking friends and former colleagues for the names of people that might be
interested in participating. Once individual families were identified and became
participants, the family often identified another branch of their family that had
children with SCD. An adult participant with SCO also identified young family
members with SCD and assessed the willingness of children and their families
to participate. Two acquaintances provided names of affected family members
and a neighbor family that had one or more children with SCD.
I anticipated that family caregivers for children with SCD in pain and
illness situations would be mothers. Most of these women were homemakers,
which was expected in this sample. Table 1: Characteristics of Children and Family
Caregivers (p. 120) lists child and key family caregiver participants and their
characteristics.
I sought a spread of ages for children, aiming for seven to 14 year olds.
However, the two potential seven-year olds I assessed for participation in the
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Study, were quite shy. uncomfortable with the interview process, and minimally
verbal. I identified two nine-year old children that were sufficiently comfortable
with the presence of the consultant-interpreter and me to participate fully.
Additional child participant ages also included three 11 and two 14 year olds,
and one of each of the following ages: 12,13, and 17. An attempt was made to
gamer representation from both genders with the result that a sample of six
boys and four girls was obtained.
Key community participant occupation and connection with the
community of children with sickle cell disease was the primary detemninant for
participation. I drew upon my knowledge of local nurses and physicians who
worked with children and adults with SCD and requested interviews from
several practitioners. Najat, Samira, and another friend referred several
teachers, nurses, physicians, and adults with SCD.
Both women and men were recruited from community professional
groups. Four key participant nurses (described in Table 6, p. 169) and seven
physicians (described in Table 7, p. 172) were chosen based on their previous
experiences with the care of, or teaching about children or adults with SCD.
Nurse participants are females while physicians are predominantly male. Three
teachers and three social workers (described in Table 8, p. 173) are also
employed in Qatif public schools and all had experience with children with SCD.
Teachers and social workers are predominantly female. Three Qatifi women
with SCD provide their perspectives (described in Table 9, p. 174). Most
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community participants are Qatifi. The age ranges for all groups reveal some
variation with the physician group evidencing the most variability.
There is wide variation on suggested sample sizes in health-oriented
ethnographic studies. Pelto and Pelto (1996) propose a standard sample size of
about 100 for medical anthropological research studies with a household unit of
analysis. For small (mini-ethnography) to large (maxi-ethnography) studies,
Leininger suggests a sample size of from six to 15 key participants and 12-30
general participants (1997, pp.48-49). My sample size often children with SCO,
nine family caregivers, and 20 community key participants corresponds to
Leininger's proposed guidelines. Sufficiently complete interview data were
obtained from participants to address the research questions and achieve
category saturation. Saturation is defined as the point in data collection where
no new infomnation is generated (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
Recruitment of Participants
Participant families were recruited via purposive sampling and the
snowball technique, previously described. Saudi Arab friends and
acquaintances as well as study participants provided names of, and basic
information about potential families with SCO in Qatif. Community member
participants were recruited in the same manner.
An Arabic-speaking individual (most commonly the referring person,
usually a relative or friend or one of the consultant-interpreters) or I contacted
families with children with SCD at home. The level of interest of the parent
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caregiver to participate was assessed and, if interested, they agreed to an
appointment date and time. A similar process was used to recruit community
participants. In addition, I approached many community participants in work and
social venues, including hospitals and clinics, and during dinner and dancing
parties, yard sales, and religious services.
I discussed compensation of participants with Saudi Arab friends and
colleagues, who insisted that no reward was necessary for any adult participant,
as the study results should be viewed as having benefit for other persons with
SCO. Instead, it was suggested that families might appreciate information about
SCO or pain management. I agreed that I would offer this information in
response to requests by parents or children and that I would also provide
education for pain management for community participants who were
interested. Three mothers and one community participant requested information
about specific approaches to SCO treatments and disease management, which
I provided after interviews. Most inquiries from mothers involved asking for my
opinion about the validity of treatments their children's physicians had
suggested or that the children were already receiving. Additional queries from
mothers included questions about the usefulness of blood transfusion and
hydroxyurea for prevention of stroke and pain, and about bone marrow
transplantation as a potential cure for SCO. I also arranged and led two
workshops for groups of teachers, social workers, and health care workers from
Qatif during the course of the study. While it is very possible that I might have
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wielded considerable influence on the responses of participants by providing
educational intervention, I tried to minimize the effect this intervention might
have had by delaying the interventions until after data collection was completed.
A Saudi Shi'i friend initially recommended not rewarding participant
children, as she felt that taking part in the study in order to help others would be
a valuable lesson in unselfishness for children. However, I perceived that some
of the younger children might not fully appreciate the underiying principle of
selflessness and so offered small gifts of drawing materials to thank children for
their participation.
Selection of Child Participants
Affected child participant selection criteria originally included:
1. Saudi Arab children who resided with their families in the Qatif region,
Eastern Province, Saudi Arabia.
2. SCD with a history of one or more painful episodes in the past two
years requiring admission to hospital or a visit to an emergency room
or dispensary. The child's family caregiver confirmed homozygous
SCD and child pain episode history.
3. Willingness and ability to talk about feelings, beliefs, values, and
experiences related to living with SCD and pain.
4. Age 7 to 14 years.
One child participant, Abdul Karim, did not meet the criteria of visiting a
local health care center to resolve a painful episode. His mother, Khalida, stated
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that he never had significant physical pain, other than the severe headache
associated with his stroke. However, Abdul Karim's stroke, ongoing disability as
a result of the stroke, and SCO that necessitated multiple repeat
hospitalizations for blood transfusions and rehabilitation, had created sufficient
suffering and pain for him and his family, in his mother's view, that the definition
of pain was expanded to include psychological and social pain in order to
accommodate this family's unique perspective. I later ascertained that Abdul
Karim had significant pain although both he and his mother denied the
existence of pain initially.
Most Saudi Arab children begin school at seven years of age: until that
time their exposure to individuals outside of their families is limited. From my
experience, Saudi preschool-aged children (less than seven years old) are less
likely to be able or willing to speak to a stranger about distressing topics and
experiences. The age limit of a maximum of 14 years for child participants was
selected based on admission criteria of many hospitals in the Eastern Province
classifying children as individuals less than 13 or 14 years of age. The age
range of participant girls was nine to 14; the age range of participant boys was
nine to 17. A 17-year-old boy, Mustafa, was willing to speak with us. Although
he was older than the provided criteria for child participants, I accepted his
testimony in order to add the perspective of an older adolescent male. A spread
of ages was sought to establish a developmental overview of the effects of SCD
and pain.
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The children's sample is a mix of males and females, as girls and boys
receive enculturation within different contexts and present differing points of
view. Saudi Arab girls and boys attend single gender schools and gender role
orientation at home is appreciably different for giris and boys.
Children's Interviews
Interviewing is considered an optimal way to investigate the worids of
school-aged children (Deatrick & Faux, 1991). For children with SCD and their
family members consenting to participate, anrangements were usually made to
complete interviews in the participant's home, where possible, with the
expectation that children would be more comfortable in familiar environments
and, thus, more expressive during discussions.
Ross and Ross (1984), who interviewed a large number of children for a
descriptive pain study, suggest several considerations and practical steps in
interviewing children about pain topics. Several of the authors'
recommendations are used for child interviews in this study, and include
establishing a relaxed climate, audiotaping interviews, using easy to answer
questions to bolster children's confidence, and leaving more abstract or difficult
questions for later. The authors also suggest using different types of questions
for children. Questions that generate ideas, opinions, and descriptions are of
the open-ended variety and permit children to answer in any way they wish.
Questions to which responses exist that are known to be limited are also useful
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and get a high rate of response from children. For this study, both open-ended
and limited response questions are employed.
Interviews for children were often conducted over shorter periods of time
and contacts repeated at intervals. This was particulariy useful for younger
children who could discuss their lives and living with SCD and pain for limited
periods of time. For two of the younger children, the presence of parents or
other trusted family members in the room was required to increase children's
comfort level and facilitate participation. On two occasions, I arranged to have
mothers who were observing daughters' interviews leave the interview room as
the children were observed to search for, and react to cues from their mothers
on how to respond to our questions. In one case, the consultant-interpreter,
who knew the mother socially, intervened to distract the mother, gently guide
her from the room, and engage her in another conversation while the interview
with her child was completed. In the second case, we politely but directly asked
the mother to leave and she complied with our request willingly.
Selection of Family Caregivers
Selection criteria for family caregivers included:
1. Related person(s) that provided care for the affected child during
pain episodes and other distressing occurrences associated with
SCD (caregiver during pain episodes). Both the child participant and
his/her caregiver agreed that the identified caregiver provides care
during periods of illness.
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2. Residence in the same household with the affected child.
3. Willingness and ability to talk about feelings, beliefs, values, and
experiences related to caring for a child with SCD and pain.
The functions of family caregivers within the context of the family are
believed extremely important, particularly in the Arab family (Luna. 1989).
Caregiver for everyday purposes was differentiated from family caregiver during
pain episodes and other distressing occurrences associated with SCD, although
in this study the person who fulfilled both roles was, in reality, the same
individual. Caregivers for everyday purposes provide for the majority of care of
the child on a day-to-day basis; this may include discipline, supervision.
feeding, and similar tasks. Family caregivers during pain episodes provide
interventions for pain, make immediate health-care decisions for children with
pain or other SCD complications, and serve as supporters for the distressed
child. I anticipated that more than one person could fulfill the latter role. In all
cases, children identified their mothers as their family caregivers during pain
and illness episodes as well as their caregivers for everyday purposes and
mothers confirmed they performed both roles.
Gender is one of the major defining factors in Saudi Arab social life.
Males and females were publicly separated from eariy school age for cultural
and religious reasons. Many homes had female and male sections where
women and men congregated separately and comfortably. Often, fathers would
be present in the household during our visits but would most often politely
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welcome us and acknowledge our presence before returning to the male areas
of the home. It was correctly expected that most men would be concerned with
both establishing an environment of sexual propriety and providing a hospitable
atmosphere for guests. Children indicated that fathers also provide support and
some care. All willing identified family caregivers during pain episodes were
interviewed and two fathers did contribute infomiation.
Selection of Key Community Participants
Members of the community who had day-to-day contact with children
with SCO or who came into contact with the children during pain and illness
episodes added to the perspective of how pain was manifested and handled in
this group of children. Community members were chosen to represent specific
groups and organizations within the setting that had contact with children with
SCD, such as nurses, physicians, teachers, and social workers. Biomedical
community members, primarily nurses and physicians, were selected based on
their practice history, potential for contact with SCD children in pain, and ability
to contribute information about the children and their families. Schoolteachers
and school-based and medical social wori<ers were chosen as they came into
frequent contact with children with SCD and pain. Adult community members
included persons with SCD as well as others who could contribute information
about how children with pain and their families managed day-to-day existence.
Community participants are mostly Qatifis and reside and work in the
Qatif region. The community participant group includes two expatriate nurses
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and two physicians who were not Saudi. The nationalities of these participants
are two Filipinos, an Indian, and a Palestinian. One nurse and one physician
live outside the Qatif region but work at a local health care institution outside of
Qatif that provided care for a large number of Qatifi children with SCD.
Willingness to discuss knowledge of SCD and its perceived place in the
community, pain experiences of persons with SCD, and related beliefs and
values serve as criteria for selection of this group of informants. Three teachers,
two women and one man. and two school-based social workers and one
medical social worker, all women, participated. From the health care sector,
four nurses, all women, participated. Seven physicians, including two women
and five men, also spoke about pain and related issues in persons with SCD.
Samira Al-Beesh shared her perspective as a social worker connected with the
health care and educational systems. Three Qatifi women with SCD and
ongoing pain also participated to give an adult perspective. Finally, Abdul
Azeem Nasr Al-Meshaikhes, a Qatifi Shi'i cleric, provided religious opinions
regarding how the issue of pain should be approached from the perspectives of
the experiencing person and observers of pain and suffering.
Demographic Data
Demographic data collected for child participants includes: age, gender,
persons living in the same household and their relationships to children, number
of months or years since the last pain episode that required outside
intervention, frequency of pain episodes experienced, description of pain, and
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school level. Information related to known complications of SCD in the child will
also be collected from children and family caregivers. Data on family caregivers
during pain episodes includes age, gender, relationship to child, and
occupation. Information on the number of siblings and other family members
with SCD and pain was also collected. Basic information about key participant
occupation, and contact or experience with persons with SCD or pain was
collected.
Interview Data Collection
The processes of data collection for children and their family caregivers
are described. Data collection processes with community participants are also
described.
Interview Processes: Children and Family Caregivers
Semi-structured, audiotaped interviews were the principal source of data
from family caregivers and from children with SCD. During the recruitment
process, interview conditions, such as the need for parents to sign consents for
their participating children and the process of audiotaping, were explained prior
to the date of interview so participants could take this information into account
when giving consent for interviews. Interviews were audiotaped. Questions
varied for participants: examples of questions for children and family caregivers
appear in Appendix C. In most cases, children were also asked to draw pictures
related to them and their families with provided art materials.
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I completed interviews for both participating children and caregivers at
the same visit, when possible. Consultant-interpreters, participants, and I often
viewed interviews as social occasions, and these were free-flowing with little
attention to time. Interviews were commonly conducted in the female salons of
homes with family members moving freely in and out of the interview space.
Children's siblings, aunts, sisters-in-law, grandmothers, and mothers often
stopped in to listen and, occasionally, to comment. Children and their parents
were allowed to speak freely and rarely interrupted. The total range of time
used for in-home family interviews, in fact, was never less than two hours and
interview sessions often extended throughout an aftemoon or evening. For
most families, additional contacts were arranged and took place in either faceto-face meetings or on the telephone. In one instance, a follow-up encounter
with a participant mother occurred at a clinic where her daughter was being
treated for a SCD pain episode. Fieldnotes were written immediately after
interview sessions.
Interview Processes: Community Participants
Informal interviews and conversations with community participants
provided a community view of the phenomena. Informants were interviewed as
individuals or in groups, as the social setting, convenience, and participant
comfort dictated. Interviews ranged from 30 minutes to two hours at each
sitting. Sample general questions for community participants as well as specific
questions for health care providers, teachers and school administrators, social
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workers, and adults with SCO appear in Appendix C. Telephone interviews
were common. Detailed written notes and documentation were maintained in
fieldnotes.
Roles of Consultant-Interpreters
In the case of the Qatif community, it was anticipated that families
interviewed would be of the Shi'i sect. Thus, the presence of Arabic-speaking
Saudi Arab Shi'i women consultant-interpreters, Najat and Samira, served to
provide cultural interpretation of language and behaviors and to help make
participants feel more comfortable with nfiy presence.
Data were originally to be transcribed in Arabic by a professional female
Gulf Arabic-speaking transcriptionist then reviewed by the interpreter for
accuracy. Then Arabic transcriptions were to be translated into English by
transcriptionists and rechecked for accuracy by interpreters. Unfortunately,
transcriptionists of either gender capable of translating Arabic and English
audiotapes and texts were unavailable. As an alternative procedure, the
consultant-interpreters performed the functions of interpreting and assisting in
transcription of interviews. Together, Najat and I reviewed my notes, listened to
Arabic language audiotapes, and translated directly into English from tape to
computer file or paper. Review of translations and texts with both consultantinterpreters helped to confirm the accuracy of translations and allowed me to
further check perceptions and understandings of what was said.
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One or both of the women accompanied me during interviews with
families, teachers, school-based social workers, and some health care
practitioners. They guided interpretations of participant words and behaviors,
and assisted me to transcribe questions and answers. Consultant-interpreters
often assisted me in rephrasing questions to elicit certain kinds of information.
In addition, the women assisted in defining terms, suggested alternative
approaches to interview conduction and questioning, and clarified participant
responses. Both women assisted in verifying what had taken place during
interviews. In addition, the consultant-interpreters provided their assessments of
what they believed the informants meant, believed, or understood.
Consultant-interpreters also commented on omissions or what was not
stated during interviews. This was particulariy helpful when children or their
parents, not wishing to criticize, were quiet or phrased a response in a neutral
manner. Comments were included in transcribed texts or in fieidnotes.
Follow-up questions were addressed by repeat visits or telephone
contact. Both women reviewed developing categories and themes for accuracy
and helped to present data and the model to participants for formal member
checking processes.
Refusals
As children were to be interviewed, a process necessitating signed
consent and assent forms, I anticipated that some potential informant families
would decline to participate based on these requirements. In a hospitable and
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conciliatory society such as Saudi Arabia, denial of a reasonable request can
be regarded as confrontational and inhospitable. Saudi Arabs will go out of their
way to avoid such socially uncomfortable situations by creating other
acceptable excuses. Friends and acquaintances contacting potential participant
families for me also selected only those families they believed would be open to
the study methods and associated procedures such as consent signing, verbal,
and hospitable to me, a Western woman. This theoretically limited the potential
body of participants, although it is not clear to what extent. Two to three families
of children with SCD did probably decline to participate although explanations
were given for nonparticipation. The explanations given for declining included
the recent surgery of one of the parents, and inconvenient timing of interviews.
Of the community participants asked to participate, one physician initially
consented to do so, but was never able or willing to spend more than a few
minutes speaking to me. After several broken appointments, I determined that
he was uncomfortable speaking with me and did not wish to participate, but was
also ambivalent about directly refusing participation. In keeping with cultural
constraints, I neither questioned him about his sincerity nor attempted to
reestablish contact.
Analysis
A large and complex volume of data was generated. Data management
was accomplished using the qualitative data management program, ATLAS.ti, a
qualitative research software program. ATLAS.ti is commonly used to organize
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and help with analysis of textual and graphical data (Muhr, 1997). The ATLAS.ti
program allows storage of documents, comments, and supporting quotations as
well as searching texts.
Data Preparation
Recorded interviews were directly translated from audiotapes into
English and transcribed into computer files. The audiotaped material was
supplemented by written fieldnotes as previously described. Community
participant interviews were constructed from detailed written notes and
documentation maintained in fieldnotes. Interviews and fieldnotes were
reviewed with consultant-interpreters for accuracy and questions related to
terminology, meanings, omissions, and follow-up questions addressed in
additional contacts with interviewees. Either an assistant or I made telephone
follow-up contacts. In some cases, additional face-to-face contacts were
arranged. Additional information was added to interview transcriptions and/or
fieldnotes. Transcripts and fieldnotes were reviewed iteratively as data
collection progressed. The purpose of the iterations was to further define
hypotheses, formulate new questions, check new leads, and to begin to
develop categories.
Arabic textual materials, including a letter and a religious opinion, were
translated into English by a translation service In a nearby town. An assistant
reviewed the translations with the original Arabic for accuracy and corrected
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minor errors in the translations. An assistant also translated Arabic brochures
and educational materials.
Graphical data, such as photographs, children's drawings, brochures,
and newspaper articles, were scanned and stored as graphical computer files.
All textual and graphical data, including original Arabic brochures and English
translations, were loaded into the ATLAS.ti software program in preparation for
analysis and interpretation.
Data Management. Abstraction, and Interpretation
Data from all interviews, children's drawings, photographs, and fieldnotes
are analyzed through iterative processes to expose patterns and themes.
Quotations from texts and significant parts of graphical data are stored under
specific categories. Minor categories and selected quotations are directly linked
to developing major categories. Major categories form the basis of themes.
Data are also linked to the various perspectives: children, family caregivers, and
groups of community participants (e.g., nurses and physicians, adults with
SCO) in order to illustrate the views of each group and to answer research
questions. Thus, data are analyzed from group perspectives and as a whole.
Source triangulation of data from the three groups of participants, affected
children, family caregivers, and community participants, offers confirmable
perspectives on congruities and incongruities of the various groups'
perspectives (Lincoln & Guba, 1989).

no
Member checks, and discussions and consultations with Najat and
Samira. and with peers in the health care field also helped to confinm or further
explain the responses of children with SCO. family caregivers, and community
participants.
Trustworthiness
In qualitative research, conventional quantitative methods to ensure the
quality of the study process and analysis are often inappropriate as the
underlying tenets and goals of qualitative and quantitative methods are
different. Lincoln and Guba address methods of ensuring research accuracy in
qualitative research (1985,1989). Trustworthiness is the corresponding
qualitative term to the general quantitative temris of reliability and validity. For
this study, trustworthiness is addressed in detail using Lincoln and Guba's four
suggested parameters (1985.1989). These parameters include credibility,
transferability, dependability, and confirmability.
Credibility
The probability that credible or true data and conclusions were produced
is enhanced by the techniques of prolonged engagement, triangulation and
member checking. "Prolonged engagement" provides credibility by ensuring
that enough time and involvement at the site of the inquiry is devoted to
sumriount possible incorrect information, move beyond culturally constmcted
distortions, and to fully appreciate the cultural context (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p.
301; 1989, p. 327). Work related to pain management improvement with local
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Qatif hospital and clinic staff as well as developing social relationships with
members of the community of Qatif began in late 1997 and continued
throughout 2000. This work and deepening involvement in the Qatif community
promoted credibility by enhancing my knowledge about the various clinics,
hospitals, staff, and ofFlcials I dealt with. Spending extended time with families
at home and maintaining contact via telephone or by direct contact enabled me
to view families and interactions at different times. Multiple discussions with
several key community members also provided the opportunity for me to
reassess provided information for accuracy.
Triangulation, or using different sources to confirm impressions or
developing knowledge, took the fomn of using multiple data sources and data
collection methods. Multiple data sources used included children with SCD,
family caregivers, other community members, friends with specific cultural
knowledge, and former colleagues involved in pain management. Multiple data
collection methods were also used and included such methods as formal
audiotaped interviews as well as informal interviews and discussions, use of art
to elicit children's descriptions of their worlds, and documentation of social
concems and issues through discussions with Saudi Arab friends and
acquaintances and use of articles from local newspapers.
Member checks are used to assess the truthfulness of data abstractions.
Two participant families and three community participants reviewed the results
of category and theme constructions and the general model for correctness and
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conformity to cultural structures. Children, their mothers, and community
participants found that categories and themes were consistent with their
understandings and experiences of having pain or observing and responding to
pain in children. The children, their mothers, and community participants
provided additional illustrative examples of categories and themes. Consultantinterpreters also provided explanations of language and events and helped to
co-create the picture of SCO and pain responses in the children and community
of Qatif.
Transferability
Transferability involves making decisions about the applicability of
conclusions or hypotheses drawn from findings to other contexts. To address
transferability, the researcher is obliged to provide the context, data, and
conclusions for scrutiny by other investigators in other contexts to examine and
draw their own conclusions regarding applicability. Providing thick or rich
description ensures transferability. Establishment and maintenance of a
detailed database and description of contexts, and logical tracking of
conclusions also contributed to transferability. To meet this criterion, transcripts
of taped interviews, recreations of informal interviews and discussions,
observations, impressions, photographs, child drawings, educational materials,
publications, and fieldnotes illustrating development of categories and themes,
hypotheses, and the model were maintained using the ATLAS.ti qualitative
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software program Logs of developing categories and themes were derived from
pattem and category groupings developed through iterative processes.
Dependability
Dependability is deemed somewhat different from its parallel quantitative
convention of reliability, that is, methods adhered to over the course of the
study should result in consistent, truthful data. In the case of this study, it was
expected that changes in approaches would occur as knowledge of the topic
developed. Documentation of changes in the findings, methods used, and
conclusions is important to enhance dependability. Changes in inquiry
directions were justified and tracked as they occun'ed: audiotapes,
transcriptions, fieldnotes, and other data, and developing categories and
themes were used to this end. The ATLAS.ti program and was used to assist in
linking data to developing ideas, categories, and themes. To ensure
dependability, my dissertation chair periodically reviewed the methodological
processes and progression of the study.
Confirmability
Confirmability allows conclusions to be drawn about the relationship of
data and findings by tracing findings and conclusions to data. Confirmability
ensures that the data, not the researcher's notions, ground the findings.
Provision of the audit trail for use by the dissertation chair allowed conclusions
about the process and outcomes to be confirmed. The constituents of the audit
trail, as above, consisted of data, conclusions, impressions and related
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supportive, negating, or equivocal data in the form of audiotapes, transcriptions,
fieldnotes and other data, and developing categories and themes. In addition,
impressions, views, and biases were recorded in the fieldnotes. These
measures allow observers to confirm that conclusions are linked to the data.
Summary
The study is a focused ethnography of pain in SCD as experienced by
children and described by family caregivers within the culture and context of the
region of Saudi Arabia where the disease incidence is highest. Protection of
study infomnants is addressed. Data sources are described. The processes of
data collection, selection of participants, roles of consultant-interpreters, data
analysis and interpretation are explained. Approaches to ensure data
trustworthiness are outlined.
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CHAPTER IV
PROJECT RESULTS
This chapter is divided into four sections. First, a brief overview of the
Qatif community is provided. Child and family caregiver participants and
categories and themes are discussed in the second section. In the third section,
community participants are discussed and categories and themes derived from
community group interviews and supporting contextual data are presented. In
the last section, answers to research questions are given.
The Qatif Community
The community of Qatif consists of multiple towns, villages, and hamlets
clustered within an oasis area on the eastem coastline of Saudi Arabia. The
entire area is lush, green, and dotted with many natural springs that have been
used for drinking water, bathing, washing, and irrigation of croplands for
thousands of years (Bibby, 1973). Over the 20*^ century, these separate
settlements have coalesced into a large and expanding metropolitan-suburban
area. The southern border of Saihat, the southernmost town of Qatif, coalesces
with the northern edges of Dammam, the provincial capital. The villages and
hamlets of Qatif have evolved into neighborhoods within the greater oasis area
and have been incorporated into the three original major towns. The three
original towns Include Saihat, Qatif City, the largest town, and Safwa, the
northemmost of the settlements. A network of major and local roads and tracks
serves these areas. In recent years, the increase in population and decrease in
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available land provided the impetus for reclamation of the Qatifi shoreline. This
land has, for the most part, been allocated for public parks or gardens, and
homestead plots of land.
As is observed in many towns in Saudi Arabia, the older, more central
mud and palm wood dwellings were being renovated or cleared to make way for
new, modem buildings. People continue to live in many of the remaining older
buildings, as evidenced by the presence of window air conditioning units and
satellite dishes on roofs.
In the past, fishing, date and truck farming, and animal husbandry were
the main economic endeavors for Qatifis. Numerous small plots of familand and
date palm groves, many smaller than an acre, dot all three major towns in the
Qatif oasis. Qatif provides much of the produce, fish, and meat for the Eastern
Province as well as other parts of Saudi Arabia. While many families maintain
their famis and groves while living elsewhere in Qatif, farmland has been
increasingly sold and used for home construction. In the past, farm work was
done by farm owners, but now is increasingly allocated to salaried guest
workers brought from countries such as India and Pakistan.
There are large numbers of modern businesses located in all the major
towns of the oasis, ranging from small quick-stop neighborhood food stores and
major supermarkets to manufacturing and construction concerns. In addition,
there are traditional markets where families can purchase fruit, vegetables, fish,
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and meat, as well as sundry items such as inexpensive dress lengths, toys, and
house wares.
Qatifis and the Shi'i have long valued the importance of education for
youth. Even prior to the institution of formal education in Saudi Arabia, many
Shi'i sent their sons and daughters to kitaab

where they learned to read and

write with an emphasis on the study of the Qur'an. The government school
system originated in the 1920s for boys and in the eariy 1960s for giris (Bird,
1995). School enrollment is not required for children. Most families, however,
ensure that their children attend at least primary school. Schools are
segregated by gender and age from the primary grades.
Education is free although some expenses, such as uniforms and some
supplies, are bome by families. School divisions include the primary level for
ages six to 12 years, intermediate for ages 12 to 15 years, and secondary for
ages 15 and above. Children begin their formal educations at age six to seven
years and can continue their education, free of charge, through the university
level. According to the teachers and social workers that provided information
about the school system, most young women and men graduate from
secondary school. With the rapid rate of population growth throughout the
Kingdom in the 1980s and 1990s and a lack of available seats at public
universities, admission to desirable state-funded colleges and universities had
become extremely competitive. Parents wished to send their children to these

* Religious schools where attendees are taught to read and write Arabic in order to study the Qur'an.
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sought-after schools and put a great deal of pressure on youngsters to achieve
the excellent grades required to gain admission.
Since the 1940s, the growth of the Eastern Province oil industry, in the
guise of the Arabian American Oil Company, has increasingly provided support
for the oasis dwellers, contributing to growth and increasing wealth of Qatif and
Al-Hasa communities as it drew directly from the more educated and settled
urbanite population for its workforce. Fishing, farming and the raising of animals
continue to be practiced as forms of subsistence but population growth,
urbanization, declining availability of land and water resources, and availability
and desirability of advanced education and work opportunities have altered the
economic base of the oasis.
While working outside the home remains uncommon for women, they are
increasingly entering the workforce, primarily as teachers, women's bank
employees, and clerical and medical wori^ers. Rural Qatifi women continued to
care for homes and families, supplementing their family incomes by making and
selling items, such as baskets, at home. In contrast to other towns observed in
Saudi Arabia, lone women are often observed on the street, attending to
necessary shopping, visiting family and friends, and participating in the
women's prayer meetings common in Shi'i communities. This observation
supported the impression that Qatifi women are, to an extent, empowered to
meet their responsibilities toward family and God.
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Family structure in the more urban-suburban areas of Qatifi towns is
mostly nuclear although related families may live as neighbors. Even for poorer
urban families, small and simply fumlshed accommodations are preferable to
living with parents and in-laws. In contrast, rural fanning families often lived
communally, with sons bringing wives and children to the parental home.
Mam'age and children are much desired; having children greatly
enhances the social status of both women and men. Changing views about the
rearing of children, parental roles in caring for children, and family size and
constitution were also evident among my study participants and in day-to-day
conversations with Saudi Arabs. These views reflected increasing urbanization
of the population, changes in the roles of women in the society emphasizing
greater involvement in economic and public life, and increasing appreciation of
the need to prepare children for an urbanized existence. Trends towards
smaller family size, increasing involvement in children's education matters, and
orientation towards assisting boys and giris to choose appropriate careers were
in evidence.
Child and Family Caregivers: Themes and Categories
Many Saudi and non-Saudi participants provided data for the study.
Child participants with SCD and their family caregivers during pain and illness
episodes are listed in Table 1: Characteristics of Children and Family
Caregivers (p. 120). Of the ten children who participated, all attended school as
regulariy as their illnesses would allow. Several children also had siblings with
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SCD; Reem, Abdul Karim, and Naji were the only children with SCD in their
immediate families. In one family (mother llham and son All), three of the four
children and the children's father had SCD. All families, except Ahlam's, had
relatives with SCD in the extended family.
Table 1
Characteristics of Children and Family Caregivers
Care
giver
Age

Caregiver
Occupation

llham, mother

30s

Homemaker

Girl

Ahlam, mother

30s

Supervisor

9

Boy

Khalida, mother

30s

Student

Naji

11

Boy

Aminah, mother

30s

Homemaker

Mohammed

11

Boy

Maha, mother

50s

Homemaker

Fatma

14

Girl

Amirah, mother

30s

Homemaker

Zahra
(Sister of Wajih)

14

Girl

Hind, mother (also
mother of Wajih)

50s

Homemaker

Wajih
(Brother of Zahra)

11

Boy

Hind, mother (also
mother of Zahra)

Haniyah

9

Girl

Ibtihaj, mother

30s

Homemaker

Mustafa

17

Boy

Afaf, mother

40s

Homemaker

Child
Age

Sex

Family Caregiver
Name, Relationship
to Child

Ali

12

Boy

Reem

13

Abdul Karim

Child Name
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Child participants and parents universally identified mothers as fulfilling
both roles as primary family caregivers for both day-to-day care and care during
pain episodes. Children evidenced great respect and love for their mothers and
universally stated that they sought them out during pain and illness episodes.
As Mohammed observed; "Mama is the one who brought me into this universe
and brought me up!"
Most mothers were homemakers; one, Ahlam, worked full time as a
supervisor. Two of the households had live-in housekeepers (Ahlam and
Khalida); however, the housekeepers did not function significantly in the role of
caregiver during illness episodes for the children. All mothers were literate and
two mothers, Ahlam and Khalida, had attended college. One of the mothers,
llham, was pursuing secondary education at the time of the interview. Mother's
ages ranged from the eariy 30's to eariy 50's. All mothers were married and in
monogamous relationships. In one of the homes (Hind, Zahra, and Wajih), an
older son, his wife, and children also lived with the family. Haniyah, her parents,
and siblings lived with her patemal grandparents, the second wife of the
paternal grandfather, and a large number of uncles, aunts, and cousins in a
compound containing two homes. All of the households were urban or
suburban. Families ranged from being quite well off financially (mother Ahlam
and daughter Reem) to relatively poor (mother Ibtihaj and daughter Haniyah).
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Children's Themes and Supporting Categories
Children's themes and categories are summarized in Table 2: Children's
Themes and Supporting Categories (p. 123). Illustrative examples are given for
contributing categories.
Having Pain Affirms Weal(ness
The first theme was fundamental to children's understanding of
themselves in the context of their environment. Use of the temri weai^ness was
related to an understanding of the level of risk that children with SCO were
exposed to. Being in pain offered observable, physical evidence to others that
the ordinarily silent condition of SCO existed. Enduring physical pain also
exposed children to abrupt, unpredictable disruptions in life that exacted
additional suffering and loss. Positive emotion, although recalled less often, was
associated with enhanced connectivity with loved ones and the efforts of others
to lighten the burdens of pain.
Pain is a physical and emotional experience.
Children indicated that having pain meant an unexpected descent into a
state of physical distress, accompanied by emotional misery. Haniyah was the
only child experiencing pain during any interview period. She was pale and
noticeably listless but spoke quietly and with conviction. Haniyah said that her
pain was in one of her feet and specifically in the bones. She used the term
wajid alam (much or great pain) to describe the intensity of her pain. She later
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commented that the pain was diminished although not altogether gone,
demonstrating an awareness of the characteristics of her pain.
Table 2
Children's Themes and Supporting Categories

Theme

Supporting Categories

1. Having pain affirms weakness.

a. Pain is a physical and emotional
experience.
b. Pain means loss of autonomy.
c. Pain means loss of opportunity.
d. Pain means loss of voice and
expression.

2. Control is in our hands.

a. Increasing self-control during pain
episodes.
b. Knowing and dealing with our pain.
c. Struggling for control while
maintaining relationships.
d. Maintaining silence while enduring.

3. A place for everyone here.

a. Everyone helps.
b. Living in the present; looking to the
future.
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Emotions accompanied children's pain. Many kinds of emotions were
evident but fear was an immediate and common feeling verified by children and
observed by parents. Children's fears most often involved anticipatory anxiety
associated with the dreaded experiences of having to go to the emergency
room or being admitted to hospital. Reem observed that her pain "will be like a
huge pressure" (dheeq). Dheeq was a common analogy for stress and anxiety.
Some children spoke of fears of needles associated with receiving pain
medicine and intravenous solutions. The intravenous bottle and needle were
prominent features in Fatma's drawing of her most recent hospitalization
(Appendix D: Fatma: Needles & the duality of life with sickle cell disease). While
the needles represented pain and fearful experiences for young children, many
eventually recognized the dual nature of their pain and its therapy. Application
of needles also embodied beneficence; pain would be reduced through the use
of the needles to provide fluid therapy, pain medicines, and antibiotics.
Anger and other aversive emotions sometimes accompanied pain and
set children apart from their families and environments. The loneliness of the
pain experience was evident in Haniyah's response to her family's attempts to
assist and support her when pain occurred. When her family gathered around
her during pain episodes, Haniyah commonly expressed irritation, anxiety, and
anger: "Oh, just get away from me! I don't want to talk to anybody!"
Children were aware that being in pain attracted caring expressions from
family members, friends, and others in their environments. Children with SCD
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accepted and enjoyed the caring responses they received. Delight, feelings of
warmth and connectivity, and even diminished pain were the results of
concerned, compassionate, and caring responses aimed at children. Naji was
recently hospitalized for pain at the same time that his mother gave birth to his
baby brother. He described, with delight, the scene of his uncle bringing the
new baby, disguised to resemble a fruit basket, to visit and cheer him. He
exclaimed, "I love surprises!" Naji's teachers also visited him in the hospital
when he was sick and would even bring him flowers. On a picture depicting her
most recent hospitalization for pain and some of her favorite relatives, Fatma
wrote. "The thing that reduces the pain is the gathering of my family and my
girifriend", with the image of loved ones drawing close depicted as analgesic
therapy (Appendix D: Fatma: Needles & the duality of life with sickle cell
disease).
Pain means loss of autonomy.
Enduring pain meant loss of control over one's life. Some children
lamented the intense scrutiny of their bodies and activities, and were quietly
irritated at restrictions placed on them by parents. Boys, in particular, chafed
under their mothers' restrictions on activities that were viewed as risky. Naji's
mother was convinced his pain episodes were initiated when he had accidents
or falls and urged him to be cautious when he played. But Naji, who loved to
play football and volleyball, gently disputed his mother's opinion that pain
episodes were initiated by such activities. To add insult to injury, his mother
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also encouraged his younger sister to monitor Naji's activities and to report risky
behavior or incidents, such as falling episodes. After a recent fall, Naji's little
sister, who witnessed the accident, immediately told their parents, initiating a
flurry of concem and protective behavior towards the boy. The assault to Naji's
autonomy, ascendancy, and dignity was evident.
Mohammed's mother, Maha, wom'ed about and was very protective of
her son's health. Maha forbade him to play outside or on the street, swim, or
bicycle, particularly in the heat, for fear that he would get sick. Mohammed,
while demonstrating great respect for his mother in not overtly contradicting her,
also longed to pursue active play activities and outdoor interests. He drew a
picture of himself riding his new scooter along a path in a park, an activity
specifically forbidden by his mother (Appendix D; Mohammed: Forbidden
activities).
Pain means loss of opportunity.
Children were openly distressed at the loss of opportunities they
experienced as a result of having pain and SCD. The position of play was
paramount in the lives of children with SCD, who sought out and pursued their
favorite pastimes with passion. Discussions of recent family holidays, parties,
trips to the beach, computer games played with parents, and visits with
grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins, siblings and friends were the most
favored topics of conversation with children. Having pain episodes brought all
such activities to a swift halt. Reem expressed great disappointment that she
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would often plan on pursuing an activity, only to develop a pain episode and
have to cancel her plans.
Even when in pain, children sought out play, social activities, and even
school and were distressed when they were unable to participate in favorite
pastimes. Haniyah, an excellent student, dearly loved school and would often
try to go to school even when in significant pain. Her grandmother, who
assessed Haniyah's pain episodes as being extremely frequent, said, "She
would always be sick. [But] she doesn't want to be absent, so she will not miss
school." Children recovering from SCD pain episodes in the hospital would
often be observed in the playroom of one hospital's pediatric unit, still pale and
in some pain, but intent on retrieving life through play.
Pain means loss of voice and expression.
Language often failed children with SCD. In the midst of the worst pain
episodes, Mustafa recalled being absolutely mute, unable to speak or describe
the pain he experienced. In response to questions about the nature of her pain,
Reem preferred to draw a sketch of a pain intensity scale used at an Eastern
Province hospital from memory and referred to it during the course of the
interview (Appendix D: Reem: Few words for pain).
According to mothers, younger children were unable to choose or use
words that could describe the magnitude or other features of pain associated
with their worst episodes. Often, children would cry, or simply remain silent.
When children spoke about their pain, they commonly relied on the most
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undemanding of temis: alam or ivaya'(pain). Vocalizations about pain were very
sparse. Children claimed that only a few useful general pain descriptors were
used to alert caregivers to pain and to describe pain. These terms variously
included alam or waja' (pain), alam qaleel (a little pain), alam shadeed (strong
or severe pain), waja'(pain), alam mutwassit (average or medium pain), and
mitwaja'{\ am in pain).
Young children often used indirect allusions to pain, as Wajih did when
he "described" his pain intensity by declaring to his parents that he wished to go
to the hospital. More descriptive expressions were unusual, even among older
children. Some children used phrases that described pain's effects: alam
marboush ktheer, which translated as "severe pain that disrupts concentration".
Pain location was also linked to pain sites as in the term waja'ras (headache).
Zahra expressed the most profound description of pain: "When the pain is in my
hand, I want to cut my hand off".
Observations of school-aged children with SCD pain episodes in
hospitals and clinics supported the inexpressibility of pain by young persons. In
Eastern Province pediatric units, I obsen/ed many children admitted with SCD
pain. They were almost always observed lying quietly and sleeplessly, with
pale, tense facial features, eyes closed, eyebrows drawn together, and often
with covers pulled over their heads. Painful body parts were held stiffly or
moved slowly. When I inquired about pain intensity levels using children's pain
assessment scales, children would invariably reply that the pain was the most
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severe they had endured. Silence was, by far, the most salient feature of
children experiencing severe pain.
The attenuated response to pain shown by children has social
foundations. Children often voiced that maintaining silence was their choice.
Abdul Karim said, "I would not scream and make a disruption to others. The
person with pain should be quiet {yiskut)." Reem observed that she would tell
her mother only when pain became unbearable. If she developed a pain
episode during the night, she managed her pain as best she could, infomiing
her parents when they awakened in the moming. Refusing to call attention to
oneself by openly complaining and avoidance of "sticking one's head above the
others" serves the purposes of minimizing social disruption and allowed the
child with SCD and pain to present a positive social image of enduring strength
and courage.
Control is in Our Hands
Children develop increasingly complex understandings of their pain and
episode patterns as they matured. Perceptions that pain can be controlled also
increase as children gain experience and understanding. Children put some
effort into manipulation of their environments to achieve their needs and
desires. Attempts to control their environments are necessarily tempered by
children's need to live cooperatively with others.
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Increasing self-control during pain episodes.
Children are not as aware of pain patterns that occur early in life nor are
they as aware of temporal pain patterns. Mothers supported and supplemented
children's accounts of increasing control over pain by offering descriptions of
children's earliest pain behaviors as comparisons.
Age is a factor in pain episode frequency. To children and mothers, the
number of episodes appeared to decline over time. Wajih developed pain on
the average of once a month as a young child; now, at the age of 11, pain
frequency had decreased to once every two months. For Mustafa, pain was a
frequent and regular occurrence until the age of 15 when it appeared that he
suddenly ceased to have episodes on a regular basis. Zahra and Wajih's
mother, Hind, who had four children with SCD and pain episodes, obsen/ed that
pain episodes were frequent for children up to age 17, when they began to
decline.
Many children support the theory that children are capable of controlling
their pain episodes. Children offered interpretations of why pain episodes
seemed to decline in frequency over time. Older children, including Zahra,
contended that the number and severity of pain incidents naturally lessened, as
children got older. Reem and Abdul Karim directly credited living healthier
lifestyles for the decrease in pain episode frequency. Other children believed
both maturational processes and attention to healthy lifestyles contributed to
improvements in pain status. Some children believed children's changing pain
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frequencies and increasingly controlled responses were the result of increasing
social maturity and learning how to prevent pain incidents.
Knowing and dealing with our pain.
Children gradually come to know how their disease process affects them
relative to pain episode pattems. This knowledge allows children to begin to
predict and control their activities and responses towards pain. The frequency
and pattems of pain varied considerably in children. Naji had pain once or twice
a year. Reem experienced many intensive episodes in a year, and Haniyah
developed mostly short bursts of pain every few days. Zahra experienced pain
every two or three months although most episodes did not require attention at a
medical facility. Mohammed once developed significant pain episodes four
times in the span of a month.
Children identified a number of approaches that they or others had used to help
them manage their pain (Table 3: Children's Perspectives: Helpful Approaches
for Pain Management, p. 132). Children viewed a few approaches as more
successful. These approaches included taking Fevadol

injections, intravenous

infusions (IVs), and going to the hospital. Children were not aware of the kinds
or names of medications that were used for sickle cell pain, with the exception
of Fevadol and folic acid, which was often described as "the yellow pill".
Children were unable to provide an assessment of how well many of the
approaches worked. Children over 12 years of age were more adept in

^ Local brand of acetaminophen.
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Table 3
Children's Perspectives: Helpful Approaches for Pain Management

Approach

# Responses

Approach

# Responses

Take Fevadol

5

Avoid boredom

1

Massage

5

Play video games

1

Get an injection

4

Play computer games

1

Get an IV

4

Watch videos

1

Take folic acid

4

Eat fruit and rice

1

Go to the hospital

3

Drink water

1

Sleep

3

Avoid chocolate and nuts 1

Watch TV

3

Avoid beans (fava)

1

Read

2

Avoid chocolate

1

Take medications

2

Apply pressure to painful
site

1

Avoid noise

2
Calm self

1

Avoid excessive light

1
Think

1

Drink water

1
Distract self

1

Take vitamins

1
Study/ do schoolwork

1

Rest

1

Presence of family/friends 1
Avoid friends

1
Restrict activities that
bring on pain
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distinguishing preventive measures, such as restricting activities that brought on
pain, from pain treatment measures, such as taking Fevadol. Once patterns of
pain emerged, children developed behavioral strategies to control and manage
their own pain and pain responses. Children described a number of approaches
they used that had proven to be useful in managing pain. Environmental
control, sleep, and self-distraction techniques were most useful. Zahra
observed that by going to sleep, she would forget the pain and rest; then when
she woke up the pain would be gone and no longer in her memory. Haniyah
and Naji observed that they were very sensitive to noise when they were in
pain. Both children sought solitude and silence during pain episodes. Naji often
requested that friends not visit when he had pain and Haniyah requested to be
taken to the hospital in order to remove herself from her excessively noisy and
crowded home environment, as well as to get pain-relieving medication.
Children recognized the benefits of pain medications, specifically
Fevadol, and alerted their mothers to their needs for this form of pain
management. Mothers dispensed pain medications for pre-adolescent children,
however, older adolescent children, such as Mustafa, might be allowed
responsibility for self-medication. Children also requested massages from
mothers when in pain. To follow the lead nurses, physicians, and some mothers
had provided about their fear of addiction to pain medications, we asked
children if any harm might come of taking medicine for pain. Most children
answered that this was not a problem. Only one child, 11-year-old Mohammed,
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alluded to addiction-related notions; "If you use the medication more than it is
needed or required, it will harm you."
Zahra used distraction to minimize her perception of pain. She described
continuing to write, read, and do schoolwork during pain episodes. Mohammed
reported using cognitive methods: "I try to calm myself down." He also said he
would often try to sleep, read, or simply think. Many children, such as Naji and
Mohammed, watched TV or videos, and played computer or video games to
divert attention from pain.
Younger children dreaded going to the hospital for any reason, even for
severe pain. However, as children matured, the hospital became a resource
and a refuge during pain episodes. Naji's mother was impressed with his
maturity when he actually requested to be taken to the hospital for a recent pain
episode. Haniyah and Mustafa had, of late, also requested to be taken to
emergency departments for treatment when pain became intolerable. While
most children had little specific knowledge of what options the hospital offered
for pain care, other than intravenous solutions and medications, almost all
recognized that seeking help from this resource could be very useful in relieving
severe pain.
Prevention of pain episodes was advocated by mothers who encouraged
children to pursue balanced lives: maintaining proper hydration levels,
minimizing exposure to temperature extremes, avoiding unhealthy junk food
and soft drinks were a few preventive suggestions to children with SCD. Some
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young children were not convinced such strategies of control could prevent pain
episodes and disagreed with parental and health care provider assessments
that pain episodes could be prevented. Naji reinforced, "No, I cannot predict it
(pain episode) and it will occur very suddenly and is not predictable."
Nonetheless, as parents, and others in children's environments continued to
press children to accept the preventability of SCD pain episodes and to take
measures to prevent pain, children began to acknowledge that some measures
might be required to contain pain and accepted responsibility to implement
suggested measures.
Struggling for control while maintaining relationships.
Children recognized they were subject to the influence and dictates of
others in their lives. There was also an awareness of the importance of having
the support of influential others. Thus, relationships with parents, siblings,
friends, classmates, and teachers required delicate negotiation in order to
achieve desired outcomes. Children with SCD were sensitive to the perceptions
of physical and social weakness and that others in their environments held
about persons with SCD and worked to counter those ideas.
Wajih was asked if he knew of other boys in his school that had SCD and
pain and what kinds of relationships he had with them. He shrugged and
downplayed the issue of what it was like to have SCD in Qatif. With disarming
nonchalance, he remarked," They have the disease, I have the disease. Its
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normal, just like that." Wajlh's response reinforced a general social perception
that SCD was a fact of life, of little significance, and was best discounted.
According to Abdul Karim, to control one's response to pain was to
remain in control of one's own life. Abdul Karim was indeed able to control his
response to pain, to the extent that his mother was unable to discem when he
was in pain. However, dealing with his more visible stroke-related disability
posed a more difficult problem for Abdul Karim. His physical deficit was visible,
defined him as different, and exposed him to teasing by children at school. In
response to the teasing, Abdul Karim developed the approach to regaining
control of his persona and dignity by acknowledging his disability from his
stroke to his classmates. He joked constantly and played up the disability in
front of his classmates, while also emphasizing his kind and gentle nature and
worth as a good person and potential friend. With this approach, he won the
hearts of most of his classmates, who then happily assisted and intervened for
him when necessary, according to his teacher and mother.
Mustafa acknowledged the need to maintain a tough or courageous
appearance was particulariy important for boys. We asked Mustafa if he had
experienced bullying or teasing from other students when he was in school. At
first, he denied this was a problem but later acknowledged that he was teased
at times. What would his fellow students say to him? Mustafa said that they
would call him names, specifically "tamaat aramsr, which translated roughly to
mean a type of tomato from Awwamiyyah, the district of Qatif City he hailed
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from. For Mustafa, a slight young man who looked considerably younger than
his 17 years, this label was a source of pride and protection, as boys from
Awwamiyyah were considered to be strong and tough.
Maintaining silence while enduring.
Some children acknowledged that they expressed their pain by crying,
particularly when they were younger. However, children developed
considerable pride in controlling their responses to pain, as they grew older and
began to experience social pressure to maintain a silent front in the face of
pain. Abdul Karim acknowledged that a change in his understanding of pain
occuned over time: "I refuse to surrender to pain. I will visit people and I like to
go out." Abdul Karim also said that he endured pain, took medicine, rested, and
eventually got better, revealing a mature understanding that living with pain was
a temporary, passing condition and that he would not allow pain to take over his
life.
While at school, children carefully maintained silence about their pain
and SCO. Reem, Naji, and Mohammed acknowledged that they would not
speak about their SCO or pain to classmates or even to friends. Mohammed
observed, "It is a subject we don't compose about." Naji affirmed that people did
not speak about this matter at his school and was unaware that anyone else at
his school had SCD.
Children with SCD were sometimes not required to vocalize their distress
as vigilant contacts took it upon themselves to provide assistance and care. Naji
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said when he didn't go to school, his classmates and teachers "knew" that he
had SCO. However, Naji indicated that even though he and his classmates did
not speak about his SCO, his teachers would collaborate with his classmates to
pass class assignments to him when he was ill at home. To Naji, these actions
expressed acceptance and concem for him by his teachers and classmates as
clearly as words. According to Reem, classmates often perceived that she was
not feeling well during the school day. Reem was not often required to
communicate about her pain to school officials. She reported that her
classmates intervened for her by reporting to teachers that she was not feeling
well. Teachers would then Intervene to assist her directly.
A Place for Everyone Here
Children developed strong relationships among family members and
within their community. Mothers were acknowledged as primary caregivers and
supporters but fathers, grandparents, aunts, uncles, siblings, teachers, social
workers, and friends provided additional support, sympathy, and comfort.
Everyone helps.
Mothers were primary caregivers and supporters and were the persons
children consulted when pain episodes occurred. However, fathers,
grandparents, aunts, uncles, siblings, teachers, social workers, maids, and
friends also provided considerable support, sympathy, and comfort. Although
Zahra's mother. Hind, viewed her husband as useless when children were ill,
Zahra commented that her father's presence was a positive influence and that
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he would sit and talk with her when she was not feeling well. He would also take
her to the hospital when she was very ill. Zahra remarked, "My father will bring
me fruits and sweets and he sometimes sits with me."
Friends and classmates were often mentioned with fondness. One of the
best friends Abdul Karim identified was a "tough" classmate who sen/ed as his
protector when other boys teased or othenvise im'tated him. A number of
children gave credit to their classmate-friends for bringing them homework and
reading assignments when they were absent from school for painful episodes.
Naji spoke fondly of friends who would gather his homework assignments from
teachers and drop them at his home when he was sick. Classmates could also
be counted on to carry books and to provide water and drinks for children with
SCD when they were in pain. Health care providers, particularly nurses, were
also viewed as very helpful as they were kind and provided much essential
medication for pain.
Living in the present; looking to the future.
Once beyond pain episodes, children stepped back into their worlds,
taking up life and living with spirit and joy, indulging in play, going to school,
participating fully in relationships. Children were enthusiastic about their current
interests and friends. Boys most often described playing team sports and
computer games with friends and fathers. Giris were also interested in active
pursuits and games, such as playing marbles, tag, and hopscotch as well as
quiet and social pursuits, for example, talking with friends and family members,
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reading, studying, and doing art activities. Even going to school was considered
a favorite pursuit, although a couple of the giris and boys confided that they
were not so much interested in studying as they were in seeing their classmates
on a regular basis. All children had best friends at school or in their
neighborhoods. For some, friends were family members, siblings and cousins,
and these bonds were particulariy strong.
Many children alluded to important issues in their lives beyond SCD and
pain episodes. Reem had just celebrated her 13"^ birthday and emergence into
adulthood was most on her mind. She commented that she doesn't do or play
much since she was now "grown up." This statement was affirmed with the
maturity of a new teenager embracing all that is adult. Fatma, a blooming artist,
devoted most of her spare time to perfecting her drawing skill.
Children imagined and revealed desires and expectations about their
futures: to get better and have a normal life, get good grades, have a career
and hope for a family life. Mohammed, a motorcycle fan, was so enamored of
the machines that he could imagine nothing better than to race and repair
motorbikes. Zahra contemplated a future as a science teacher. Ali and
Mohammed intended to follow careers in medicine; both boys expressed a wish
to help other people with SCD. Most children demonstrated considerable
resilience in the tenacious pursuit of life and confident views of their futures.
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Family Caregiver Themes and Supporting Categories
In the estimation of children with SCD and their family members, mothers
figured almost exclusively as family caregivers for children with pain and SCD. A
summary of family caregiver themes and supporting categories appears in Table
4: Family Caregiver Themes and Supporting Categories (p. 142).
Pain's Essences Encompass All
Mothers obsen/ed the effects of pain and SCD not only on their affected
children but also on themselves. Children with SCD and pain were believed to
be fragile. Having physical pain was difficult enough for children, however,
mothers also wom'ed about the social consequences of pain for their children.
The effect of children's pain extended to other persons in the
environment, particularly family members. In a strongly reflexive environment,
family members and others surrounding children with SCD often sensed when
they were ill, and were culturally mandated to respond in caring, helpful ways.
The effects of having SCD and pain in the family and community also altered
family activities and plans and imposed a dynamic on families that influenced
intrafamily relationships.
Pain suggests physical weakness and social vulnerability.
Mothers observed the signs of SCD in their children and worried that
children appeared physically fragile and prone to illness. Children with SCD
were sometimes different in appearance from siblings and peers. Owing to
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Table 4
Family Caregiver Themes and Supporting Categories

Theme

Supporting Categories

1. Pain's essences encompass all.

a. Pain suggests physical weakness
and social vulnerability.
b. Pain changes the family.

2. Control is in our hands.

a. Mother's burden; mother's pride.
b. Mothers manage the pain and
illness.

3. Holding back.

Maintaining a placid acceptance.

4. Preventing SCD complications.

a. Preserving life.
b. Teaching balance.
c. Protecting the fragile child with SCD.

5. God determines our pain.

a. God is responsible.
b. Silent acceptance and fulfillment of
God's will.

6. A place for everyone here.

a. Worrying about children's futures.
b. Toughening children.
c. Optimizing children's possibilities.
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chronic anemia, children were often small, pale, and less energetic than their
peers and seemed to be physically weak.
The Qatifi definition of social health was contained in development of
cooperative and interdependent relationships with close and extended family
members. Mothers also defined social health as achieving adulthood and
fulfilling a variety of roles that promised a happy life for children and fulfillment
of responsibilities towards self, family, and community. In mother's views,
revealing that one had SCO and pain episodes demonstrated a significant risk
for failure to fulfill essential social roles and impeded children's potential for
happy lives.
Children's contact with the school system created concems for mothers.
Children's physical and social fragility was made public through their frequent
absences from school for illness and hospitalizations. School failure as a result
of frequent absences was an immediate worry of many mothers. Pain episodes
sometimes occurred suddenly at school and these occurrences also exposed
children's weaknesses. Children were sometimes discouraged or excused from
school participation in physical activities in order to avoid pain episodes, further
adding to images of infirmity.
Children were also viewed as socially fragile. Mothers, including Aminah,
llham, and Khalida, worried about potentially destructive teasing from
schoolmates and how it might affect the development of their children's
personalities. Aminah described intervening with school officials to subvert the
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destructive actions of other students. Naji tended to take a long time to get
ready for school in the morning and so was frequently late to school, according
to Aminah. Other boys in his class repeatedly teased and tormented him and
said he was late because he had soiled his bed. Finally, Naji's father went to
speak to his teacher about the teasing and the tomnenters eventually desisted.
Ilham commented that, of her children with SCO, son Ali had the most
pain but was also more tolerant of the pain. But she also worried that Ali was
"too ashamed of himself, and lacked self-confidence. She attributed this lack of
confidence to his frequent illnesses and teasing incidents that had occurred.
She sought to constantly encourage him to improve his self-image. There was
little wonder that children with SCO often appeared to be weak, fragile and
isolated from teachers and peers.
In contrast, mothers did not make worried comments about their
daughters' self-image. Mothers, in fact, often observed that daughters had
friends and were good students. Girls were sometimes praised for their maturity
and ability to transcend pain.
Pain changes the family.
Some families were drawn closer together in their support of children
with SCO. Relatives were mandated to respond in helpful ways to a person who
was suffering for any reason. Khalida observed: "Naturally, the family feels pain
[of a member]. I do not want to see others in pain," Seeing son Abdul Karim in
pain was difficult for her as it caused dheeq (great pressure, anxiety, or stress)
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and affected her emotionally. Family members, particularly grandmothers and
aunts, also responded to children's pain directly by offering advice, visiting, and
expressing sympathy and emotion, and providing help.
However, conflict also arose in families of children with SCD. Inevitability,
diversion of parents' attention proved to be an im'tant to the siblings of children
with SCD. Behavioral problems occurred as the healthy siblings attempted to
regain their parents' notice. Parents did not often perceive the nature of siblings'
competitive relationships, and often expected siblings to be mature and
consistently kind to those who were afflicted. Naji's parents acknowledged that
his younger sister, Amirah, woriced hard to attract attention to herself and to
aggravate Naji as much as possible. The parents acknowledged that Ali would
sometimes cry with exasperation at his sister's antics and characterized him as
"very sensitive." Amirah was labeled a shaitana (she-devil) and the parents
attempted to discipline her to maintain a peaceful environment for the rest of the
family, and especially for Naji. As Naji did not have to resort to aggressive
behavior to defend himself from his sister's attacks (his parents often intervened
on his behalf), he always appeared the victim and was not accorded any
contribution to, or blame for the conflict with his sister.
Rivalry for parental attention was evident in a picture drawn by Abdul
Karim (Appendix D: Stmggle for ascendancy) in which he depicted his father,
two older brothers, and himself swimming in the sea. He further explained that,
on the right side of the picture, his father was shown to be saving him from
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drowning, while on the left, his eldest brother was depicted saving his 13-yearold brother. Upon hearing his explanation, mother Khalida expressed
astonishment at the images of an intense, ongoing competition between Abdul
Karim and his middle brother.
Conflict was not confined to intersibling rivalries. Hind classified herself
as the primary and only caregiver for her children. She emphasized that she
had no resources, and no one to tum to. She was very disdainful of what she
considered her husband's non-role in the care of their children. Moreover, Hind
referred to her husband as a negative influence, and described how he would
retum from work and immediately begin to scream at everyone in the
household. Relatives and others openly admired her endurance, spiritual
stance, and drive to care for her afflicted family. Hind, to an extent, benefited
from her image as the sole, unsupported caregiver for her family and martyr.
Mothers revealed that internal conflicts also existed. Ilham was anxious
that her son, Ali, believe that God was benevolently inclined towards him, even
though he was frequently in pain and questioned God's love for him. She
stressed God's goodness and the positive spiritual aspects of having pain to Ali.
However, she was more candid in expressing her own emotional impressions
about having SCD and pain: "There is nothing good about having SCD! It has a
very bad effect on people." From llham's perspective, the effect of the disease
on her son and entire family unit had been devastating.
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Control is in Our Hands
As culturally ordained, mothers provided the vast majority of day-to-day
and illness care for children with SCO and pain. Mothers exhibited great pride in
their family caring role and made considerable effort to maintain control of their
culturally mandated sphere of influence by attempting to manage pain and
illness without assistance. However, as a result of their self-imposed isolation,
mothers also experienced anxiety, depression, and loneliness in caring for
frequently sick children who were in pain.
Mother's burden; mother's pride.
Mothers commonly addressed questions regarding their resources for
assistance with sick children, running the household, and other responsibilities
by assuring us that they either did not have such resources or rarely asked for
help even when such assistance was available. As much as possible, mothers
said they handled the problems themselves. Mothers also experienced many
emotions as a result of dealing with day-to-day responsibilities and illness
episodes and also reported having few outlets for expression of distress.
According to Maha, no one provided assistance for her. When her son,
Mohammed, was hospitalized, she would rise early to cook food for the rest of
her family for the day, then travel to the hospital at seven in the moming to stay
with her son. She would retum home at midnight and the cycle would begin
again. Maha commented that when she became tired, she would just sit down
and cry: it helped for her to cry rather than "leaving it in my heart."
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Mothers described being ovenA/helmed but also very proud of their role
as primary caregivers for children in health and illness. As evidence of the
loving care they provided their children, mothers maintained that children were
far more attached and dependent on them than any other family member.
Khalida said her son would usually seek her for comfort and observed that her
husband sometimes "gets jealous." Khalida commented, "I love that he [Abdul
Karim] loves me more than his father!"
Mothers attempted to exert strong control over their children's activities,
and their children normally responded with respectful deference. Only one
mother, Afaf, alluded to minor disappointment over her son's independence and
choices. When asked what she hoped for her son, she explained that he had
selected science classes at school, in opposition to her suggestion that he
pursue a literary course of learning. Afaf laughed; "Now it is not how the mother
likes! [He will do] whatever he wants!"
Afaf obsen/ed that her children would always come to her and complain
of pain and other discomforts. "They do not want their father", said Afaf, when
we inquired about her husband's role in caring for his sick children. She denied
having access to any other resources for support or help. She also recounted
that her sisters told her she spoiled her children, as she was always careful with
them, and further warned her that they would become sick If she were too
careful. Despite her sisters' admonitions, Afaf maintained that she always
treated her children kindly. A toll was exacted, according to Afaf, as she
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reported that whenever she saw the children very ill, she would become "down"
or depressed.
Khalida described her sense of emotional aloneness in dealing with her
son's illness, becoming tearful at times: "I don't like to [speak about it]...I feel if I
release my feelings, my kid will see it." When asked if her husband was
supportive and shared her emotional turmoil, Khalida hesitated briefly, reflecting
that she did not like to burden her husband: "I talk to my husband but... I don't
like to show him, of course, I am not feeling good because of my son." She
continued: "I hate it that I don't cry...but I guess it is out of my hand!"
Commenting further on life since Abdul Karim's stroke, Khalida said, 1cannot
relax...ever. Since he had the stroke, I am always tense. I am not feeling life."
Mothers manage the pain and illness.
Mothers provided the vast majority of care for their children when pain
episodes occurred. Some mothers observed that parental learning was a
necessary adaptation to caring for children with SCO and pain. Mothers
interpreted vigorous, continuous crying as the major sign of pain in infants and
toddlers. However, mothers were unaware that behaviors other than crying
might also be evidence of pain. Mothers became more confident in the
determination of pain when children began to express themselves verbally.
According to mothers, children were three to five years of age before they were
reliably and consistently able to indicate they were in pain.
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Predicting and preventing pain episodes, as well as providing direct
Intervention for pain episodes were important caregiving tasks cited by mothers.
Mothers also believed that balanced healthy living and nutrition were good
general approaches to maintaining health in their children with SCD.
Experience with SCD and its unique expression in their children was essential
to developing useful responses to the pain and disease. For example. Hind
stated that she knew nothing about handling children's pain at first but leamed
quickly how to deal with Zahra's pain episodes. Once an arsenal of knowledge
of pain preventive and treatment techniques, such as providing fluids and pain
medicines, was established, mothers, directly or by example, taught their
children with SCD how to care for themselves.
Prediction and prevention of pain episodes were facilitated by vigilant
obsen/ation. Ahlam observed that she could predict pain episodes when her
daughter's eyes began to tum yellow and would then warn Reem to drink more
fluids or she would be sick (in pain) tomorrow. Ahlam was convinced she
averted many pain episodes through attentive observation and institution of
preventive measures.
Parents used intrusive monitoring methods and attempted to control
children's behaviors to facilitate pain prevention. Naji's mother, Aminah, also
focused on prevention and use of appropriate caution, and tried to take "good
care" of him. To provide good care, Aminah made sure he drank adequate
amounts of water, put him to sleep eariy (by eight PM on school nights), had
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him dress warmly, and prepared favorite foods for him. She also asked him not
to play a great deal while at school. Both Aminah and her husband even
observed the t)oy's urine color when he used the bathroom. If the urine was teacolored, she gave him juices to drink.
Some mothers held their older school-aged children responsible for
prevention of pain. As Reem's mother reminded her to drink water when her
eyes began to tum yellow, Ali's mother llham continuously stressed to son Ali
the necessity of maintaining a balance of activity, temperature, and fluid intake
to prevent pain episodes. She observed when Ali developed pain as a result of
violating principles of balance and pain-prevention principles and lectured him.
In situations when llham perceived that Ali had brought on his own pain, she
noted that he complained little in the hope that he would not evoke criticism
from his parents, llham also noted that Ali surreptitiously used self-massage to
decrease his pain if the pain appeared after "playing too hard" outside. There
was no evidence that children were punished or disciplined by parents for
"contributing" to their pain episodes; however, it was a point of contention
between some children and their mothers.
Mothers described useful or helpful approaches for managing pain in
their children (Table 5; Mothers' Perspectives: Helpful Approaches for Pain
Management in Children, p. 153). Mothers' responses corresponded with their
children's perceptions, particulariy for the approaches of giving medicines,
injections, IVs, Fevadol, and massages. Other approaches included attending
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to psychological needs, physical and nutritional needs, and providing instruction
on handling pain. Mothers were not always certain of the effectiveness of some
pain relief methods, such as giving medications or massages. However, they
continued to implement any methods that might have some positive outcomes
for pain relief or that contributed to their children's perceived comfort level and
health. For mothers, caring for young ones in pain involved ensuring children
felt supported them even though they might have to endure discomfort that
could not be completely removed.
Parental knowledge of medications used for pain and SCO was very
limited and, often, faulty. Many mothers believed that folic acid, a medication
that was used to preserve red blood cell integrity and minimize anemia, was a
medication to treat pain. Ahlam was the only mother that knew the types and
purposes of medications that were used for her daughter. Khalida was
interested in understanding her son's treatments and medications, however,
described difficulty in getting infonnation out of her son's physicians: The
problem is when we ask, they [the doctors] talk to us like we don't understand.
Or it's none of our business. 'Yianni (you know), we will cure you and that's it'. I
have to know, I have to know, at least to take care of him at home."
Illness care may be aimed at comforting and consoling the child in pain.
Calming or returning the child to a quiet emotional state was a strategy used by
some mothers. Aminah described sleeping next to her son Naji when he was
distraught and in pain. She obsen/ed that once he calmed down, he would
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Table 5
Mothers'Perspectives: Helpful Approaches for Pain Management in Children

Approach

# Responses

Approach

# Responses

Provide water to drink

7

Encourage tolerance

2

Give medications

6

Talk to child

2

Give massage

6

Reward tolerance

2

Give injection

5

Avoid dehydration

2

Give IV

5

Use herbal preparations

2

Give Fevadol

4

Calm child

1

Take to hospital

4

Make child feel special

1

Avoid upsetting child

3

Encourage patience

1

Give lemon

3

Minimize light and noise

1

Offer nutritious foods

2

Avoid high altitudes

1

Sleep with sick child

2

Offer favorite foods

1

Use antibiotics

2

Use morphine

1

Use Vicks VapoRub

2

Use Tempra

1

Give folic acid

2

Use Voltaren "

1

Use Vicks VapoRub

2

Use vitamin C

1

Provide care at home

2

Provide juices

1

Liquid acetaminophen used for children.
" Generic name diclofenac. Nonsteriodal anti-inflammatory pain drug (in oral and injectable forms) in
common use for SCD pain episodes in Saudi Arabia.
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Table 5 (continued).

Approach

# Responses

Limit play

2

Keep child warm

Make child feel special

2

Counsel child to limit

# Responses

crying

Ask nurse for help to
manage pain at home

Approach

1

1

2

begin to feel better. She believed that her constant presence and coaching was
instrumental in decreasing her son's pain.
Mothers also rationalized pain for children. Tolerance of pain was
rewarded by praise and treats, such as going to the park. Training about the
best ways to manage one's own pain was part of mothers' intervention with
children and was used to prepare children to manage pain on their own.
Religious understandings about illness and pain were invoked. Hind observed:
"The ones who have pain or the disease try to tolerate the pain and this process
will allow them to have more azeema."^^
Mothers and children described patterns of pain that resulted from
irregular or sporadic applications of medical therapy. Neighborhood community
health clinics offered narcotic drugs (pethidine) and intravenous rehydration
therapy to patients with pain episodes on site, however, were only opened for a
'' Stamina, endurance, or strong will.
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few hours in the morning and from early afternoon into the evening. The clinics
closed for lunch, so persons in pain were required to appear fairly early in the
morning in order to receive medications and rehydration therapy prior to the
clinic's closing hours. Patients were sometimes able to retum in the afternoon
or evening to receive additional rehydration therapy and medications. When
pain persisted, which was expected as most pain episodes lasted for days and
not hours, patients were required to go to emergency rooms at night and
continue frequent visits to community health clinics in the daytime to control
pain. The inconvenience of broken clinic hours and transportation difficulties
discouraged timely attendance to prevent the retum of pain and, often, therapy
was withheld until the returning pain was severe and almost unmanageable with
the limited therapy available.
Holding Back
Mothers placed special emphasis on maintaining control of their
emotional reactions within the home setting and during interactions with
outsiders. Holding back allowed women to maintain dignity and to present a
strong face to the outside world as well as to fulfill essential caring roles within
the family sphere. In holding back, mothers also demonstrated culturally
acceptable and healthy responses to distress and suffering to their children.
Maintaining a placid acceptance.
Mothers chose to maintain silence and endure rather than to jeopardize
close relationships or create unequal associations. Khalida maintained that she
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wished to portray a placid face to the outside world. If Khalida spoke about the
pain and SCO present in herfannily, she feared outsiders might say she was
envious of them. Khalida believed it was better not to speak about such topics
or, at least, not to go into a great deal of detail. Khalida maintained that, "If
everything about a person is in the open (makshuuf), people would
misunderstand him. We don't need to bring out what misery is inside us, but we
can talk about it to God and surrender ourselves."
Maintaining one's relationships to family members was most important
as mothers took on the responsibility of caring for family members, and holding
the household together in the face of difficult circumstances. As mothers were
almost exclusively responsible for family care in illness and health. Hind
developed her own resources and approaches to dealing with an ovenvhelming
load. With four children with SCD and two others with severe developmental
disabilities in the family. Hind described some days in her household as
horrendous. On these difficult days, she had four or more sick children to attend
to, which left her in despair. At this point. Hind said she would arrange with a
daughter to continue caring for her sick siblings in order that Hind could leave
the house for a short period of time. The act of "leaving the scene", even for a
brief interval, was sufficient to improve her emotional outlook, and she would
return home, kawiyah (strong), to resume caring for her sick children. She
emphasized that she did not feel guilty and was raha nafsiya (psychologically
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comfortable) with leaving for a brief time, particularly as this allowed her to
provide for her children.
Women maintained that they were exclusive caregivers for sick children
and differentiated their parental duties from those of their husbands. The role of
the husband and father was to provide support for the family and women
acknowledged that this, too, was a difficult task. It was essential for women to
completely meet their responsibilities as everyday and illness caregivers to
minimize any impact on husbands and other family members. Amirah
acknowledged that, at first, her husband was able to help when Fatma was
younger, but now he worked 12 hours per day and was unavailable much of the
time. She also worried about her husband having to take permission from his
supervisor in order to take his daughter to the hospital. To accommodate her
husband's schedule and avoid problems with the supervisor, she found a
dispensary closer to home and managed Fatma's health care and visits to
physicians herself.
Preventing SCD Complications
For mothers, prevention was a matter of sparing the child suffering as a
result of pain. However, the overarching concern for mothers was child survival.
Pain could be overcome with time and treatment but the prospect of serious
illness and death evoked worry. Mothers primarily used and taught the principle
of balance to children with SCD in order to facilitate prevention of SCD pain and
complications.
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Preserving life.
Preserving life was always valued before attending to non-lethal pain. If
pain were a child's only issue, mothers would often attempt to handle the problem
at home. If fever or other worrisome problem intervened, a child would often be
taken to a health care facility.
Khalida was particulariy sensitive to the possibility of death from SCO, as
her son Abdul Karim had experienced a stroke that had nearly killed him. Khalida
had no idea that people with SCO could experience strokes, heart attacks, or
other lethal complications and faulted her son's physician for failing to mention
these possibilities. Prior to Abdul Karim's stroke, the threat of pain episodes
resulting from SCD was minimal and tolerable, and invoked little day-to-day worry
as merely having pain was not a mortal condition. Her brush with the near death
of her child caused Khalida to reevaluate the threat SCD imposed to her family.
Although she tried not to show any anxiety to her children and husband, Khalida
worried constantly about Abdul Karim and the possibility of another stroke. Since
her trust in Abdul Karim's physicians and the local health care system was
shattered, she and her husband sought expensive evaluation and care in the
United States and Europe to ensure their son's survival.
Haniyah's mother was very concerned about her younger daughter, who
also had SCO. Although the Haniyah had considerably more pain, her sister often
had chest pain and Haniyah's family was told that this signified a more dangerous
turn of events, presumably acute chest syndrome, which has a considerable
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fatality rate. Thus, when the younger girl developed chest pain, she would
immediately be transported to the emergency department to be assessed for lifethreatening complications of SCO.
Teaching balance.
Balance was commonly invoked as a guiding principle for managing
SCO and avoiding pain. For young children with SCD, mothers learned how to
manage health, nutrition, emotional matters, and environmental conditions to
minimize pain and illness episodes on children's behalf. Once children were
regarded as, at least, partially responsible for their own behaviors, mothers
began to teach children the value of balance in preventing pain episodes. In
their teaching, mothers invoked the idioms of moderation, self-control, and
personal responsibility to preserve one's health. Mothers often intervened by
waming the children that they were "playing too hard", not maintaining adequate
hydration, or otherwise risking a pain episode in doing too much of one thing or
too little of another.
Dietary balance was also stressed as a means to advance overall health
and potentially preventive of pain episodes or other complications of SCD.
Mothers tried to dissuade children from eating junk food and consuming soft
drinks, which were universally viewed as damaging to health. Many children
with SCD were smaller than healthy children of the same age, a worry for most
mothers, who often compared children to siblings and friends. Mothers invested
a great deal of time and effort in preparing favorite, nourishing foods for their
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children with SCO. Fresh fruits and vegetables, salads, rice, and fish were
among foods thought to be healthy for children with SCO.
Protecting the fragile child with SCD.
Mothers viewed their children with SCD as fragile and at risk for illness or
accident. Some mothers, such as Mohammed's mother Maha, confessed that
she did not allow Mohammed to play outside, swim, or play active games for
fear he would develop pain. Reem's mother Ahlam preferred to have Reem
invite friends to their house rather than visit other giri's homes so that she could
keep an eye on her daughter in order to intervene if a pain episode developed.
For years after Fatma was diagnosed with SCD, her parents did not take
holidays that required the family to fly and expose her to possible pain
episodes.
Children's emotional fragility was a concern for caregivers. Amirah
observed, "It is not good for a person with SCD to be upset as [health] problems
may increase." Khalida reinforced her worry about the effects of emotion on her
son and said, "We will not let him know how seriously ill he is. Abdul Karim's
character is serene and accepting. He recently started telling me that God is
generous so I don't want to demoralize him."
When a young cousin with SCD in Naji's family developed a stroke and
resultant significant paralysis, his family told him that the cousin had acquired
the disability as a result of having a brain infection. Family members did not
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wish to arouse unnecessary negative emotions and worry that Naji might
develop a similar problem as a result of having SCD.
God Determines Our Pain
Mothers' spiritual convictions also defined approaches to caring for
children with SCD. Mothers imparted religious guidance to children in direct and
indirect ways and were cautious to steer children towards Islamic attitudes and
behaviors perceived to create meaning in, and ameliorate suffering.
God is responsible.
God's control of all earthly matters was invoked as an explanation for
SCD in children. Ibtihaj remarked. This disease is from God", and held out
hope that God would help her as she motioned upward with her hand. There
was no bitterness in her voice or face. Although God was acknowledged as the
source of the disease in children, no attempt was made to uncover God's
rationale for giving the disease to people as this was well beyond any human
capacity to understand. Hind, a religious woman, stated simply, "God put it in
them and will take it out, and God will alleviate the pain." Hind's hopeful view of
God's potential intervention served to keep the possibility of a divine cure open
and served witness to her faith and acquiescence to whatever course God
chose for her children and family. God's responsibility was also viewed in a
positive fashion. Fatma's mother, Amirah, commented, "It is a blessing from
God that she is really good [doing so well]." Statements such as these, often
made in front of every child in the family, served to reinforce God's omnipotence
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in all matters. Explanatory duality was evident in the descriptions of God's roles
in health issues: God was both capable of allowing and causing disease and
then intervening to remove pain and suffering.
Silent acceptance and fulfillment of God's will.
Hind regulariy attended religious observances called aziyah during which
women neighbors and friends regularly got together for religious readings and
discussions. Such observances served the purposes of social enrichment as
well as worship and spiritual enhancement. Hind said that even when she went
to aziyah, she would say nothing about the turmoil at home with her sick
children: "No, I don't like to talk about it to others. It is from God and it wouldn't
help even if I talk about it." However, if the women asked her about her
struggles, only then would she consent to speak about this aspect of her life.
She remarked proudly that people had said to her that no one could tell that she
had such sickness and tumult in her household. Hind said, "It is between me
and God. Of course, I get depressed when they [the children] get sick. I am
patient, I have azeema

I am depending on God and leave it to God."

Maha said her "liver has gotten filled", which meant that Maha's
tolerance was at its limit. Yet, Maha laughed disarmingly as she repeated the
words, and assured us that she had been tolerant and patient, only complaining
to God: "Only God will be able to help me! The woman who is religious will be
praying to God, thankful to God, but I am crying for 24 hours!"

Stamina, endurance, or strong will.
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Hind encouraged her children to focus on God and try to control their
responses when they have pain. She told the children, This is from God, be
patient, and do not cry too much, just cry little because if you cry a lot, the pain
will get worse." In this way. Hind influenced her children to become more
tolerant of pain. She acknowledged that one of her roles as a mother was to
teach her children to be patient with pain for their own benefit. Hind said, "I
need to teach them these matters. The mother is the teacher and the mother is
the school."
Ilham discussed a "psychological" approach she used for her son Ali
when he was younger. During pain episodes, he would often ask her, "Why
doesn't God like me?" and express related sentiments, ilham said she would
reassure Ali that God loved him very much and that he was so special that God
gave him this trouble to help him endure with patience. If he passed the test
God sent, he would be rewarded with more relief and special favors in this life
and the next. Ilham said he no longer asked these questions or expressed the
negative ideas about God anymore.
Mohammed's mother, Maha, confided that she had great hopes for her
son. She prayed to God to free Mohammed of the SCD and had faith that by
the time he was 15 or 20 years of age, he would be rid of the disease. Further,
in coping with her sick children, Maha said, "I get my energy from God. The
energy must come from God."
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A Place for Everyone Here
Mothers were hopeful that their children would be able to fit in to their
community, create their own families, and have productive, happy lives. Some
anxiety about children's futures was in evidence, however, and frequently related
to wom'es about how children could compete for increasingly scarce positions in
university classes and jobs. Special efforts were made by parents to enhance the
potential life successes of their children with SCO.
Worrying about children's futures.
Mothers were particularly anxious about children's school perfomnance in
light of frequent absences and hospitalizations. As a result of All's extreme
difficulties with regular school attendance. Ilham's primary worries were about
Ali's education. Aside from his frequent absences, he seemed to be ashamed to
tum in his homework and so, sometimes, did not. Ilham voiced that she was
dissatisfied with the school system's response to her frequently absent son.
According to Ilham. there seemed to be little impetus for public schoolteachers to
send home class materials and homework assignments or make any effort to
ensure that chronically ill and absent children kept up with their studies. Ilham
observed that her husband had been required to intervene with Ali's teachers on
his behalf several times in the past.
Abdul Karim worried his mother. She observed that he did not resemble
his peers and would not be able to do the same kinds of activities his peers were
able to. Khalida had even more ominous feelings about Abdul Karim's future and
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worried about his possible death. She described her grief at seeing him suffer but
held this silently in her heart so as not to disturb him or the rest of the family. She
said, "Sometimes, I feel that death will elevate his agony. I sometimes wish that
for him." She added, This country is not helping people like him", apparently in
frustration at the limited resources available in Saudi Arabia to avert death in
more severely affected individuals with SCO.
Toughening children.
Khalida believed that life was generally fraught with difficulties, but that
children should be encouraged to be "tough" so that they might more easily
overcome life's problems. Once when she brought her son, Abdul Karim, to the
main Qatif hospital for care, she became upset when a nurse placing a needle
for an intravenous infusion expressed concern that she "was hurting him."
Khalida reflected that this was not a good approach as pain is a fact of life for all
and must be dealt with. She reported frequently stating to Abdul Karim, "A little
pain is OK. It will go." Khalida admired her son for rarely showing pain and
attributed his stoicism to courage; "He is a nomial boy. He never says 'I don't
want to go or do'. Even after the stroke, he likes the challenge. Even if it is
dangerous, he tries it."
Khalida compared her three sons in terms of individual approaches to
coping with pain and adversity. She observed that Abdul Karim was a "very nice
boy", and further explained that he tended to remain quiet, peaceful, and not
complain about pain or anything else. Khalida said, "He is very kind, he is not
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tough, but he is starting to be tough. And I like that. Because he depends on me
a lot and I don't want this. He is fighting more now."
Ilham believed Ali was "forgetting too much" of what he had learned
because of his absences. At the end of the last difficult school year, Ilham
recalled her amazement that he had passed his exams, despite the fact that he
had been absent from school much more than he had attended. However,
Ilham also voiced her expectation that he did not pass with as high a mark as
she had hoped and she felt that he should have been doing excellent work. It
was apparent that her expectations of her son were high despite the harsh
consequences of his illness.
Mothers often minimized children's pain. Hind described son Wajih's pain
as "a little." However, her son contradicted her and depicted his pain as "too,
too much", and provided corroborating evidence that he could not move his legs
during difficult episodes. As previously noted, Khalida observed that Abdul
Karim rarely had pain and when he did, the pain was minor and fleeting.
Khalida continued her assertion about his pain despite the fact Abdul Karim had
acknowledged, in her presence, that he, indeed, had significant pain.
Ahlam encouraged Reem to limit her expression of pain and express
more tolerance of the pain: "When you get older, you will get better." She
proudly observed that Reem would not wake her family if a pain episode began
during the night while the family was sleeping; she would wait until the moming.
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Optimizing children's possibilities.
All parents revealed hopes for their children's futures and provided their
children with glimpses of these hopes while encouraging them to excel. Parents
most often discussed their children's academic achievements but also spoke
about hoped-for career and social outcomes. Parental plans for children
revealed hopes for integration into community life through gainful and stable
employment and a good marriage.
Parents took significant measures to ensure children with SCO
succeeded in endeavors and, thus, in life. Ilham and her husband were so
worried about Ali's education that they also hired a tutor to help him leam and
increase his exposure to the subjects he was missing because of frequent
illness and pain. They also scraped together enough money to buy a used
computer in order to provide Ali a needed advantage for his school career.
Reem's parents expected that she would complete college and work
either as a teacher or physician. During one of their trips to the hematology
clinic, mother Ahlam, pointed out a female physician, whom she knew had
SCO, to her daughter, Reem. Ahlam said, "See, she has SCD and she is a
doctor," in order to encourage and persuade Reem to pursue her goals. As an
aside to me, Ahlam said she also expected that Reem would eventually manry
and raise her own family.
Khalida instructed and encouraged son Abdul Karim to assume
responsibility. She reminded him of his eventual responsibilities towards his
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ageing parents: "When I get older, you will take care of me." She was pleased
to note that he was looking fooA^ard to helping his parents.
Haniyah's grandmother, who evidenced a light tone directed to all in the
room including Haniyah and her little sister, encouraged her granddaughters to
study hard, and raised the possibility that, one day, one girl could be the
Minister of Education and the other might be Minister of Health.
Qatif Community: Themes and Supporting Categories
The community perspective is provided in this section. Religion and
spiritual practice permeated most aspects of life in Qatif communities. The
essence of the correct spiritual response to pain was imbedded in the responses
of Qatif community members. Shi'i Islamic religious and moral principles
surrounding the response to pain and potential benefits of suffering are
highlighted in a written opinion by Qatifi Shi'i cleric, Abdul Azeem Al-Meshaikhes
(Appendix E: Pain and Evil in the Lives of Humans) and are supplemented by
additional references from religious sources.
Many individuals who had regular contact with children with SCD and pain
provided data through informal interviews. Participants included individuals from
the biomedical and the educational systems, and adults with SCD. Basic
characteristics of key community participants appear in Tables 6-10. Data from
additional resources, such as obsen/ations in health care facilities and SCD
educational materials, supplements the community view. Community themes and
supportive categories are provided in Table 10 (p. 176) and are reviewed.
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Table 6
Biomedical Participants: Nurses
Participant
Name
(country of
origin)
Emma
(Philippines)
Hanan
(Saudi
Arabia)
Jeannie
(Philippines)

Or. Sawsan
(Egypt)

Age

40's

20's

40's

30's

Gender

Female

Female

Female

Female

Connection
with Qatif

SCD
Connection

Pediatric nurse
in Eastern
Province
hospital.

Provided care for
children with SCD.

Resident, family
in Qatif. Worked
in Qatif.

Provided care for
adult & pediatric SCO
patients. Had relative
with SCD.

Resident.
General nurse
in Qatif clinics.

Provided care for
adult & pediatric SCD
patients.

Nursing
professor.
Taught nurses
practicing in
Qatif.

Taught SCD & pain
management content
at local university.

Having Pain Affirms Weakness
Demonstrating pain or having to withdraw temporarily from life on a
repetitive basis as commonly experienced by people with SCO revealed an innate
physical and emotional fragility. Perceived social perceptions of fragility exposed
people with SCO to potentially negative social consequences.
Pain Exposes Physical and Emotional Helplessness
SCO and pain are characterized by physical weakness. However, pain
for adult sufferers extended beyond the physical pain associated with SCO.
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Emotional reactions to pain compound the image of weakness. Emotional pain,
the pain of loss and potential loss, worry, and loneliness were variously
included in the definition of pain.
Spiritual and psychological aspects of pain were also addressed from a
religious standpoint. Science served religion in reinforcing that the human
condition of pain is inextricably linked to the state of the soul and emotional
condition of the sufferer. Al-Meshaikhes (Appendix E) cited recent research on
pain and further observed, "What is amazing and surprising is the role that the
soul and mood plays in pain perception. The pain is a reaction and not just a
[physical] feeling as confinmed by most of the studies that speak about pain."
Sufferers defined pain in unique ways. Badi'a, an adult SCD patient, was
a wife, mother, and schoolteacher in the Qatif school system. In her 40's with
adolescent children, Badi'a was frequently hospitalized for pain and
complications of SCD. When I first met her, she had just been released from the
hospital. She looked exhausted, pale, had dark circles under her eyes, and
appeared considerably older than her age. A close mutual friend, Najla, who
had grown up with her commented that she was a determined woman, well
known for her cooking, hospitality, caring for others, and hard work. Najla
observed that Badi'a had recently experienced a bout of depression, associated
with increasingly difficult symptoms, including minimally controlled pain
episodes, severe anemia and chronic organ damage resulting in congestive
heart failure, and increasing dissatisfaction with her marriage. Badi'a confided
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that she had tried very hard to create a romantic relationship from what had
been an arranged marriage but that her husband was loo serious." She did not
distinguish between her health problems and emotional turmoil as causes of her
physical pain, and viewed her future cheeriessly.
Fatima and Maha, adult women with SCD, defined pain somewhat more
conventionally, viewing it as a physical or physiological state with emotional
overtones that interfered with performance of responsibilities and full pursuit of
living. Fatima worried that her frequent illnesses, chronic pain, and acute pain
episodes did not allow her to attend to the many needs of her large family, the
focus of her life. She was so concerned about meeting her responsibilities that
she had made an appointment to be evaluated for possible treatment with
hydroxyurea.
Maha felt as though life was passing her by. She had recently
experienced a very difficult episode of continuing SCD pain. Maha illustrated
her sense of despair at the loss of her ability to live a normal life in a passage
from a letter of complaint she wrote to her physicians:
I am a patient of acute sicklemia. But. basically. I am a human being who has
emotions and feelings, thoughts and dreams, and a life that is tuming upsidedown due to my absence from it. Why do my humanity and feelings disappear
under the lashes of sickness?? Does my sickness diminish my personality,
thoughts, worth, or dreams? Am 1 not entitled to life with my sickness?
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Table 7
Biomedical Participants: Physicians
Participant
Name (country
of origin)

Dr. Ahmed
(Palestine)

Dr. All
(Saudi Arabia)

Age

Connection with
Qatif

50's

Male

Pediatric
hematologist in
Eastem Province
hospital. Provided
care for some
Qatifi children.

50's

Male

Resident, family
in Qatif. Worked
in Qatif.

Dr. Lewis
(Ghana)

50's

Dr. Majed
(Saudi Arabia)

40's

Dr. Najla
(Saudi Arabia)

Gender

30s

Dr. Nasma
(Saudi Arabia)

30's

Dr. Sunil
(India)

50's

Medical
professor. Clinical
& teaching
Male
experiences in
Qatif health care
institutions.
Resident, family
in Qatif. Pediatric
hematologist in
Male
Eastern Province
hospital.
Resident, family
in Qatif.
Female Hematologist in
Eastem Province
hospital.
Resident, family
in Qatif. General
Female medicine resident
in Qatif area
hospital.
Male

Worked in Qatif.

SCD Connection

Provided care for
pediatric SCD
patients.

Administered some
SCD clinics in Qatif.

Helped establish
first SCD services
in a Qatif hospital.

Provided care for
SCD patients.

Provided care for
adolescent & adult
SCD patients.

Provided general
care for SCD
patients.

Provided care for
SCD patients.
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Table 8
Education System Participants: Teachers and Social Workers
Participant
Name

Age

Basma

20's

Hind

30's

Saleh

40's

Samira

40's

Suha

20's

Wafa'

30's

Gender
Female

Female

Male

Female

Female

Female

Connection
with Qatif
Resident.
Teacher in Qatif
primary girls'
school.
Resident. Social
worker in Qatif
secondary girls'
school.
Resident.
Assistant
principal and
teacher in Qatif
intermediate
school.
Resident. Social
worker in Qatif
public health
and school
systems.
Resident.
Teacher in Qatif
intermediate
qiris' school.
Resident. Social
worker in Qatif
intemiediate
giris' school.

SCD
Connection
Had SCD and family
members with SCD.
Had students with
SCD.
Worked with students
with SCD.

Worked with SCD
students and had
friends with SCD.
Taught about SCD
and other health
issues to schoolgirls,
parents, and
teachers.
Had SCD and family
members with SCD.
Had students with
SCD.
Worked with students
with SCD.
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Table 9
Qatif Adults with SCD
Participant
Name

Age

Gender

Badi'a

40's

Female

Teacher in
Qatif.

Fatima

40's

Female

Homemaker.

Maha

40's

Female

Bank employee.

Occupation

From the perspective of others in the environment, people with SCD and
pain episodes were fragile from both physical and emotional-psychological
perspectives. Hanan, a nurse from Qatif. was asked to react to the following
problem. If Hanan were hiring a nurse for a post in a dispensary, and had two
applicants for the job, one with SCD and one without the disease, which
individual would she hire? She said she would choose the SCD-free nurse as
nursing requires stamina and a lot of physical activity and this would cause more
pain episodes for the nurse with SCD. Hanan explained that her decision to hire
the non-SCD nurse was based on her perception of the SCD nurse's worrisome
risk of pain incidents. She further explained that her decision was made, not for
productivity reasons, but to avoid placing illness-causing stress on a weak person
with SCD.
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The differential effects of SCD on females and males were discussed.
SCD was observed to have deleterious physical effects on t)oth genders. Dr.
Nasma worried that young men were particularly vulnerable to the effects of
SCD. She had recently been startled to discover that at least ten young men
from Qatif died annually of complications related to SCD. Women, Dr. Nasma
observed, "complained from head to toe", but were actually biologically stronger
than men. Dr. Najla concurred that young men, particularly adolescents, had
more trouble with pain. She had observed that young men were freer to live
unregulated lives, indulging in behaviors, such as staying out late, which
contributed to development of pain episodes. Eventually, the young men
learned to care for themselves and pain episodes declined. Nurse Hanan
wom'ed about the harsh effects of SCD on young childbearing women, recalling
from her practice setting that young women spent much of their pregnancies in
pain. Some nurses and physicians commented on observed differences in pain
expression by males and females, but no particular pattem of perceptions
emerged to support either gender as more stoic, tolerant, or susceptible to the
effects of pain.
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Table 10
Community Participant Themes and Supporting Categories

Theme

Supporting Categories

1. Having pain affirms weakness.

a. Pain exposes physical and emotional
helplessness.
b. Persons with SCO and pain are

socially
vulnerable.
2. Control is in our hands.

Help and guidance is available.

3. Holding back.

a. Presenting a favorable face.
b. Promoting the spiritual blessings of
silent suffering.
c. Pain is minimized.

4. A place for everyone here.

a. Each child should participate.
b. Our community enfolds all individuals.

Persons with SCD and Pain are Socially Vulnerable
In reference to illness and affliction, the Qur'an, Sura XXIV, verse 61,
reads: There is no blame on the blind man, nor is there blame on the lame, nor
is there blame on the sick..." (Shakir, 1997, p. 233). Ideally, no stigma is to be
attached to persons affected by health conditions, such as SCD. This was Dr.
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All's contention. He believed that stigmatization of people with SCD was rare as
the condition was so widely distributed in the community. Neariy every family in
Qatif had experienced the disease or trait in at least one member, therefore,
tolerance and even protective attitudes toward people with SCD were the most
expected and common responses.
The view that persons with SCD should be strongly supported by the
community was consistently heard in the responses of health care providers,
social workers, teachers, and adult sufferers. However, concems and evidence to
the contrary were offered. Social vulnerability was most apparent in the
occurence of incidents at school. Teachers, social workers, and Dr. Sunil
confirmed that children with SCD experienced bullying and teasing by
classmates. Children with SCD were often small and looked younger than their
ages. School performance was endangered by frequent illness and absence.
Poor and uneducated people, as well as children with SCD were viewed
as being at much higher risk for pain and illness. The reason proposed for the
increased risk was that such people did not know how to take care of themselves.
In the experience of Hanan and Samira, people with material resources and
knowledge were at less risk for pain. Hanan employed the example of her
brother, who had SCD but was educated, employed, happily married, active, and
enjoyed life thoroughly. She reinforced that he was deariy able to take care of
himself and prevent or treat his SCD pain. Hanan believed that anyone with SCD
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could succeed and have a good life if they had sufficient support and properly
cared for themselves.
How did people with SCD fare from a work perspective? Saleh, a
teacher, said, "It is better to have a government job", and recalled the
experience of a friend with SCD who worked at a bank. The man was sick a
great deal of the time and, eventually, the bank fired him. Saleh thought that
private businesses were more concemed about productivity and so might be
less inclined to hire or retain employees with higher absence rates, such as
people with SCD. In her position as a public schoolteacher, Badi'a had a
supportive boss who did not begrudge her absences for illness; she was
grateful for the support she had received in her job. In contrast, Maha
acknowledged that she had received mild critique from her bosses related to
her frequent absences. However, she continued to work and had recently
accepted a less physically challenging position with shorter hours, which had
worked well for her.
Social vulnerability was also demonstrated in a general community fear
of addiction. Addiction was primarily viewed as a horrendous social evil with a
vague physiological association. Addiction was imprecisely defined in Saudi
Arab society and often included the worry that extensive or prolonged use of
any drug (e.g., acetaminophen) could result in an addiction. A fear of narcotic
usage was evident in some parents of children with SCD to the extent that
parents feared that addiction would be generated by the briefest exposure to
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narcotic drugs. Early in my association with pain management nursing. I
listened to the Saudi Arab father of a desperately sick child with SCD request
that his child's narcotic pain medication be discontinued in order to avoid the
development of addiction. We were able to convince the man that his son
needed the medication and that addiction was a rare occun'ence, however, the
incident afforded a glimpse of the potential stigma of addiction.
During my discussions with physicians, most denied that addiction was a
serious issue. Dr. Lewis observed that he had never encountered an addict
among any of his African or Arabian patients with SCD although other Eastern
Province physicians had infomied him that addiction was not a rare event.
Concem that one could be personally responsible for creating addiction in a
person also figured in physician judgment. Dr. Ahmed said he worried about the
possibility of inflicting the complication of addiction on patients and their
families: "Sometimes you think, when someone shows up with an addiction, did
I do that? Am I responsible for that?"
Even though most biomedical practitioners denied that addiction was an
issue or figured in their therapy plans, fear of patient addiction was evident in
the practice of physicians. In the letter of complaint written to her physicians,
Maha described desperately trying to elicit a helpful response to her
uncontrolled pain;
I extended my hand to him, requesting him while I am contorted with
pain. I said to him, "Please, doctor, help me, give me mercy," and my
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tears are falling down with four male doctors surrounding me. What was
their reaction? One of them said, "You were in here the past week!!" And
what does this mean?" The second one is a new doctor who wants to
begin his learning on me. He asks me to calm down so that he could
examine me while I am in this condition of pain!! What my doctor said to
me while he is looking at me in this harsh position which can bring mercy
even to the heart of unbelievers, who do not see this sickness day and
night, but they live it every minute in their lives and even in their houses
like us: "I will help you!!! But I want you, firstly, to help yourself. You know
that I cannot do something for you and this medicine...etc. In fact, he
began the lecture. A lecture on addiction.
Nurse Jeannie described use of placebo

injections in place of narcotic

analgesic medications to detemiine if a patient was addicted. After receiving a
placebo, almost any patient response, including falling asleep or continuing to
complain of pain, was interpreted as indicative of addiction. Nurse Emma was
skeptical of the possibility that children could become addicted. However, she
obsen/ed: There may be some patients [who might be addicted]. Some kids
want the [morphine] drip and ask for the IV. They dictate what they want."
Hanan concurred that any patient with SCD who attempted to control her or his
analgesic therapy was suspected of having an addiction.

In this case, injections of inert substances, such as sterile water or saline solutions.
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Health care providers and educators walked a fine line between
supporting SCD patients and their families and stigmatizing them. Screening of
almost all people for SCD and education of children and adults in how to avoid
having children with SCD was also a public health priority, according to Dr. Ali
and Samira. Persons involved in education and screening did not always
recognize that screening and educational efforts posed potential to institute
social isolation of those afflicted with the disease. In Dr. Najla's estimation, such
stigmatization was already in evidence and even now posed a problem for
young women with SCD genes and their families who wished to make good
mam'age matches for them. The potential for social isolation for such women
was greater as they cleariy would not be as attractive as future mates. The
problem of stigmatization, according to teachers and social workers, Basma,
Suha, and Wafa', was not as great an issue for men with SCD genes,
essentially as more control of the marriage negotiation process rested with wifeseeking men and their families. Women would naturally be responsible for the
demanding care of children born with SCD while men would not suffer such
difficulty.
School-centered educational efforts aimed at eradicating SCD began in
the intermediate grades. These efforts were primarily focused on educating giris
and strongly encouraged screening for sickle cell trait and assuming
responsibility for ensuring future spouses were genetically compatible. In
contrast, education efforts aimed at boys were limited. The resulting impression
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was that young women, as one of the least powerful groups in Qatifi culture,
were charged with the primary responsibility to ensure the genetic health of
future Qatifis.
Some health care providers and educators were disturbed at the
apparent lack of forethought adults exhibited towards the presence of SCD in
their families and selection of appropriate marriage partners. However, when
pressed health care providers and educators also acknowledged that strong
cultural forces maintained longstanding marriage pattems, such as arranged
marriages to other Qatif residents, and first cousin mam'age. A major purpose of
these maniage pattems was to provide a social safety net and continuing
community residence and support for young mam'ed people, particulariy
women. Health care providers seldom verbalized the purposes of traditional
Qatif marriage pattems and the possible benefits for young women and men.
Alternative approaches to selecting future spouses that provided for the social
safety of marriageable women and men were not clearly addressed.
Health education SCD literature written and illustrated by Qatif primary
health care organization staff displayed and distributed to the local population
generally honored the religious and cultural principles underiying the institution
of marriage, while minimizing potential hami to other human beings. An
instructional poster for young women, written in poetic form, advised careful
consideration and caution in accepting a mate:
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Greetings before marriage. Zahra, if they ask for your hand for Ali, my
daughter, and you have sickle cell anemia or the trait, beware

Find

out everything you can about your fiance. Ask who he is, from where he
comes, who is his father, the future in-laws. If you find out he has a lowly
social position, accept him. And if he doesn't have money

accept him.

But beware if it is obvious to you that he has sickle cell anemia.
The second stanza of the poem placed a moral mandate on the parents
of the child with SCO by denying the fault of the innocent child. The final
statement of social critique was aimed at the potential mother of an unfortunate
child with SCD who knew of the possible presence of the SCO gene even
before the marriage took place and failed to act responsibly:
What is the fault of this child that will be bom with this devastating
condition? He comes to this universe of torture blameless
happiness, misery will soon follow

If he enjoys

Two months at the hospital and

one day at home. Crying from severe pain in his tummy, feet, head,
small palm, back, joints: there is no cure. And we know that you know
that.
A SCD educator exhibited disappointment at a mother of several children
with SCD, who had shown up at the clinic with one of her young daughters who

Alternative meaning: "Be responsible."
Fakr is the term used here and has a double meaning: either "poor" or "anemic." A literary tool used in
Arabic poetry.
" Thanb means both "fault" and "blame."
The literary use of opposites is common in Arabic poetry - sa'aada (happiness) and ta'aasa (misery).
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was experiencing a SCD pain episode. The woman was obviously far along in
another pregnancy. After speaking with the mother, the educator shook her
head in disapproval: "Children at home with sickle cell disease and here she is
pregnant again."
Responsibility for children's health was placed squarely on mothers.
Nurses and social workers invoked the moral directive that mothers, as the
persons with primary responsibility for family health, must take preventive action
to avoid producing children with SCD. I inquired of one pediatric nurse, "Do
people understand it [SCD] is transmitted in genes? She replied, tossing her
head in disgust:
Yeah, they know, they know. Maybe before they don't know. Now they
know...what the mother will say, "What I will do? I cannot stop. My
husband will get married again. But if I am the mother, I don't care about
my husband: I will care about my sons.
Control is in Our Hands
Control of SCD and pain was sought. The search for cures for SCD and
pain was encouraged by religious sources. Health care providers viewed control
and prevention of SCD as essential and considered many approaches to the
genetic roots of SCD. With the assistance of nurses and physicians, families of
persons with SCD sought to control pain episodes in the most expeditious
ways.
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Help and Guidance is Available
The Saudi Ministry of Health appreciated that SCD was a chronic and
ongoing problem for sufferers and their families. Recognizing that the costs of
SCD were also financial, the Saudi Arabian govemment provided assistance for
SCD patients. From the age of two to age 45, alt registered persons received an
annual allocation of Saudi riyals 3,000^^ to cover the cost of treatment and
expenses associated with dealing with the illness. Most medications, such as
folic acid and some pain medications, were provided free of cost to patients.
Public clinic visits and hospital stays were also free.
Standard treatment of significant sickle cell pain episodes for children
and adults in dispensaries, emergency departments, and hospitals included
protocols that began with evaluation of the person with SCD, rehydration with
intravenous solutions, and pain management with Voltaren orally or by injection.
If the Voltaren injection did not result in some pain control, the person was
given an injection of pethidine. Pethidine dosages varied for children but for
adults (persons over age 13 or 14), a standard dosage according to several
nurses and physicians was 50 mg. Pethidine, a narcotic drug, was not offered in
dispensaries. Nurses Hanan and Jeannie reported that some patients
requested only pethidine be given as they were claimed that drugs such as
Voltaren provided little or no pain relief. Other medications used included

" About US $804.
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ibuprofen^° and acetaminophen. According to an emergency department nurse,
persons with pain episodes might also receive morphine as an intravenous
infusion or intramuscular injection, although this was not the standard
treatment. Patients who requested morphine might also receive the drug.
According to Hanan, morphine is believed to be too strong for children so it was
rarely given to them. Morphine is also viewed as more addictive than other
narcotics so its use is restricted to two or three doses. Other strong narcotic
drugs recommended for children with significant pain in the 1999 American Pain
Society standards for SCD pain episodes, such as hydromorphone and
hydrocodone, were often not available in hospital formularies.
Nonpharmacological approaches were not formalized, however, nurses
reported encouraging mothers to remain with their children to support them
during pain episodes. A Qatif pediatrician mentioned the use of "psychological
approaches", which included talking to children or encouraging prayer. Dr. Najla
reported sending some of her "problem patients" to psychiatrists for evaluation
and therapy.
The Prophet Mohammed encouraged the human search for cures for
human ailments. The following account was related in a Hadith

"Jabir

narrated that the Messenger of Allah, peace be upon him, said; There is a cure
for every disease. Whenever an illness is treated with its right remedy, it will, by
Allah's pemission, be cured'" (ISL Software Corporation, 1995, 4.5c). AlA non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug.
Reports of what the Prophet Mohammed did or said, commonly taken as ideal practice.
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Meshaikhes also acknowledged biomedicine's role in the search for answers to
the problem of pain and elevated the social quest to conquer pain.
Pain is a disconcerted puzzle and a strong challenge. In fact, it
challenges medicine and physicians and those who suffer on its long,
chronic path and the scientists who are spending their nights searching
for curative treatments for their patients. It is also a challenge for the
societies that have undertaken to put an end to pain. Specialized
committees carry out their research day and night looking for ways to
prevent the pain in the lives of human beings and for this purpose, many
studies were carried out in various parts of the world, many unlimited
specialized scientific periodicals are issued and scientific conferences
are held in every place in the worid (Al-Meshaikhes).
Community members, including adults and other children, felt morally
responsible to provide advice, help, and guidance in any way possible. Nurse
Fatima acknowledged that nurses in the community were often called on to
assist children and adults with SCO pain at home. Family members or
practitioners brought intravenous equipment and injectable medications such as
Voltaren to administer to patients in the comfort of their own homes. In this way,
sick children and adults, parents and other family members could avoid the
trauma and inconvenience of having to wait in emergency rooms or be admitted
to hospitals. Several parents and nurses recalled requesting or receiving
requests for assistance for family members with SCO pain. The nurses would
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acknowledge that patients, particulariy children, were often more comfortable at
home.
Physicians and nurses often gave advice to patients with SCD. Dr. Najla
described treating a man with SCD, who was doing well on hydroxyurea. She
discovered that he had just become engaged to the daughter of one of her
female patients, who also had SCD. She knew the daughter of the female
patient had the sickle cell trait and was dismayed. Dr. Najla felt obligated to
wam her male patient: "I felt it was a duty of mine." She informed her patient
that the young woman he was engaged to had sickle cell trait and explained
that SCD inheritance patterns would suggest that 50% of their children would
have SCD and the remainder would have the trait. The patient was also
dismayed but replied, "That's going to be in the hands of God." Dr. Najla
responded, "You're going to min your life!", troubled that he would still consider
marrying this woman despite the obvious danger. In the end, the families
allowed the engagement to remain intact but chose to drift away from each
other socially, with the eventual outcome of quietly calling off the engagement.
In this way, social critique was generally avoided and the social status of
families and the couple preserved.
Dr. Najla described working with a group of people in the Al-Hasa oasis,
about a three-hour drive south of Qatif. Her involvement had resulted from her
professional contact with one of her adult patients with SCD. Her patient was
the wife of a wealthy and influential man in the Al-Hasa community. The man
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was so pleased with his wife's progress that he wished to help the population of
persons with SCO in Al-Hasa. His main interest was in increasing awareness of
SCO and its genetic transmission. Dr. Najla said he was tearless" and
approached mosques and sheiks in Al-Hasa in an attempt to get the message
about pre-marital blood screening out. He also ran a wedding hall and he
promised a 50% discount for use of the wedding hall to couples that had
undergone SCD screening. Apparently, he had also engaged the interest of
other Qatifis and Hasawis ^ as well and, as a group, they discussed
approaches to removing this disease from the population, including mandatory
screening and creation of laws barring couples with the SCD gene from
marrying. While Dr. Najla thought forbidding such marriages was unacceptable
as it denied human autonomy, she acknowledged that this man's intent was
good, his interest was strong, and that he had several other workable ideas.
Holding Back
Holding back or controlling expression of pain and distress was viewed
positively for both children and adults with SCD. The social and spiritual
rewards of suffering with patience were emphasized for persons with SCD.
Presenting a Favorable Face
Hadith support endurance of pain but also allow one to complain of pain to a
friend or physician with the stipulation that the complaint is not voiced with
impatience or anger (ISL Software Corporation, 1995,4.2).

" Residents of the Al-Hasa oasis.
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People with SCD in Qatif learned that calling attention to oneself, even
for significant pain, was a violation of social mandates to avoid disturbing others
and calling attention to oneself. Possible social responses to inquiries about a
person's pain were limited. The term, alam shway (small amount of pain) was a
traditional social response to questions about one's feelings or pain as people
were supposed to demonstrate patience with discomfort and avoid complaining
about pain. Another purpose was to minimize the discussion of pain so as not to
create an unpleasant social atmosphere or demand attention. Thus, the temn
alam shway might not reflect the actual amount of pain or discomfort people
were feeling. Adults most commonly used this expression and it was often
heard in hospital units as a response to nurse and physician questions about
pain. Assessment of pain in infants and children was viewed as more difficult
than assessment of adults. Crying, the most consistent sign of pain in children
as observed by nurses, was commonly a sign of many forms of discomfort,
including emotional upset and hunger, and served to confuse rather than clarify.
In spite of the difficulty in accurate assessment of pain characteristics of
a silent, stoic population, objective measures of pain were not used clinically,
with the exception of one known Eastern Province hospital. Even at the local
university teaching hospital. Or. Sawsan. the professor of nursing who taught
pain management to Eastern Province nursing students, observed that pain
assessment tools were not used or even available on the clinical nursing units.
She remained puzzled as to why well-researched knowledge and practices
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were not implemented in the university setting and surmised internal "political"
control issues were to blame. While she did not elaborate extensively, she did
surmise that communication between nurse academicians and clinical nurses
was not well established and that physicians held the most power over clinical
nursing practice within the university hospital setting.
Maha's approach to pain exemplified the opposite response to the
desired and socially mandated response of moderated, silent suffering. As
Maha believed her physicians inadequately managed her pain, she made many
attempts to intervene on her own behalf to acquire pain relief. Her assertive
approach was not well received by her professional care providers and was
viewed as manipulative and ominous. Potential for disruption in relationships
with others is illustrated in the following account of Maha's attempt to contact
the on-call physician by using her cellular phone from her hospital room:
During the long nights and continuous pain with constant weeping, I was
asking the nurses to contact the doctor on duty so that he may give me
something to calm my pain, but without avail or response. Sometimes I
was calling myself from the mobile

maybe God will plant mercy in his

heart and he may refuse even to hear my voice, and say to me, "Your
doctor has written the order himself and he knows your case well." But
he does not know that such an order did not take my doctor but two
minutes [to write] and then he was gone, leaving me with my pain and

^ Cellular telephone.
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torture the rest of the day. I begged him again to give me any other thing
as the time does not pass and the pain does not Itnow mercy, to the
extent that in one of the nights the doctor on duty said to me, If you do
not refrain from calling me directly, I will take the telephone from your
room."
In Maha's example, control of therapy was a related issue, with
physicians loathe to give up any power over patients' diagnosis and treatment
plans. Biological, pathophysiological, pain, and related responses to treatment
were presumed to be, more or less, constant across patients. Guided by this
perspective, physicians assumed that deviations in responsiveness were
attributable to social or personal patient factors.
Promoting the Spiritual Blessings of Silent Suffering
Spiritual benefits of suffering with patience were invoked for people with
pain. Pursuit of religious duties and responsibilities were stressed as means to
moral and personal ascendancy.
Al-Meshaikhes discussed the lens through which suffering and pain
should be viewed. An outcome of great good may derive from the lesser evil of
suffering pain or other malady with the result that the process fulfills God's plan
for his people. Thus, disaster, pain, and disease are allowed earthly occurrence
with God's knowledge and plan that provide for prescribed, positive outcomes.
Much was at stake for those forced to suffer pain. According to AlMeshaikhes, there were only two possible outcomes of pain for any sufferer:
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Either he [the sufferer] is defeated in the struggle of pain and he
becomes subjected to wretchedness and misery throughout his survival.
OR
He will defeat his pain and have victory in such struggles and he will be
the happiest of all of the happiest, exactly as it happens in struggles of wars
and invasions.
The potential for long-temi benefits was explained in terms of earthly
experience.
Therefore, we cannot deny the goals that leave the pleasure of pain in
the human being, if the outcomes of the pain are greater beauty, delight,
and enhancement in the human being. For example, the surgical
operation is painful but from the other side, it is useful because the
patient will recover from the long-temi pain that he suffered with prior to
the surgery (Al-Meshaikhes).
The "pleasure of pain" was defined from a religious perspective by a
number of Hadith. The "pleasure" or gain that is projected is derived from the
expression of acceptance for the suffering. Suhaib ibn Sinan described the
value of patience during illness for believers, and recalled that the Prophet
Mohammed said:
How remarkable is the case of the believer! There is good for him in
everything, but this is not the case for everyone except for the believer.
When the believer receives any good, he is thankful to Allah, and gets a
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reward. And when some misfortune befalls him, he endures it patiently,
for which he is [also] rewarded (ISL Software Corporation, 1995, 4.1.a).
The desirability of suffering to reap reward and favor in God's eyes was
also revealed in the following narrative:
Ata Ibn Rabah related that he heard Ibn 'Abbas say; "Shall I show you a
woman of Paradise? I said: "Yes, indeed." He said: "A black woman
came to the Prophet, peace be upon him, and said: 'I suffer from
epileptic fits, and because of these, [at times] my body becomes
uncovered. Would you invoke Allah, the Exalted One, to cure me of this
disease?' The Prophet, peace be upon him, said: 'If you wish, you can
be patient and you will attain Paradise [for this suffering]. But if you
prefer, I will pray to Allah, the Exalted, to cure you of it?' The woman
said: 'I will be patient,' then added: 'I become uncovered [when I have
fits], so invoke Allah for me that I do not become uncovered.' So the
Prophet, peace be upon him, prayed for her (ISL Software Corporation,
1995,4.1.a).
Spiritual treatment of pain from a religious perspective was proposed by
Al-Meshaikhes. Four approaches were recommended for the sufferer. The first
approach involved worship, particularly through the practice of prayer.
Islam gives the person who suffers pain an opportunity to forget his pain
and daily problems when he perfomis the prayers, whereas, he is totally
separated from the material concerns in his life. Until now, this is one of
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the best treatments for disease that is practiced in the Western world and
they call it transcendental meditation. Transcendental meditation means
abstract speculation and meditation. It is a fad coming from India and a
novelty of yoga practice. We, the Muslims, call transcendental
meditation, prayer. The best practice is the prayer that is done five times
a day. Modem medicine has discovered the effects of prayer on blood
pressure, pulse, electrical brain activity, and blood chemistry (AlMeshaikhes).
The second approach to spiritual management of pain involved a
hierarchical comparison strategy that can be used by another person to assist
the sufferer to minimize his or her perception of pain.
The first path is to make the patient feel his disease, which is really
devastating, is nothing compared to deadly Illnesses suffered by others.
This method makes the patient feel that his pain is easy and light and, as
such, he feels peace and comfort and that he is in a better state than
other sick patients. Arab physicians of old have used this method. The
talented physician, Avicena

was able to treat some patients using this

method. Every day, he inspired his patients by telling them they were
better than yesterday and that their sickness is easier and lighter than
the sickness of other persons (Al-Meshaikhes).

"•* A prominent Islamic scholar and physician of the lO"*-! 1* C.
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A third strategy required the sufferer to practice tolerance of pain in this
life with the hope of great reward in the next. This strategy was most important
as people with SCD were implored to be patient in order to reap benefits from
God.
Many people, when they sustain a sickness, they deal with their problem
through patience and endurance because they look forward to being
embraced by openness in the Hereafter. If he keeps his patience with
illness and pain, Allah will compensate him for this patience with merits
and reward him for his suffering and misfortune by giving him Paradise,
grace, and blessings (Al-Meshaikhes).
The final strategy proposed management of one's pain through spiritual
education. In this approach, sufferers prayerfully plead for relief:
The one who is suffering pain can overcome such pain through
supplication and imploring Allah by prayer, asking him to relieve such
pain and after that he will find great psychological and bodily comfort in
his life because Islam looks to the body as something precious and a
place of appreciation and pride that must be maintained in all fine
(beautiful) ways that lead to comfort and serenity (Al-Meshaikhes).
Pain is Minimized
Pain was often invisible to others. Lack of attention to pain was uniquely
observed in the day-to-day activities of busy health care providers. Pain was
4

viewed as a less-than-emergent need by physicians, who often saw their time
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as best devoted to diagnosing illness and saving lives. Nurses often focused on
the day-to-day tasks demanded of them by the physician-dominated biomedical
health care system and were often too busy to observe or respond to patients
with less overt signs of distress. To compound the issue of dealing with pain in
children, children were guided to demonstrate tolerance of pain and other
discomforts and minimize social disruption so that external indications of pain
were rendered less observable. An excerpt from fieldnotes illustrates the
conflict of the health care providers' goals and children's social training:
While waiting on the pediatric medical unit for one of the Saudi nurses to
retum from radiology where she was with a patient, I heard a child
whimpering around the comer. I went to see what was up. There was a
small boy hunched against a wall, intravenous needle and bottle in place
on an IV pole. The child had placed himself about 15 feet from the
nurses station - observable only if one stepped in front of the desk but
cleariy audible from the desk area. He whimpered off and on with no
consistent pattern, but looked miserable. I stepped back to a wall to get a
better vantage point for observation and remove myself from the scene. I
watched a couple of physicians sitting at the desk, writing on charts.
Neither one ever looked up or in the direction of the boy. Two or three
nurses walked by the child in the hall. Although the nurses were out of
my sight for some of the period they walked by the boy, I did not see
them glance at the child. No one stopped or spoke to the child. After
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about seven minutes. I finally stopped an Indian nurse and asked her to
check on the child. She did not seem to know anything about the child. I
caught the attention of another Indian nurse who replied, "He is not in
pain - he just wants the shot", and went on about her responsibilities.
"Whose patient is it?" I asked one Saudi nurse. She mentioned the name
of a nurse that I did not recognize and confirmed that the child was an
eight-year-old sickler experiencing a pain crisis. In Arabic, I asked him
his name and he replied in a barely audible voice: Ali. I asked him if he
was hurting and he nodded yes. He described where the pain was, with
a few faint words and by pointing to his left anterior thigh area. He could
not use the 6-point faces intensity scale I happened to have with me,
which is not uncommon with kids here

He described the pain as

"wajid", a term I supplied meaning "much or a great amount." I asked all
these questions in the presence of the Saudi nurse, who promptly left,
not to return. A little incredulous, I tracked down another Saudi nurse and
asked if she would check his chart to see if he was due an analgesic
medication dose. She seemed confused for a moment then took action,
retrieved the narcotic keys, got the injection (pethidine, I presume) and
took the child back to his room, presumably to administer it. It did not
appear that she checked a chart which was conceming but I was
pleased that the kid got some attention.
^ Younger (five years of age or less) or very shy children were often unable to use pediatric pain
intensity scales, such as the Wong-Baker Faces scale.
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A. Place for Everyone Here
Children with SCO and their families were pressed to assume
responsibility to prepare children for participation in life and their community.
Community empathy and aid were available to supplement the sincere efforts of
families and children.
Each Child Should Participate
To the best of each child's ability and beyond, children and their families
must assume responsibility for children's participation in life and community.
Community empathy and aid was intended to supplement the sincere efforts of
family and children. Teacher Saleh observed, The family is the primary educator
of children. The role of the school and schoolteacher is to supplement the family's
education efforts to prepare children for life."
Teachers and social workers told stories of children arriving at school with
pain or preferring to stay at school despite pain. This behavior was posed as
evidence of a remarkable and admirable level of self-control and motivation for
young students, and, in teachers and social workers' eyes, employed because
the students valued their educations and did not wish to lose time from school.
Teachers and social workers posed contrasting examples to illustrate
acceptable levels of community and social participation. Hind, a teacher who had
a younger sister, Alia, with SCD, commented that her sister had been sad much
of her life. Alia, who was in college, had also grown disillusioned with the school
environment over the years and wanted to drop out. Hind observed that Alia was
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frequently taunted at school and no longer wished to be seen, teased, called
"abnormal" (being different from others), or pitied by others. She was quite
saddened that Alia wished to withdraw from school and the possibility of a career
to avoid continuing uncomfortable social pressures. However, her sister clarified
that even though her family wished more for her, they would support her decision
if she were convinced there was no alternative course of action.
Social worker Samira also described the recent experience of a young
college student from Qatif, who attended university in Riyadh. The young woman
developed a pain episode there, but elected to ride a bus to Qatif in order to
attend a seminar. The young woman completed the seminar, while in
considerable and escalating pain. Only after attending the seminar did she seek
pain relief at a local dispensary. The young woman was greatly admired for her
self-control and pursuit of her goals in spite of continuing, severe pain.
Our Community Enfolds All Individuals
Children and adults with SCD were drawn into families and community as
individuals in their environments actively engaged in relationship building through
use of caring influences. Families made special efforts to build affectionate bonds
with children and family members at risk for pain and illness. However, teachers
and others also used caring behaviors to promote attachment. Saleh remarked
that children who contracted pain at school would be taken care of, and even
transported to emergency facilities by teachers.
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People with SCO were also held to a level of responsibility towards the
community. First, each person was considered part of a family and the
community and was expected to act within designated capacities and roles, for
example, mother, breadwinner, head of a family, daughter or son of a household.
Each individual took on the mantle of the roles he or she fulfilled. The community
expected each person, at least, to live a religious and moral life, and to fulfill and
contribute through these essential social roles. In return, the family and
community provided an extra measure of care and support for the individual.
Recognition that marriage and having children constituted the essential
substance of nonnal, useful, spiritually conrect, and, therefore, healthy life
among Qatifis, encouraged local public health authorities to seek a balanced
approach to genetic and SCD education of Qatifis. Local health authorities
created scenarios for possible family life for persons with SCD and sickle cell
trait that were more acceptable from health and disease perspectives. Six
posters in the lobby of a health care center in Qatif proffered marriage partner
and reproduction possibilities for couples with various SCD gene configurations.
Three alternative marital partner scenarios were offered and encouraged for
persons with SCD or sickle cell trait and three scenarios were illustrated and
discouraged. The simple posters reinforced that the choice of a spouse by
persons who are SCD gene-free, heterozygous, or homozygous determined the
health outcomes of children and illustrated the outcomes cleariy. Posing such
marriage alternatives for people with SCD and sickle cell trait not only allowed
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affected people the possibility of living the morally sanctioned Qatif lifestyle,
incorporated persons with SCD and trait into the society, and decreased the
possibility that individuals with the sickle cell gene might be stigmatized as
unmarriageable.
Correct action is required of members of the Islamic community
observing pain and illness in community members. Hadith prescribed visiting
sick or suffering Muslims. Specifically, visitors of ill and suffering people must
assist patients by providing moral support, keeping the conversation cheerful,
assuring the person of long life and future, and, in general, providing comfort
and a sense of inclusiveness. Visitors are also advised to reinforce that
suffering is a means of redemption from sin to encourage the sufferer to remain
patient and tolerant (ISL Software Corporation, 1995).
Teachers and social workers believed that the best assistance that could
be provided for children with SCD was to promote a normal environment for
children conducive to leaming. Teacher Saleh and Ors. Majed and Sunil
confirmed that teachers were very attentive to the needs of students and, many
times, had actually driven children with SCD pain episodes to clinics and
emergency departments for treatment. Dr. Sunil offered a critique of some
teachers that he had heard made no allowances for boys with SCD: such
teachers demanded a doctor's excuse for every school absence or made boys
with SCD fully participate in school physical education activities, even on hot
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days. Fortunately, Dr. Sunil noted that teachers were beconfiing nnore educated
about the limitations of children with SCD.
Anxiety about risks involved with caring for and about children with SCO
and pain existed, ibtisam recited the story of a teacher who made a student with
SCD rewrite an assignment. While the student was completing the assignment,
she began to have pain in her hand. The teacher attempted to intervene for the
girl by massaging the hand in a vigorous manner. The pain did not subside and
eventually the parents were called to take the child to a health care facility.
There was some indication of damage to the hand, presumably as a result of
the massage. While the teacher was not faulted for her actions, the teachers
and social workers expressed concem that they were unsure of what to do for
such children in pain and fearful that they might be blamed for negative
sequelae.
Evidence existed that administrators also sought to minimize risk of
criticism and worry that some harm could come to students with pain as a result
of teacher or social worker intervention. In a critique of school administrators,
Wafa' said that she knew of a school administrator who refused to allow the
school social worker to keep a cot in her office for a sick child even though this
was supposed to be available in every school. The administrator also refused to
allow the social worker to maintain a stock of Panadol (acetaminophen) for
children with pain. Children were required to bring their own pain medications,
such as folic acid and Voltaren, to school with them and take them as needed;
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this was also the case for primary school children. It was apparent that social
workers and teachers worried about risks involved with children taking their own
medications. The most feasible solution, according to teachers and social
workers, was placement of nurses in each school to monitor health and
intervene when necessary.
Summary of Shared Themes
Each group of participants, children with SCO, their family caregivers
during illness episodes, and community participants viewed living with SCD and
pain from different perspectives. Several commonalities emerge from
discussions of the various viewpoints. Three themes surface as shared views of
the phenomenon with categories supporting general trends in understandings
among the groups. These themes include: "Having pain affirms weakness",
"Control is in our hands", and "A place for everyone here."
Answers to Research Questions
Research questions are addressed in this section. Answers to research
questions are briefly summarized.
Research Question 1

What is the Qatif sociocultural response to children with SCD and
pain?
SCD is a social given in the community of Qatif and reaction towards
children with the disease nonnalized among most social groups. The majority of
persons interviewed considered children with SCD to be physically vulnerable.
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The presence of pain is the major evidence that children were at risk. Anxiety
about children's social vulnerability is also evident and is reinforced by the
presence of pain. The presence of large numbers of persons with SCD in Qatif
has potential to massively draw on limited social and economic reserves and,
therefore, to create large-scale social disruption. The Qatlfi sociocultural
response to children with SCD creates a community-wide mandate to care for
the children and incorporate them into the community as valued members.
Strategies of social control are equally important and serve to minimize the
negative impact persons with SCD might have on the community. The Qatif
sociocultural response serves persons with SCD by offering them an accepting
environment in return for adherence to social mles and values that promoted a
smoothly functioning society.
Children reflect an enormous investment of Qatifi parental and family
emotion, time, and effort, are symbolic of the continuity of family and
community, and endow parents and families with essential social capital. All
children are considered assets, and are developed to respond to, and reflect
the values and beliefs of the Qatif community, and to eventually become the
essence of Qatif. With these prospects in mind, parents and responsible adults
in children's environments groom children to assume essential roles within the
community that allow continuity of the family and community.
Social success in Qatif is defined as assumption of various essential
cultural roles in the family and community. Social success for children and
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adults with SCD strongly depends on gaining control of one's response to pain.
Social failure might be defined in different ways for people with SCD and could
include succumbing to SCD pain, failing to care for oneself, remaining
unmam'ed and living at home, failing to produce offspring, or being unable to
properly care for elderly parents.
Qatifi parents, who hope their children will grow into Muslims of strong
faith, future spouses, parents, and community pillars, provide most of the
training and support for their children. Ali's poor, uneducated parents
envisioned a university education for him and devoted considerable resources
to help him meet this goal. Reem's parents expected her to attend university
and become a teacher or physician, to marry, and have her own family. Khalida
clarified the caring role she expected son Abdul Karim to take when she and his
father became old. All children are brought up in religious environments that
supported development of faith and derivative moral values.
While all children require care and attention, additional effort and care is
demanded of parents, family members, and the community to ensure that
children with SCD and pain become community and family assets. Parents,
family members, and other persons in the community often use caring
behaviors towards children with SCD and pain. By intervening with children to
alleviate pain and provide comfort and support, adults and children strengthen
attachment of children with SCD to their families and community. Numerous
examples of caring behaviors parents and others used for children were in
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evidence, from Aminah's coaching and calming of her son Naji during pain
episodes to Reem's friends intervening with teachers to solicit help for her pain.
Types of attachment-strengthening caring t}ehaviors or responses are listed in
Table 11: Social Control Strategies to Enhance Connectivity to Family and
Community and Social Health of Children with SCO Pain: Caring and Molding
Responses (p. 208).
While families and the community accommodate children with SCD,
they, like other children, are taught that they also have responsibilities to
themselves, their families, and community. Children with SCD are expected to
meet these responsibilities to the extent possible. To this end, family and
community members use molding behaviors to guide children to meet
responsibilities. Types of instructional or molding behaviors or responses are
also listed in Table 11 (p. 208). Together, caring and molding behaviors from
persons in children's environments support continuing attachment and a sense
of family and community support while preparing children to function in adult
roles and to minimize social disruption within their families and community.
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Table 11
Social Control Strategies to Enhance Connectivity to Family and Community
and Social Health of Children with SCD Pain: Caring and Molding Responses

Caring Responses

Molding Responses

Protecting child

Teaching prevention

Acknowledging pain

De-emphasizing pain

intervening for child

Ignoring pain

Giving child what s/he wants

Giving child what s/he needs

Minimizing stress

Encouraging endurance

Controlling environment

Providing rewards for endurance

Creating dependency

Allowing independent action

Soothing child

Recognizing developmental level

Loving child

Teaching correct response to pain

Being attentive to child

Reflecting on child's mistakes

Providing extra assistance

Praising for correct responses

Visiting sick child

Visiting child to teach correct response

Sacrificing for child

Emphasizing pain's rewards/benefits

Helping in any way

Monitoring and giving feedback

Providing pain medicine

Withholding/delaying pain medicine
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Table 11 (continued).

Caring Responses

Molding Responses

Providing pain therapy

Using everyday pain therapies

Avoiding uncomfortable situations

Establishing parental expectations

Avoiding uncomfortable discussions

Emphasizing God's expectations

Hiding painful truths

Establishing goals for child

Research Question 2

How does the Qatif sociocultural environment influence the
responses of children with SCO and pain?
A summary of ways in which the Qatif sociocultural environment influences the
developing responses of children with SCD and pain appears in Table 12: Influences
of the Qatif Sociocultural Environment on the Responses of Children with SCD
and Pain (pg. 213).
Reciprocity is the foundation of the Qatif family and community and is
evident in rituals and practice of everyday conversation, religion, family
interactions, and hospitality. Principles and practices of reciprocity create and
support relationships within families and the community that are strongly
reflexive. The presence of reflexivity is also evident in the stories of children
with SCD, such as Reem, who asserted that she did not have to speak about
her pain to engage the concem and assistance of friends.
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People practice reciprocity through reflexivity in everyday life and in
dealings with others, and elevate such practices and sensibilities to an art. The
goal of reciprocal and reflexive practices is to structure social relationships and
interactions that result in a peaceful and cooperative society that allows the
needs of most community dwellers to be met. For example, children are more
likely than not to share toys, watch over, and play with siblings. Children tend to
repress signs of open conflict, which might indicate an absence of reciprocity
and reflexivity. Even in conflict situations, such as the instances of rivalry
demonstrated in the intersibling relationships of Ali, Abdul Karim, and Naji,
responsible, older children reveal extreme tolerance of the offending sibling and
do not nomnally seek retribution. The sense that children and family members
get along quite well results from the carefully controlled and monitored behavior
of children and adults alike. Sometimes, however, evidence to the contrary
occasionally surfaces and surprises even close family members. Evidence of
underiying tension in the relationship of her two youngest sons in the picture
Abdul Karim drew was a startling discovery for his mother, Khalida.
Developmental understandings of pain expression in children are
relatively general. Parents and health care providers acknowledge and expect
that babies and young children will react to pain with intense, audible, and
observable emotion. However, even early school-aged children are guided to
temper their expressions of pain. Children soon leam that negative, observable
reactions to pain can also have a negative effect on them or disturb an existing
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peaceful environment. Consequently, young children with SCO pain
increasingly exhibit mature and tolerant behavior during incidents of pain and
other social suffering.
Maha, a very social, kind, and popular giri, cultivated a large group of
friends in her school, who supported and assisted her during pain episodes.
Abdul Karim was very proud of his efforts to be good and charitable in the face
of physical and social torment and referred to himself as Ihe kindest person I
know."
The influence of religion pervades the family and community response to
pain. Many Qatifis are generally aware of Hadith that required limitation of
complaints about pain and suffering. In addition, social and moral mandates to
avoid playing up pain and disturbing others are loosely connected to religious
doctrines. These doctrines and mandates are passed on to children through
direct instruction and, particulariy, through parental example and favorable
comparisons of one's reactions to that of others in the environment. With the
support, instruction, and praise of persons in their environments, children
respond to social, religious, and moral directives by continuously refining and
strengthening their response and resistance to pain. As children develop control
of their responses, they may even excel in socially valued aspects of life.
The strongest single influence on children's pain behaviors is that of
mothers. The strength of this connection is apparent well into the school years
with indications that emerging adolescence allows incorporation of more
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influences from extra-family sources. However, other influences are also
important to children. These influences include other family members,
especially fathers, siblings, friends, and teachers. When emotional and material
support is given to children in pain, children evidence reflexivity and a need to
reciprocate in responding to helpers and sympathizers. Children often praise
and express love for their caring family members and friends in order to retum
the favor of support in some way. Sympathetic pediatric and clinic nurses also
told stories of children retuming to visit them after receiving care during
hospitalizations or visits.
Mothers become more confident in their abilities to discern pain only
when children begin to communicate verbally or use gestures to indicate pain.
Most mothers indicate that this communication does not occur before the ages
of three to five years of age. Prior to that, it may be speculated that children's
pain episodes are only sporadically recognized and even ignored if pain
behaviors were not stark enough to be recognized. Nurses and physicians are
at a similar disadvantage. Pain might often be misinterpreted in the very young,
which may also lead to attenuation of the pain response from infancy and
toddlerhood. Eventually, a limited response to pain trains children to control
their pain responses and to manage their own pain.
Children are not inert participants in pain response enculturation processes.
Living fully and joyfully is the quest of each child. To varying extents, all children
attempt to exert control over their worids. Children are, for the most part.
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Table 12
Influences of the Qatif Sociocultural Environment on the Responses of Children
with SCD and Pain

Qatif Environment Influence

Response of Children

1. Reinforces reflexive reciprocity,

a. Develop strong reflexive bonds with
family and friends.
b. Develop and draw on bonds with
others.
c. Repress conflict.

2. Teaches extreme tolerance.

a. Develop ability to suppress pain signs.
b. Express opposition cautiously.

3. Fails to recognize pain and

a. Develop diminished response to

suffering.

pain.
b. Develop tolerance to pain.
c. Leam to manage own pain.

4. Provides examples of tolerance

a. Avoid playing up pain.

and opportunities for children

b. Support social tranquility.

to practice.

c. Aspire to live religious/moral examples.
d. Receive praise and acclamation.
e. Excel in the face of pain.
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Strongly connected to important individuals in their environments. Although
children are socially mature and exhibit an inclination to support social
tranquility, children do not necessarily agree with adult explanations of
phenomena and mandates for child attitudes, beliefs, and behavior. Ali was not
convinced God did not mean him hann in inflicting pain. Naji maintained that
pain could not be prevented. Mohammed wished to play in forbidden ways.
Haniyah did not find the intensive social support provided by her family during
pain episodes ovenA/helmingly helpful. Children with SCO and pain leam to
carefully and respectfully declare their opposition to incongruous ideas,
achieving and maintaining a tenuous balance between social connectivity and
the development of individual boundaries.
Summary
An overview of the Qatif community is provided. Child and family
caregiver participants and categories and themes are reviewed. Themes and
supporting categories from community group interviews and supporting
contextual data are discussed.
Three themes are identified as common to children, family caregiver, and
community perspectives. These include: "Having pain affirms weakness",
"Control is in our hands", and "A place for everyone here." Finally, answers to
the research questions are briefly summarized.
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CHAPTER V
MODEL. LINKAGES. IMPLICATIONS, CRITIQUE. AND CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, a model of facilitation of social health in children with
chronic illness and pain based on study findings is proposed. Study results are
linked to applicable literature. Study strengths and limitations are discussed.
The utility of the NSM is discussed. Implications for further model development,
nursing practice, and further research are proposed. Conclusions are
summarized.
Learning to Suffer; Children, Families, Pain, and Social Health
Children are the essence of the Qatif community's future. The focus of
community effort provides for the continuation of Qatifi cultural structures (e.g.,
the family), values, and civil society through the assimilation of its youth. The
Qatifi definition of social health is embodied in the cooperative and
interdependent relationships with close and extended family members.
Social health is also imbedded in notions of morality and community.
These notions strongly reflect religious knowledge and practice. Sources of
these religious influences are many; parents, religious leaders, teachers, adult
relatives and peers. Influential persons in children's environments, mainly family
members, consistently invoke religious ideologies that support tolerance of pain
and suffering with silence and patience. While spiritual ends are called to mind
in the desired behavior of silent suffering, facilitation of social health (i.e.,
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assimilation and creation of reciprocal bonds) also results fronr) the use of
internal controls to minimize pain expression.
Reciprocity and Interdependence
Children develop reciprocal relationships through establishment of close
bonds among parents and other family members, and as they grow,
engagement of other community members and groups or institutions. The result
is that children grow into essential supports and constituents of family and
community structures, and advance community permanence. Children also
benefit from these strong personal, family, and community alliances, as they are
able to draw on a wealth of support and sustenance. Children with chronic
illness and distressing symptoms, such as SCO and pain, are not normally
viewed as less valuable or unsupportive to the community. In fact, children with
SCO and pain are expected to develop and assume roles in the community to
the greatest extent possible.
Interdependence characterizes relationships within the Qatif community
and is marked by strong emotional and perceptual connectivity between family
members and, to a lesser extent, other community members. Connectivity
fosters an appreciation that individuals are responsible to respond to family and
community members in need and distress and, in turn, expect this to be
reciprocated. Preparation of competent, confident, connected, and reflexive
individuals, who are able to take on essential roles and to respond to the needs
of others, is a major cultural theme in Qatif. Children with SCO often perceived
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themselves as extraordinarily sensitive, kind, and reflexive, a view echoed by
the children's friends and family members.
Strategies of Social Control
The Qatifi approach to assimilation of children is drawn from ideas of
social control, which include facilitation of social health by fostering strong
reciprocal engagement among children, families, and their community. The
model of social control strategies and influences used to generate social health
in children with SCO and pain is illustrated in Figure 1 (pg. 218) and further
explained in text.
Social control strategies to enhance connectivity to family and
community are derived from authoritative cultural structures, for example,
religious authorities and the family. A major goal of social control strategies is to
foster a cohesive, inclusive, and smoothly functioning community environment.
To this end, two strategies are used.
The first strategy includes the use of caring responses to create bonds
between children and their parents, family members, peers, and other
community members (Table 11, p. 208). The use of caring responses fosters a
sense of acceptance and enfolds children into families and community. Children
with SCO and pain require more frequent and more intensive use of caring
responses. The cultural process of caring for and rearing children with SCO and
pain also contributed to the development of caregiver attachment to children
with SCO, thus strengthening interdependency and reciprocal relationships.
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Caring responses used for children with SCO included direct and indirect
interventions to provide emotional and psychological support, prevent or
decrease adverse consequences, and protect children. Parents, particularly
mothers, function as providers of caring responses; however, other family and
community members also contribute.

Mothers

"TV
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Teachers
Social

Essential Social Roles

Siblings
Family Members

^ Friends^

Child Core
Energy Structure

Tciassmates

Caring
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Father
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^ stronger influences

<
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Figure 1. Social Control Strategies and Influences to Generate Social Health in
Children with SCD and Pain
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The second strategy to enhance the reciprocal an-angement among
children, families, and community involves the use of shaping or molding
responses (Table 11, p. 208). Molding responses are used to shape children's
cultural beliefs and values by introducing desired pattems of behavior in the
context of everyday interaction with family and community. In addition to
instilling beliefs and values, molding responses are used to define essential and
valued adult social roles and behaviors that family and community members are
expected to take on as they grow and develop. Acquisition of family and
community beliefs and values and development of competence in social role
performances are considered as necessary for children with SCD as for
unaffected children.
With the assistance and support of family members, peers, and vital
community contacts, including teachers and religious leaders, parents gradually
mold children into competent adults and community members. Opportunities to
practice or act within cultural role guidelines are afforded children. Some of the
essential social roles parents and adult community members identified included
student, employee or professional, family breadwinner, wife, husband, mother,
father, devout and dutiful Muslim, and caregiver for elder family members and
children.
Molding responses typically commence early in children's lives and
strengthen as children grow and begin to be cognizant of their future roles and
responsibilities. For older children and adults with SCD, responses to ensure
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continuing engagement with family and community and support for serving in
multiple roles changed but did not cease with attainment of adulthood. Adults
continued to receive caring responses from family members, particularly those
responses that fostered continuing engagement and fulfillment of essential
roles. Molding responses may be intensified to ensure that role responsibilities
were met and vital family and community values upheld.
Balancing the two types of responses is essential but also perceived to
be a highly individualized process. Child factors, such as gender and pain
history, interact with environment factors, such as family structure, and
environmental factors have The objective of shaping children with SCO and
pain into connected, responsible family and community members is met by a
balanced approach to caring for and molding of individual children.
Balancing Extraordinary Needs and Holding Back
Children with SCD and pain require an intensity of responsiveness
beyond that ordinarily needed for unaffected children. Evidence of less-thanoptimal connectivity with the family and community and evidence that role
attainment is endangered are seriously viewed as these may portend social
disruption and isolation of the individual with SCO. In the case of children
severely affected by SCD and pain, additional efforts by parents, families, and
communities are frequently applied to enhance connectivity and role attainment.
As carers are reflexively attentive and engaged with children who experience
pain, caregiver and community internal resources are called upon repeatedly to
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respond to children in distress. Persons with SCD who repetitively draw on the
resources of caregivers and community expose their families and community to
disruption and themselves to selective withholding of support by others. In order
to maintain the strong reciprocal relationship, children were taught that requests
for support with suffering should take specific forms and be limited to times of
greatest need.
A culture of denial of pain and suffering is promoted in the Qatif
community. For instance, parents and influential others sought to "toughen"
children with SCD, promoted holding back, de-emphasized children's pain
perception, stressed the morality and benefits of suffering, trained children in
pain prevention, surveillance, and proper suffering responses, and rewarded
endurance and achievement. Children are taught that holding back internal
distress is beneficial for them as well as for their community. Holding back
allows children with SCD to maintain a strong face, discourages public
perception of weakness, and preserves children's place in family and
community structures.
Linkage to Literature
Literature with particular relevance to project findings is discussed.
Responses to Pain
From the perspective of a highly reflexive society, such as Qatif, the
suffering response was complex. Mom's (1991) and Scarry's (1985) contention
that the suffering response to pain is a subjective, private, and individualistic
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process not visible to outsiders was partially supported. In children, vocalization
of the subjective response to pain gradually disappeared from public view as
children grew and acquired community values. Children with SCO, particularly
older children and adolescents, were silent in the face of significant pain, their
pallor, silence, and stillness often the only evidence of any deviation from their
normal states. As per Younger (1995), language was often unavailable to
describe pain. The process of enduring pain or suffering was not completely
internal, however, and communication about pain from the child's perspective
was not completely inhibited. Children were not altogether mute, averse, or
unable to provide some kinds of information about their pain upon request.
Lessons of maintaining silence in suffering from parents and the community did
not countemiand the necessity to respond to social inquiries.
According to Younger (1995), Copp (1990), Kleinman, et al. (1997),
suffering was not merely limited as a response to physical pain. Children with
SCD tended to de-emphasize the suffering associated with physical pain.
Children's suffering resulted from a number of other causes, including
psychological upsets, intrafamilial conflict, and a variety of losses.
The duality of the response to pain and chronic disease was evident in
children and parents' understandings of pain's nature (Leavitt, 1998; Morris,
1991: Scarry, 1985). For example, the periodic pain episodes of SCD were
endured and interpreted by individuals with SCD as either destructive or
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constructive with perspectives influenced by previous experiences, pain
patterns, and parental and social support.
As described by DelVecchio Good and colleagues (1992, p. 3) chronic
pain did "highlight the fault lines of society" to some extent, although family and
community responses minimized the potential divisiveness of chronic pain.
Individualism and productivity, hallmarks of Westem socioeconomic systems,
are not particularly strong features of Saudi Arab or Qatifi culture. Systems of
social and economic support in Qatif enabled persons with SCD to live and "get
by" as full family and community members. They were encouraged and
expected to perform in appropriate roles as much as possible. Some community
members occasionally worried that people with SCD were at higher risk of
social and economic failure. The community's response to this anxiety was to
further protect persons with SCD while encouraging them to strive on. It was
also clear that childhood is a time of indulgence and preparation and that
adulthood promised considerably less indulgence, even for people with SCD.
Parents and other adults in children's lives perceived the coming maturational
change and sought to prepare children for the transition to adulthood.
Morse and Carter's 1996 conceptualization of suffering resolution as
enduring and refashioning of the self through incorporation of the suffering
experience is not useful. For the most part, there was little evidence that very
young children endured suffering. Suffering with intent implies the ability to
perceive outcomes. Young children, who predominantly live in the present,
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were unable to see outcomes or even an end to their sufFering, and thus,
unable to suffer with intent. Resilience, however, was astonishing, with children
of all ages rising from the depths of suffering as pain diminished to
enthusiastically resume play and leaming.
Islamic Perspectives on Living with Pain and Disease
Ai-Jeiiani's (1987) understanding of the meanings of pain and disease in
Muslims' lives defines the essential spiritual approaches to these entities.
Balancing spiritual and material approaches to pain informed the perspectives
of parents, children, and the biomedical system. Rewards were emphasized for
patient endurance and parents sought care only when they could no longer
handle the symptoms at home or feared for severe health consequences for
children. Pain tolerance was observably greater for Qatifi patients with SCD
pain episodes, and this began to be evident in youth. Pain drugs were used
sporadically and erratically for children's pain and many parents and children
were unable to differentiate the purposes of many of the medications they took.
Sachedina (1999) affirms that Islamic belief and practice related to pain
was plural in nature and parents' understandings of the roles of pain did vary
somewhat. However, parents taught children to bear pain for its positive
outcomes and negated, to an extent, Al-Jeilani and Sachedina's view that pain
is punishment for sin. Some parents did hold their youngsters responsible for
trying to prevent the onset of pain, however, children were seldom reprimanded
and usually merely reminded to care for themselves property, in fact, Qatifis did
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not openly seek explanation for the origin of pain. The presence of pain and
suffering is attributed to God's will, which neither requires nor allows
explanation. Per Sachedina, the traditional Muslim view that attributes only
justice to God and regards people as accountable for their individual suffering
was, at least, partially supported by parents and biomedical practitioners.
Parents and children observed that God sent pain as a challenge for very
special and beloved individuals.
The presence of SCD and pain was not welcome in Qatifi families but it
was usually accepted without public comment or complaint. Redemptive
aspects of Shi'i suffering (Ayoub, 1978; Sachedina, 1999) were offered to
children with SCD as inspiration and to strengthen spiritual life. Redemption
through suffering also provided sufferers with continuing respect and
consideration from family and community. In this way, the positive spiritual
practices of redemptive suffering promoted earthly as well as spiritual ends.
Pain in Children
Biological aspects of pain response were in evidence in all age groups
and genders. However, social responses figured prominently as children
reached the age of reason. Sociocultural aspects of pain response were cleariy
evident as children adopted parental understandings of the best therapies and
approaches to pain. Developmental aspects of pain response were derived
from experiential teaming in children who experienced recun-ent pain (Lander &
Fowler-Kerry, 1991; McGrath & McAlpine, 1993; Zeltzer, et al., 1992). Children
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also developed their own models of efficacy in tailoring their responses to pain
management as they grew in age and experience. In contrast to Zeltzer, et al.
(1992) speculation about dire consequences for children with chronic, recurrent
pain, there was little overt evidence that immature understandings of pain
predisposed young children with SCO pain to immediate negative
consequences, although this question requires further consideration and
confirmation from a longitudinal perspective. Several children had significant,
recurrent pain when they were very young. As children developed, they
experienced progressively less pain. These children tended to recover from
pain episodes quickly and also excelled in school.
Pain in Arabic Children
Understandings of pain and suffering attribution in previous studies
shared some similarities with study results. Buchanan and colleagues (1997)
and Youssef and colleagues (1990) found that children of Arabic ethnicity were
able to use pain intensity measures to communicate that aspect of pain. AbuSaad (1984) and Harrison and colleagues' (1991) findings that pain descriptions
by children of Arab ethnic extraction were descriptive and clinically useful were
not supported in this study. As in the Abu-Saad study, Qatifi children also
imposed origins of suffering beyond the realm of the physical pain children
encountered on a day-to-day basis. Qatifi boys and giris referred to
psychological causes of pain, such as grief due to a relative's death or suffering
resulting from sibling discord or imposed parental restrictions. Qatifi children's
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preferred approaches to easing pain, specifically taking medicines and seeking
attention from mothers, were similar to Abu-Saad's findings. However, Qatifi
children also relied on the use of their own internal resources, self-initiated
therapies (e.g., sleeping, self-massage, diversion), as well as the helpful
inten/entions of others.
Biomedical Treatment of SCD
Pharmacological (narcotic and non-narcotic medications) and non-drug
therapies (e.g., biofeedback, hypnosis, heat application) for SCO pain were not
in general conformance with published national or international standards (AlJam'a & Al-Dabbous, 1992; American Pain Society, 1999; Ballas, Carlos, &
•ampler, 1996). Secondary prevention approaches included testing of nearly
everyone in Qatif for sickle cell trait and disease and counseling to prevent
passage of the disease to children. However, counseling efforts were
inconsistent across health care institutions; at times, counseling was not
provided at all. Health care educators and providers, including nurses,
physicians, and social workers provide counseling related to maintenance of
hydration and avoidance of pain incident triggers, however, standards and
issues discussed varied considerably. The use of hydroxyurea as a
pharmacological method for pain prevention continues to increase as
knowledge of its efficacy spread through the SCD community. However,
significant side effects and risk of unacceptable adverse effects, such as cancer
and infertility, were worrisome to parents and physicians, who were often
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dissuaded from using the medication for children simply to decrease pain
episodes.
American Pain Society 1999 standards of monitoring and care for
children with SCO and pain called for careful surveillance of school progress
and early intervention with children who are frequently absent from school
because of pain and other complications of SCO. While concemed parents,
teachers, and social workers monitored children's progress, data on school
outcomes (e.g., graduation rates) for children with SCO were unavailable,
apparently even to social workers. Little educational system modification to
enhance school success of children with SCO was provided and parents,
teachers, and social workers were often left to assist children without
institutional acknowledgement or support.
As Copp (1990) observed, pain and suffering may be easily missed. The
vulnerability of preverbal and silent children to continuing suffering was
particularly evident in the absence of parent and health care provider perception
of pain in these groups. The social and developmental effects of failure to
detect or acknowledge pain in young children with ongoing or repetitive pain
remain undetermined.
Health Care System Response to Pain and SCD
Parents and children indicated that the health care system served as an
adjunctive resource for pain management for children with SCO. Standards for
SCD pain control (American Pain Society, 1999; Ballas, 1997; Ballas, Carlos, &
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Oampier, 1996; World Health Organization, 1996) were not consistently
followed at most of the observed health care facilities in the Eastern Province.
Less than therapeutic dosages of less effective drugs, such as pethidine, were
often used which may have resulted in less than complete relief of pain. Parents
found using the health care system burdensome, as outcomes for children with
pain did not always justify neglecting other responsibilities. Children with SCO
did not want to go to the local hospital when they had pain episodes, although
some children grudgingly admitted they did feel better afterwards.
In contrast to Alleyne and Thomas' 1994 findings of patient
dissatisfaction with health care system encounters, patients and parents were
rarely critical of the health care system in the Eastern Province, with the
exception of an adult SCO patient and two mothers of children with SCO.
Avoiding confrontation and accepting the authority of sociocultural institutions
were ideals that Qatifis upheld as these contributed to interdependence and
community stability. Rather, mothers responded passively to the health care
system by withdrawing and using the system only when necessary.
Few nurses and physicians acknowledged that addiction was more than
a rare experience for persons with SCO. However, physician and nurse
interpretations of common SCO patient behaviors as addictive behavior seemed
to mirror Shapiro and colleagues' 1997 findings. Struggles for control,
differences in the cultures of biomedical practitioners and their clientele,
mistrust, and miscommunication probably contributed to consistent under
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treatment of pain in Qatifis with SCO. These issues were present even when
nurses and physicians were, themselves, from the Qatif community.
The Child and Family in Middle Eastern, Arab, and Muslim Contexts
Femea (1995) and Fandy (1999) constructions of the modem family in
the Arab world were applicable to the urban-suburban populations of present
day Qatif. Neighborhood rather than tribal affiliation characterized Qatif s uriban
populations.
Strengths of Middle Eastern family structures have been noted to include
close affiliations and interdependence of family members, extension of support
to needy members, and continuing care and respect for elders. Rugh's (1997)
assertion that the Syrian Arab family interests were best served by reinforcing
members' commitment to their families was also a basic foundation of the Qatifi
family.
In Qatif, parenthood was an essential and honored role expected of each
family and community member (Eickelman, 1984). As observed by Al-Torki
(1986), Davis and Davis (1989), Eickelman (1984), Friedl (1993), Inhorn (1996),
Rugh (1985,1997), parenthood was a social institution that neariy always
guaranteed social recognition, lifelong bonds with children and essential
support in old age. Mothers, in particular, established extremely close
relationships with sons and daughters and exhibited pride in the strength and
depth of these relationships (Joseph, 1999). Family connectivity, as described
by Joseph (1999) did not mean that the course of intrafamily relationships ran
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smoothly. As Davis and Davis (1989) and Friedl (1993) observed, sibling rivalry,
power inequities, and competition for the attention of parents coexisted with
tolerance towards siblings.
The Shi'i Community and Qatif
While significant discrimination against the Shi'i minority continues, the
Shi'i of Qatif successfully maintain their sense of community and urban roots.
Aided by the protective policy of taqiyya, Qatifis function relatively well in the
greater Sunni society and do not often openly challenge the Sunni majority
(Esposito, 1998). The Qatifis are known as hard workers and an educated
people and attract respect among some Sunni groups. While some Qatifis have
begun to migrate to towns outside of Qatif to seek work, connections to
community remain strong as families, who continue to reside in Qatif, serve as
anchors. Shi'i Qatifis have a history of inclusiveness and a strong propensity to
assist poor and unfortunate persons within the community. The ethic of
community inclusiveness, cooperation, and attachment facilitates respite and
support for Qatifis with SCD and pain.
Neuman Systems Model Conceptual Approach Utility
Components of the Neuman Systems Model (NSM) are particulariy
suitable as the organizing framework for the model of social control strategies
and influences to facilitate social health for children with SCO and pain. Useful
components include the agreement of the model with cultural constmcts of
equilibrium as health in Arab populations, elements of system health, energy
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flow patterns, interactions with the environment, and general definitions of
stressors.
The NSM reflects many of the basic cultural understandings of health as
defined in the community of Qatif. The concept of balance and equilibrium as
health is an innate part of the Qatif definition of health and the NSM strongly
reflects this tenet. In Qatif. health is also holistically regarded with emphasis
placed on spiritual, sociocultural, psychological, developmental, and
physiological elements, which are also essential variables in the NSM.
The model is of use in conceptualizing the child with SCD and pain as an
open system with fluid and continuous interaction with its environment. Cultural
(environmental) influences on the development of the pain response in children
are visualized in examination of child-environment interactions. The model
supports a developmental perspective of how children with SCD and pain
respond to various stressors in their environments. In addition, the model also
augments understanding of the environment's changing response to children
who were in pain and distress.
Flow of energy between children and their environments is essentially bi
directional, although the adults in children's environments perceived that more
energy seemed to be directed to children. Children's energy was often not
directed but diffused and the patterning of children's energy flow revealed
significant power disparities. Energy flow dynamics between the children's,
family's, and community's core energy structures also supports the
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understanding of how responses to pain are culturally constructed in children
with SCO.
Some phenomena, such as children's attempts to control their
environments while maintaining essential relationships, illustrated power
relationships as interactions with the environment and could be conceptualized
as created environment. The model element of created environment also
supports coexistence of contradictory ideas, such as children's understandings
of God as a beneficent presence and also as an entity that allows severe
suffering in innocent children.
Children define environmental stressors with additional input or
explanation from adults in their environments. The pain response enculturation
process usually allows enhancement of system integrity in response to
environmental stressors, although, under the intense influence of some
stressors, such as frequent, repetitive pain, the lines of defense did not prevent
stressor reactions in the child with SCO. Environmental influences, for example,
caring or molding influences, or interactions with persons in the environment,
may either enhance or negatively impact system integrity, depending on the
presence of other conditions.
Study Strengths
Inclusion of the perspectives of children with SCD, their family
caregivers, and important contacts in their lives illuminated the influence of
culture, community, and spiritual beliefs on the suffering responses of children
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with pain and chronic illness. While it was challenging to interview young
children, their perspective was essential to creation of a view of Qatifi childhood
with chronic illness. Iterative interview and analysis processes allowed
reviewing, checking, comparing, and contrasting the children's understandings
and experiences with those of family caregivers. Exposing children and parents'
understandings of the suffering experience establishes that related cultural
themes are imparted to children, to a great extent, through parents. Interviews
with children also uncovered reflexive communication pattems that offered
parents and other adults a glimpse of important issues in their lives. In addition,
the influence of increasing interactions with other relatives, peers, and
community members such as teachers, allows understanding of a progressive,
developmentally based enfolding of children into the community picture.
My background in nursing and pain management of Saudi Arab and
Qatifi children over many years contributed to the study from several
perspectives. An appreciation of age- and gender-related developmental
attributes of children allowed incorporation of more effective approaches to
individual interviews. Awareness of children's behaviors and emotion issues
related to pain enhanced the greater depth of "reading" of inten/iew responses.
Also useful were communication skills, intuition, and interpretations of behavior
and speech pattems developed over years of observation and intervention with
children in pain and parents under stress.
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Prolonged and ongoing social and professional contacts with Saudi Arab
friends, colleagues, patients, and parents over the years allowed me to observe
and develop a fundamental understanding of many of the culture's values and
nonnative behaviors. As a result, I was comfortable in entering homes, and
participant families were comfortable allowing me Into their lives. My status as a
nurse also enhanced potential participants' decisions to take part in the study
as nurses, while not accorded a high social rank in Saudi Arab society, are,
nonetheless, viewed positively as helpers of the sick. Many family and
community participants willingly shared their experiences, emotions, and views
based on the hope that the study would benefit the community and its sickle cell
children. A stranger with less local experience and longevity and fewer contacts
in Saudi Arabia might not have elicited these responses.
The presence of Saudi Arab Shi'i women cultural and linguistic
consultant-interpreters during family inten/iews was very useful in eliciting and
interpreting responses from children and family members. One of my
consultant-interpreters, Najat Abu-Haliqa, was exceptionally personable and
sensitive to cues given by children and adults, and these talents and skills
supplemented my objective-oriented approach. In addition, she was able to
phrase and rephrase difficult questions to children and adults to elicit
meaningful stories, examples, and judgments. My other consultant-interpreter,
Samira Al-6eesh, offered excellent guidance born of wide-ranging interpersonal
experiences with children with SCD and their families. Her knowledge of the
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effects of SCO on children and families was broad. The empathetic and caring
natures of both women allowed children and families to be comfortable in the
presence of interested and sensitive strangers.
Finally, the use of ethnographic methods was most appropriate to begin
to understand the unstudied phenomena of pain and SCO. To paraphrase my
dissertation director. Dr. Glittenberg, "In ethnography, everything is data." This
fundamental characteristic of ethnographic method was particulariy important to
the study of the cultural roots of pain responses in children from a quiet, closed
society. The use of multiple perspectives and resources to corroborate and
elaborate understandings of pain response and related contemporary issues in
Qatif society was essential to structure the emic view.
Study Limitations
The study was exploratory with description of a specific population's
understandings, values, and beliefs about pain. The presence and interaction of
some elements of the worids of children with SCO was described. Inclusion of
other elements of children's existence would have helped to create a broader
picture of the phenomena. These include the perspectives of siblings with and
without SCD and other family members, especially fathers and grandparents. I
would have also liked to interview extended families with rural, agricultural
roots, as I understood such families embraced different viewpoints.
Some children were very interested in responding "correctly", that is,
giving the information and answers they perceived adults might have wanted.
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They were most often unable to use language to explain their values or discuss
their experiences in detail and. on occasion, chose to reflect on what seemed,
on the surface, inrelevant. Use of different questioning approaches, parental
perspectives, and tools, such as children's drawings, enhanced our
understandings of what the children seemed to be trying to get across or, in
some cases, hide.
Of great concern was my lack of fluency in Arabic. This, combined with
my peculiarity as a non-Arab adult female, might have been deleterious to
establishing rapport during the interview process. Fortunately, this group of
children and their parents did have repeated, intermittent contact with non-Arab
women nurses, physicians, and technicians in the health care environments
they frequented. In addition, both consultant-interpreters, Najat and Samira,
were superb at establishing an environment conducive to productive interviews
with children and parents. These two factors helped to minimize the effect of my
language skill deficiency on the kind and amount of data elicited.
An additional opinion on translated text from an uninvolved
interpreter/transcriptionist might have further enhanced trustworthiness of child
and family member perspectives. Our impressions might have been confinned
by an additional translation. Valuable new understandings of what children and
their family members conveyed could have also emerged from additional
translations.
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Deep gender differences and the behavioral expectations of females in
Saudi Arab and Qatifi society also influenced the study. The interactions of my
assistants and myself with family members and community participants
revealed a distinct female perspective. Differences in how males and females
responded to interviewers of the same and opposite gender were evident, in
that adult males generally were less open to speaking with females, more
females were interviewed, and female-related concerns were addressed in
discussions with female interviewers. Assessment of the male perspective by a
male researcher would have been very useful to broaden the study perspective.
In addition, the spheres of females are culturally limited. As a non-Arab female,
I was granted some leeway to err culturally; however, I continued to be cautious
in my movements about the community and with contacts so as not to appear to
be too close to the "edge" or create an immodest or aggressive image that
would frighten away potential supporters and participants. Thus, I did not
frequent Ministry of Health offices in person, approach strangers in public
settings, or walk in public places alone. This limited my entrees into the
community and framed the study from a female perspective.
A final concern involved the knowledge of families that I was a nurse. I
perceived that this may have influenced a couple of the parents to be cautious
with their critique of the health care and school systems and individual
practitioners, even though they were assured that I would not discuss them or
reveal their names to other biomedical practitioners or educators they might
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have come in contact with. This attitude arose, in part, from the general belief
that any criticism is socially disruptive and may bring harm to one's family. Thus
vigilance was required in order to pick up indications that a participant was not
entirely pleased with an institution or another individual.
Participant mothers sometimes asked for advice, particularly about
biomedical SCD curative treatments or medications that had been proposed by
physicians. I provided basic information and, in two cases, suggested
approaches to help mothers bring about a discussion of an issue of concern
with children's physicians. For one of the mothers, I also provided joumal
articles that could be used as a point of discussion with a child's physician.
Most infomnation was given after initial interviews but may have influenced
mothers' subsequent responses to follow up questions.
Implications for Nursing Practice
There are philosophical and ethical biomedical practice and educational
issues regarding SCD that must be considered from cultural, religious, and
community perspectives. One issue emanates from the preventive and social
control agendas of biomedicine that inadvertently label and stigmatize SCD
sufferers. The issue does not fall solely under nursing or even biomedical
govemance but extends to incorporate all institutions in the community, from
the family unit to religious, educational, and biomedical establishments. While
the goal of primary SCD prevention is not inherently negative or culturally
incongruent, approaches to this end should be the result of intensive and
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ongoing cross institutional (involving religious, education, public health,
biomedical, and social service groups) and community dialog with attention paid
to long-temn social and cultural outcomes. Furthemiore, the wider social and
religious perspective that pain is a useful part of spiritual life and human
development need not be obliterated by an overzealous biomedical approach to
prevention and eradication of pain. Indeed, a balanced view of the benefits and
risks of pain and the appropriate social and biomedical responses to different
types of persons (e.g., infants and children, persons with SCO or cancer) with
various kinds of pain (e.g., chronic, acute, associated with terminal diseases)
must also be given form through community-wide discourse. Nurses should
participate in prevention dialogs as members of communities, religious bodies,
social groups, and the biomedical group.
A second philosophical and ethical implication for nursing practice is
framed by the need to understand the cultural definitions of pain and suffering in
groups of children with chronic pain and illness and to act from a healing
perspective and in concert with cultural views. Pain and suffering are primarily
human and not biomedical experiences. The view of pain responses as
culturally prescribed demands that nurses and other healers assess how the
condition and cultural description of the suffering experience fit with biomedical
notions of symptom control and disease cure. Contemporary nursing practice
has coalesced with biomedicine in embracing these rather limited goals.
Broader understandings of healing and caring responses will take nursing
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beyond the nanrow scope of objectivist and self-absorbed biomedicine to meet
social and cultural needs for dealing with human suffering. Promotion of
spiritual and social healing and engagement with family and community is a
broader and greater goal than the controlling and curing mandate of
biomedicine. Dialog between traditions stationed within a cultural view is
essential. The suffering person will benefit from both curing and healing
traditions as long as the traditions harmonize and avoid strategic divergence.
Unfortunately, patriarchal power structures privileging biomedical institutions
and subverting the voices of culture and gender will not soon allow this dialog to
commence.
Mothers as primary family caregivers in illness situations were in a
difficult position. Being responsible for family health care, they were not
empowered to take action to ensure the health of their children and other family
members. Cultural restrictions on women's movement, communication patterns,
gendered relationships, and control of the family budget are some of the factors
presumed or evident in this study that restrict women's full participation as
primary caregivers for health purposes. In addition, women may be the primary
caregivers for large numbers of people, including children and other family
members, rendering them essential to total family functioning. Nurses can
assist mothers by supporting their efforts to care for their families, and in
seeking help for sick children. Establishing culturally appropriate methods by
which mothers can consult with nurses or physicians, for example, via
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telephone, assisting with transportation needs, or providing for home visits by
female health care practitioners would enhance mothers' ability to provide care
for sick children while continuing to attend to other equally essential and
demanding responsibilities.
Education of mothers and children is essential to assist women to make
helpful decisions regarding home therapy for children with SCD and pain and
for children with SCD to leam how to care for themselves. Little or no education
about managing pain was provided for caregivers and children. This conclusion
is based upon the differences among mothers of children with SCD in their
perceptions of how to assess and manage pain episodes in children and the
lack of educational materials about pain management available for children and
parents. The educational role falls well within the realm of community and
hospital-based nursing practice.
Mothers and children with SCD require education regarding pain
preventive measures, assessment of pain from a developmental perspective,
appropriate use of medications at home, rationale for use of analgesic and
preventive medications, and other approaches useful for pain management in
children with SCD.
Education regarding SCD pain therapy and prevention must be viewed
as a bi-directional process. Most pain management for persons with SCD
occurs at home by pain sufferers and family caregivers. As persons with SCD
and family members practice pain management and prevention on an everyday
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basis, it is apparent that they have unique knowledge of efficacy of techniques
and approaches. For example, many children with SCO, their parents, and a
few nurses and social workers cite massage as a useful technique for pain
management, however, some nurses and most physicians are unaware of the
intervention's usefulness. Nurses and other biomedical practitioners would
enhance their own knowledge bases and provide benefit to other SCO pain
sufferers and their families by seeking out the perspectives of home caregivers
and receivers of effective care.
The medical community stigmatized persons with SCD and their families.
Fears of potential patient addiction and manipulation by patients to get pain
drugs prompted practitioners to raise barriers to SCO patients, who were
perceived as a high-risk group. While lip service was paid to provision of
appropriate pain management, drug manufacturer recommendations on
analgesic dosages and protocols for dealing with chronic and acute pain were
frequently not followed. Cultural training melded with medical training of nursing
and medical practitioners and served to support a politic of excessive vigilance.
Medical practitioners, in an effort to ensure people follow the "correct" treatment
regimens, also restricted access to information in leading patients and families
to chose treatments. Thus, family caregivers were often unaware of why
particular therapeutic regimens were suggested and did not know of alternative
or newer approaches to SCO and pain. Biomedical practitioners, including
nurses, would do well to educate themselves about all available treatment
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options, biomedical and othenA^ise, and to present or at least acknowledge the
alternatives for families of children with SCO. In light of biomedicine's limited
role in caregiving for persons with SCD pain, a basic change in philosophy of
health care to empower families and individuals with SCD to seek the most
useful approaches for themselves may prove most beneficial.
More worrisome may be the lack of attention paid to assessment and
management of pain by biomedical practitioners. In light of decades of
conclusive research about the effects of acute and chronic pain, pain
assessment in most age groups, and benefits to patients and health care
institutions of proper and aggressive management of pain, one wonders why
academic physicians on the local Eastem Province university faculty do not
vigorously pursue implementation of well-researched pain assessment and
management protocols. Serious attempts to address this conspicuous practice
and ethical deficit through intra- and interdisciplinary local and national dialog,
and creation and implementation of standards for pain management are
warranted.
Indications existed that government policies related to the importation of
pharmaceuticals also limited importation and access to narcotic medications by
health care institutions so that medical administrators are forced to selectively
allocate and distribute drugs. The government policies are as intimately tied to
cultural notions of pain as individual responses are. Such policies should be
objectively reexamined for potential detrimental effects on groups that are at
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high risk for acute and chronic pain, such as children and adults with SCO and
cancer. Nurses may also advocate for patients with acute and chronic pain by
fronting suggestions through appropriate institutions (e.g., community health
and hospital organizations) for improvement of practitioner and patient access
to effective medications and treatments.
Formal education is very important for children with SCD, primarily from
future and career orientations. Persons with SCD may be severely limited in
their options for work as adults. For example, work requiring physical labor or
exposure to harsh environments may promote increased pain incidence for
some persons with SCD. Providing a range of educational choices and
opportunities offers persons with SCD more choices for jobs that do not
contribute to the burden of chronic illness. With respect to the public school
system, the existence of chronic illness among children in Saudi Arabian
communities has received little recognition and has not been dealt with at an
institutional level. While individual teachers and social workers sometimes
attempt to compensate and provide services in a flexible manner for chronically
ill children, they often receive little support from school administrators. Children
and their parents, who may have little education themselves but recognize the
value of education for their youngsters, are often left to negotiate with, and
supplement the public education system as best they can. Nurses working with
children with SCD in the community and within the school system can assist
parents to address school system responses to these children and their
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families. Education of administrators, teachers, children, and parents about
SCD and its life-long effects is also a role nurses can fill. School and
community-based nurses can also assist school systems and families to
coordinate efforts to enhance and develop beneficial school-based approaches
to vulnerable groups of children with chronic illness, such as SCD.
Future Research Directions
Basic research on most social, developmental, cultural pattems,
institutions and life ways remains a major requirement for the many diverse
Saudi Arabian populations. This finding was a particularly important issue in this
study as unearthing essential social characteristics, such as family residence
pattems and the nature of gendered relationships, was elemental to further
discovery. Examples of such needed basic research include description of life
transitions (e.g.. processes of moving from childhood to adulthood), exploration
and description of specific social roles, examination of key roles within
institutions, and delineation of what constitutes health in Saudi Arab groups.
Without such basic knowledge foundations, it would be virtually impossible for
the society to realistically identify and investigate health and social issues, or
develop, implement, and evaluate approaches to the issues. While I was
developing methods and parameters for the study, I consulted a number of
people about how I might approach my chosen topic. Saudi and expatriate
informants alike tended to generalize or simplify their perceptions of causes of
behaviors, social roles, and likely reactions of groups. My findings actually
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indicated much more individualistic and diverse trends in thought and behavior
on the part of children, parents, and community informants than my early guides
suggested. Based on the complexity of issues and situations uncovered in
pursuing this study, basic social description, although necessary, will be neither
a quick nor easy task.
There are immense gaps in knowledge of pain in children. From the
cultural perspective, this area has barely been touched. The proposed cultural
model of how pain response develops in children offers some direction for
continuing inquiry. Expression of pain by children is being increasingly
addressed; however, the perceptions, understandings, and beliefs of children
and adults with limited and chronic or recurring pain require additional
explication within Arabic-speaking cultures. Specifically, knowledge about
developmental aspects of pain perception, understanding, and belief will be
necessary to establish guidelines for assessment and treatment of infant and
child pain by parents and biomedical practitioners. A result of such research
would include development of age, culture, and gender appropriate instruments
to quantify aspects of pain perception. The short and long-term social,
psychological, and physiological effects of chronic, recun^ent pain syndromes,
such as SCD pain, on children and adults have yet to be developed in any
culture. Longitudinal and cross-sectional study designs are appropriate ways in
which this objective may be addressed for specific populations of Saudi Arab
children and adults with SCD.
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It was apparent that family caregivers were mothers and the first line
managers of pain. They handled the majority of the pain in children even though
they continued intennittent contact with the biomedical system. An in-depth
understanding of how parents, particularly mothers, assess, interpret, and
manage pain in the home setting can contribute to enhancement of biomedical
pain management in specific populations of children. Comparisons of pain
management approaches in home and biomedical settings would add to
understanding of efficacy (which management approaches have specific useful
potential) and effectiveness (which management approaches actually work and
in what situations).
Management of family life commonly falls to mothers as primary
caregivers for everyday and illness care. An understanding of the ways in which
mothers balance maintenance of family functioning and interrelationships while
dealing with chronic illness and pain in other family members would contribute
to the ability to assess family health from biomedical and social perspectives.
The impact of managing children's chronic disease on caregivers and other
family members requires continuing investigation. As these issues are certainly
affected by the context in which they develop, community-based research
approaches are preferred.
Collaborative research methods, such as action research, have potential
as useful and ethical approaches for conducting both descriptive social and
intervention research with families and children in Saudi Arabia. Such methods
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allow marginalized groups, such as children and women, voice in the processes
and outcomes of research. Collaborative research also allow for pragmatic
outcomes that benefit participants and communities. Such research approaches
could be designed to be culturally congruent with the conservative environment
I discovered in Qatif.
Pain is one of the most common problems biomedicine and other health
traditions address. Biomedical hegemony in Saudi Arab society dictates that
nurses and physicians will likely continue to be gatekeepers of pain relief
methods and knowledge. Because biomedicine holds this powerful position, it
will be necessary to develop local understandings of how the culture of
biomedicine interacts with individual practitioners' cultural, developmental, and
gender characteristics. This knowledge is necessary to develop approaches to
biomedical training and practice oversight in order to meet Saudi Arabian and
Qatifi society's mandates for culturally appropriate pain control for children and
adults with chronic painful conditions.
Conclusions
This study barely begins to illuminate the picture of pain and suffering
responses in a group of Arabic children. An initial model of cultural elements of
the developing pain response was constructed. However, little is known about
the developmental processes that appear to strongly contribute to construction
of the pain response in children and how the response changes as children
mature and progress through adulthood.
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While suffering may be considered primarily an intemal process, it is not
entirely invisible to outsiders. There are elements of an individual's suffering
that demand recognition and draw from the other. The social ripple created by
suffering understandably results in moral imperatives that social groups
incorporate into culture.
From the perspective of the helping professions, including nursing, the
essence of suffering remains undefined and, thus, is rarely dealt with. The
culture of professionalism often obscures the morality of the greater culture
from which helpers are drawn. Clarifying and comparing cultural system and
subsystem values raises more questions and requests for additional
clarification. For example, at which points do the helping professions diverge
from values held by the culture as a whole? How are the dichotomies of the
goals of preservation of life and provision of comfort and pain control explained,
reconciled, and therapeutically approached from greater culture and subcultural perspectives? The study of pain and suffering responses from a cultural
perspective provides an ideal point of entry in discovery of basic moral and
structural supports.
The processes of enculturation and elements of culture are never clearer
than when they are used to assimilate youth. It is during these times when the
processes work within structures to create the moral bubbles in which
individuals and groups exist. A recent opportunity to view Armenian pain and
suffering enculturation processes occurred when some friends and their child
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visited me. I observed my friends use caring and molding responses similar to
those in evidence in Qatif to support and guide their five-year-old son after a
painful fall. It occurred to me that similar responses probably served to promote
social belongingness, civility, and control in groups beyond Qatif.
In this study, my interests in Saudi Arab children and their health and
development needs, Arab culture, the subculture of biomedicine, and the issue
of social responses to pain came together to create a somewhat disjointed
though oddly functional picture of cultural processes at work. The process of
drawing these elements together also allowed me to complete construction of a
model of Saudi Arab society that was begun over two decades ago. Completion
of the model allowed me to take a deep breath, step back to observe and
consider results, and then to notice, with wonder, how closely my values had
come to resemble the cultural values of those I had studied. I had not simply
been an observer, but, like the children of Qatif and the rest of the Eastern
Province, had become an element of the structure. Saudi Arab friends
confirmed my discovery, laughing that I had become a sister in all but genes.
The illusion of my objectivity vanished. I also had to grin wryly at this revelation
and marvel at the subtle strength of the enculturation process.
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CHILD ASSENT FORM
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
Child's Consent

Perception of Pain in Sickle Cell Disease by Saudi Arab Children

•
•

•
•
•

I agree to participate in this study about children with sickle cell disease and
pain.
I am willing to talk to the interviewer for up to 3 hours about my experience
of having sickle cell disease and pain. I am also willing to draw pictures
about my experiences.
I know that the interviewers will come to my house and use a tape recorder
to record what I say.
I know that the interviewers will give me a small gift to thank me for my
participation.
I know I can ask questions or decide not to participate at any time, for any
reason, and there will be no problem for me.

Child's Signature and Date
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PARENT CONSENT FORM
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
Parent's Consent
Perception of Pain in Sickle Cell Disease by Saudi Arab Children
I am being asked to read the following material to ensure that I am informed of
the nature of this research study and of how my child will participate in it, if I
permit her/him to do so. Signing this form will mean that I have been informed
and that I give my consent.
PURPOSE
I am being invited to voluntarily allow my child to participate in this research
project. The purposes of this project are to:
1. Describe what Saudi Arab children think about having sickle cell
disease and pain.
2. Describe the role of caregiving family members in supporting the child
with sickle cell disease and pain.
3. Construct a general community view of the meaning of having sickle
cell disease and pain.
SELECTION CRITERIA
My child was selected to participate in this study because she/he is a Saudi
Arabian child with sickle cell disease who:
1. Has sickle cell pain with one or more episodes in the past two years
requiring going to the Emergency Room or being admitted to the
hospital.
2. Is living in the Eastem Province of Saudi Arabia.
3. Is willing and able to talk about having sickle cell disease and pain.
4. Is 7 to 14 years of age.
5.
Is normally developed.
PROCEDURES
If I agree to participate, my child will be asked to consent to the following:
1.
An interview in Arabic in a private area which will take up to 3 hours
and be audiotaped. The audiotaped recording will be transcribed into
Arabic and translated into English.
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2.
3.
4.

Drawing pictures representing aspects of life with sickle cell disease
and pain.
The researcher will come to my home for the interview or my child and I
may decide to meet in another location.
My child may be asked to give additional infomnation at a later time and
to comment or give opinions on general findings of the project.

RISKS
The risks associated with this study are that my child may become upset or
tired during the interview. If this happens, either I or my child can stop the
interview at any time.
BENEFITS
The benefits associated with this study are positive psychological help that may
come from discussing the problem of having sickle cell disease and pain. The
results of the study my child participates in may also help other children with
sickle cell disease and pain.
CONFIDENTIALITY
All information associated with this study will be held in confidence
and only the researcher and study advisor will have access to the information.
Each subject will be assigned a pseudonym (false name) and number. The
assigned pseudonym and number will be written on all papers rather than my
child's name. Only the researcher will know the identity of the subject.
Audiotapes and drawings will be kept in a locked, secure place in the
researcher's home. The transcription will contain the child's age, gender, and
grade in school. In addition, all other identifying infomnation will be removed
from the transcription.
PARTICIPATION COSTS AND SUBJECT COMPENSATION
There will be no cost for my child to participate in this study. I understand that
my child will receive a small gift for participation. No other compensation will be
given to me or others who participate in this project.
I can obtain further information from Janet Voigtman at Tel. No. 878-6543. If I
have questions concerning my child's rights as a research subject, I will ask
them at any time and the researcher will contact the University of Arizona
College of Nursing and request clarification.
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PERMISSION
Before giving my consent by signing this fonn, the research methods, risks, and
benefits have been explained to me and my questions have been answered. I
understand that I am free to withdraw my child from the project at any time
without causing bad feelings or affecting my child's health care. My child's
participation in this project may be ended by the researcher for reasons that
would be explained. New infomnation developed during the course of this study
which may affect my willingness for my child to continue to in this research
project will be given to me as it becomes available. I understand that this
consent form will be filed in an area designated by the University of Arizona
Human Subjects Committee with access restricted to the principal researcher,
Janet Voigtman, or authorized representative of the University of Arizona
College of Nursing. I understand that I do not give up any of my legal rights by
signing this form. A copy of the signed consent fomi will be given to me on
request.

Parent Signature

Date

Witness Signature

Date

RESEARCHER'S DECLARATION
I have carefully explained to the subject the nature of the above project. I
hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge the person who is signing this
consent form understands cleariy the nature, demands, benefits, and risks
involved in her/his child's participation and her/his signature is legally valid. A
medical problem or language or educational barrier has not precluded this
understanding.

Signature of Researcher

Date
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DISCLAIMER FOR PRIMARY CARETAKER
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
Relative Agreement Form

Perception of Pain in Sickle Cell Disease by Saudi Arab Children

You are being invited to participate in this study of sickle cell disease and pain
in children. By participating in the audiotaped interview and giving any
additional information later, you will be giving your consent to participate in the
study. Your name will not appear on the audiotape transcription or be
associated with any information you give. You may decide to answer or not
answer some or all questions, or to give additional information requested later.
Whatever you decide to do, you will not experience any problems and neither
your health care nor the health care of your relative with sickle cell disease will
be affected. Your questions will be answered and you may withdraw from the
study at any time. There are no known risks/problems associated with your
participation.
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DISCLAIMER FOR COMMUNITY PARTICIPANTS
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
Community Infomfiant Agreement Fonn

Perception of Pain in Sickle Cell Disease by Saudi Arab Children

You are being invited to participate in this study of sickle cell disease and pain
In children. By providing infomiation, you will be giving your consent to
participate in the study. Your name will not be associated with any infomiation
you give, unless requested by you. You may decide to answer or not answer
some or all questions, or to give additional information requested later.
Whatever you decide to do, you will not experience any problems as a result.
Your questions will be answered and you may withdraw from the study at any
time. There are no known risks/problems associated with your participation.

APPENDIX C
SAMPLE QUESTIONS
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SAMPLE QUESTIONS FOR CHILDREN WITH SCO
1. Tell me everything you remember about the last time you had pain from
your SCD and had to go to the hospital.
2. Describe your pain.
3. List some words that you use when you are in pain to describe your pain
or let your parent know how much pain you are in?
4. When people have SCD, are there benefits or good things that happen to
them because of the disease (pain)? Are there bad things that happen
because of the disease (pain)?
5. Tell me how you feel and what you do when the pain starts.
6. What have people said or done for you that helped you when you were
having pain?
7. What are the least helpful things people can do for a person with SCD
and pain?
8. What bothers you most about having SCD?
9. Do you know others who have SCD? If so, how do they act?
10. How do giris (boys) show pain?
11.Who is your best friend? How is this person different from other children
you know?
12. What do your classmates and friends say about your having SCD?
13. Is it ok to take medication a lot when you are in pain? Are there any bad
things that can happen if you take medication a lot?
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SAMPLE QUESTIONS FOR FAMILY CAREGIVERS OF
CHILDREN WITH SCD
1. How does your child describe her/his pain? What words does s/he use?
2. What things do you say or do for your child when s/he has a painful
episode?
3. What pain therapies do you use at home?
4. When would your child be taken to the hospital or emergency room?
5. What kinds of therapies for the pain are provided in the hospital? How
effective have each of these therapies been for your child?
6. What things do people say are good to do to help people who have pain?
7. How is the child treated in the school system when s/he develops pain or
has other SCD-related problems? Is absent for long periods of time?
8. How do girls (boys) show pain?
9. How has your child having SCD affected your life? Your family members'
lives?
10. What worries do you have about the disease?
11. What do you hope for your child in the future?
12. Can you speak about your sources of support?
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SAMPLE GENERAL QUESTIONS FOR COMMUNITY PARTICIPANTS
1. What do people believe and say about persons who have SCO?
2. What has been your experience with people who have pain?
3. What are the best ways to deal with pain?
4. What do the Qur'an or Hadith prescribe for persons dealing with pain
or disease?
5. Tell us about experiences you have had with people who have SCO?
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SAMPLE QUESTIONS FOR TEACHERS & SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS
1. What Is your experience with children with SCD in the school systenn?
2. What options do children who are often sick have for completing school
requirements?
3. In your opinion, do children with SCD have greater difficulty completing
school requirements?
4. What happens when children develop pain episodes while at school?
5. What, if any, accommodations made in the school for children who have
SCD and pain?
6. Please give examples of the following: 1) teachers or administrators
being helpful to children with SCD; 2) teachers or administrators being
unhelpful to children with SCD.
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SAMPLE QUESTIONS FOR HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS
1. What proportion of patients that you work with have SCD?
2. What is the usual course for persons with SCD?
3. What is your understanding of health outcomes for persons with SCD?
4. What is the nature of the pain in children with SCD pain episodes?
5. What words do children with SCD use to describe their pain?
6. What differences do you see in pain expression among children of
different ages or genders?
7. How is SCD pain handled in the emergency department? On admission
to the hospital?
8. What medications do patients receive? How much? How often?
9. How do you decide how much pain the patient is in?
10. How do you determine when to give pain medications?
11. Are there other approaches you take to relieving pain in SCD patients?
12. Are there other approaches you take in helping the patient handle his
pain?
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SAMPLE QUESTIONS FOR ADULTS WITH SCO
1. Describe your experiences of growing up with SOD.
2. How did you handle pain when you were a child?
3. Compare your symptoms now with the symptoms you had as you
were growing up.
4. How has having SOD affected your life as an adult?
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APPENDIX D
SELECTED CHILDREN'S DRAWINGS
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FATMA: NEEDLES & THE DUALITY OF LIFE WITH SICKLE CELL DISEASE
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MOHAMMED: FORBIDDEN ACTIVITIES

REEM: FEW WORDS FOR PAIN

ABDUL KARIM: STRUGGLE FOR ASCENDANCY
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APPENDIX E

PAIN AND EVIL IN THE LIVES OF HUMANS
Since an ancient age and till the present time, the minds of the ingenuous
amongst us did not reach a true understanding of the philosophy of pain,
diseases (lesions), and evils in the life of human beings. So man proceeds
intellectually and ideologically with randomness, and this makes him doubt the
ability of Allah the Almighty; man then brings philosophies and theories
completely different than the philosophy of Allah for his servants. Even some of
them say these stonns, natural disasters, diseases (lesions), and bodily pains
that happen from time to time to the earth and human beings, are inconsistent
with the justice of Allah the Almighty.
While the human being deeply scrutinizes the pains, disasters, and diseases
(lesions) that occur to him, he can consider them, most of the time, to be in his
favor. Because such disasters, pains, storms, volcanoes, and others that
sometimes dominate on the earth and its surroundings are relative matters for
our minds, which are incapable of comprehension of the transcendental
(supernatural) objects for these events, which occur as a result of the power of
Allah on the Universe and all that it encompasses. Whereas, the cogent and
inrefutable truth must be realized; the events of the world are connected, as are
links of a chain. The storm that blows today on our City and the rains that cause
tremendous flooding constitute a ring in a long chain connected with events that
occurred in the past or are happening in other places and are also connected
with events that occur in the future. As a result, it is wrong to place a finger of
accusation on a small event and pass judgment on it because it doesn't follow
logic (or make sense).
Therefore, we cannot deny the goals that leave the pleasure of pain in the
human being, if the outcomes of the pain are greater beauty, delight, and
enhancement in the human being. For example, the surgical operation is painful
but from the other side, it is useful because the patient will recover from the
long-term pain that he suffered with prior to the surgery.
And the same goes for factors of weather change in different regions of the
earth. You cannot pass a judgment that earthquakes that happen on the earth
are just pain and evil for the human being because they leave natural and
human disasters. This is because they are a result of high pressure for a long
time under the infrastructure of the earth, whereas the latent heat and steam
under the ground also feel pain and so it exhales the pressure through vapor
and breaking the crust of the earth. After that, it feels pleasure (relief) that could
not be felt except by the one who tastes it.
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Also the tidal process that occurs due to gravitation of the moon on the seas
allows necessary movement of the water and living creatures within it to thrive.
In addition, the sweet water coming to the sea will help im'gate the dry beaches.
Moreover, the pains which human beings sustain during phases of his
successive age on this earth and the unfortunate occurrences and the severe
pain the human being passes through will create for him a strong will like steel.
When a human sustains a certain calamity or pain in all parts of his body, he
usually only has two alternatives, not three:
1) Either he is defeated in the struggle of pain and he becomes subjected to
wretchedness and misery throughout his survival.
OR
2) He will defeat his pain and have victory in such struggles and he will be
the happiest of all of the happiest, exactly as it happens in struggles of
wars and invasions. When you see one nation is defeated in the
struggle, its morale will be broken down, its power collapsed, and it loses
its efficiency. While another nation having the victory, making the victory
or defeat will develop their own peoples' capabilities and the divisions will
be unified and underdevelopment will be changed into innovation,
progress and civilization... this is what you can see in the life of the great
people in human history, whereas, each great man passes many phases
of pain that are followed by victories, success, and excellence. The
military leaders, economists, technologists, educators and the minds that
developed the societies with respect to religion, ideology, moral
character, conduct...etc.: all of them passed through the way of pain
because it is the problems and pains that raise and breed the man within
its outstretched anms. Our Islamic Religion declares this truth by saying,
"It may be that you dislike a thing, and Allah brings about through it a
great deal of good." (Surat Al-Nissa, Verse No. 19).
Human Pains. From and To Him
Allah made the human being and distinguished him from all other
creatures, whereas he is the only creature that has the capability to
coexist and adapt himself to all surrounding circumstances and natural
changes that occur on the earth. He also has the capability to reach the
phases of human integration. There is no doubt, in order to attain
complete integration (transcendence), it is necessary to gather the
powers, to closely tie up, and unify efforts in order to create educational
and upbringing programs that cover all aspects of human existence. For
this reason, Allah dispatched to the human being, in addition to the
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righteous instinct of monotheism, great messengers and prophets and
provided them with divine t)ooks so that they shall take the burden to
lead the human being on the way towards paradise...That, as completion
for such an aim, it is a must to put his faults and sins before him and let
him face the pains in his life for his failure to obey Allah the Almighty.
Here, the pains that pour on the human being are deemed a mercy and a
grace from Allah for him since it makes him realize his defects, leading
him to certainty of his inability and to understand that his mind is limited
in its ability to realize the supernatural things in his life, as drivers
encounter traffic signals, and dips and bumps in the road... Moreover,
the pains for some of us may be a consequence of his going beyond the
bounds of freedom whereas when the human being exceeds the proper
bounds of freedom, engaging in committing vices and depravity and
injustice: here the pains act as a warning from Allah for him. So, Allah
may let him sustain some bodily pains, such as various illnesses or some
natural disasters that take place, such as volcanoes, earthquakes,
storms, floods...etc. Sometimes, pain may be suffered by a human who
has not committed any sin in his life. But, in this case, it is a test and an
examination by Allah to check his honesty and firm belief/willingness to
attain the satisfaction of his God. We, the Muslims, our history confirms
that there is no Prophet or Messenger or Religious Performer who did
not suffer on the path of pain in his life. Our Prophet Mohammed (PBUH)
said, "Nobody would sustain as much harm as I have." Also what is
stated in the Holy Quran indicates such meaning, and denies the
injustice for servants of Allah. It has been said, "Verily, Allah will not deal
unjustly with man at all; it is the man that wrongs his own soul" (Surat
Younus, Verse No. 44). Therefore, the human being, most times, does
injustice for himself by himself, and brings pain and disease to himself.
The Human Being & Body Suffering Pain
The cultural environment under which the human being lives plays an
important role in determining the type of pain that he suffers. Whenever
the one who is suffering the pain is of an advanced culture, he looks to
his pain in a different way than the other one who is not educated and
cultured. Also, the same for those who live in environments of
undeveloped cultures, civilizations, and economies: whereas the people
of these environments have a different view of pain than those who are
civilized, advanced, and developed. So some stimulation that cause
severe pain to a certain person may be tolerated by another person
without any complaint. Also, some religious rites practiced during the
process of initiation contains painful tests but usually the one who is
subjected to the tests will not feel any pain upon such practice. So the
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pain is a personal experience linked with the culture, learning,
circumstances, and individual factors surrounding the person who is
having the pain. When you ask a person to eat, walk, and nurture the
self, he feels some pain deep inside, but he can sometimes overcome
such pain. However, when the pulse of the human being lessens or
when the vermix (appendix) in his intestine becomes enlarged or if he
sustains a failure of one of his organs, then it is impossible for him to be
patient. Of course, he tastes the pain and experiences its bittemess, and
as such you observe many reactions that are different from one person
to another in concordance with the conception of culture.
Also, most times the pain which the body sustains is not physiological
but psychological in origin. Many patients suffer pain in their organs due
to psychological causes. You know, the famous Arab physician Avicena
treat^ some organic illness and bodily pain though spiritual teaching,
prayers, and supplication, because, these methods are curative. I do not
wish to diverge or mention more about this subject here.
Islam & Ways of Overcoming the Pain
Pain is a disconcerted puzzle and a strong challenge. In fact, it
challenges medicine and physicians and those who suffer on its long,
chronic path and the scientists who are spending their nights searching
for curative treatments for their patients. It is also a challenge for the
societies that have undertaken to put an end to pain. Specialized
committees carry out their research day and night looking for ways to
prevent the pain in the lives of human beings and for this purpose, many
studies were canied out in various parts of the worid, many unlimited
specialized scientific periodicals are issued and scientific conferences
are held in every place in the worid. The last of these conferences was
held in Charing Cross Hospital in London and was attended by a group
of Arab physicians. What is amazing and surprising is the role that the
soul and mood plays in pain perception. The pain is a reaction and not
just a [physical] feeling as confirm^ by most of the studies that speak
about pain. The evidence of this is the circumstances in which the pain
occurs and that these circumstances also influence the pain. A famous
example is the case of the soldier in the battlefield. This soldier,
whatsoever the seriousness of his injury, does not feel the pain and
continues fighting till his transfer to the hospital, whereas after a few
hours, he may be crying while his wound is dressed or when they inject
his vein...also the sportsman who would like to win the cup; you will see
him continuing in his quest even if his muscle is tom and he is tolerating
the ailment and he would not perceive it until he reaches his goal... So
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the pain is a reaction and not a feeling. Islam has cured such illness by
various methods to the extent that it was able to put an end to an
average of 57% of such illness through different ways including:
1) Worship: Islam gives the person who suffers pain an opportunity to
forget his pain and daily problems when he performs the prayers,
whereas, he is totally separated from the material concems in his life.
Until now, this is one of the best treatments for disease that is
practiced in the Western world and they call it transcendental
meditation. Transcendental meditation means abstract speculation
and meditation. It is a fad coming from India and a novelty of yoga
practice. We, the Muslims, call transcendental meditation, prayer.
The best practice is the prayer that is done five times a day. Modem
medicine has discovered the effects of prayer on blood pressure,
pulse, electrical brain activity, and blood chemistry. In fact, it has
been discovered that prayer gives astonishing results when
compared to exercise. Whereas prayer is a divine mercy and spiritual
enhancement that gives the perfonr^ers of prayer complete serenity,
calmness, and peace in all bisdy parts. A specific study was carried
out on some patients who suffer bodily pain in Islamic countries. It
was found that the percentage of pain found in patients who prayed
was much less in the body. It is the same for all worship practices, for
example, fasting as mentioned by the Prophet in Hadith "It is a
paradise and prevention." Today, there are no physicians who are not
aware of the truth of fasting and its benefits for patients. Even today,
in the world of medicine and physicians, fasting becomes one of the
best treatments to be practiced for removing the burdens of pain from
the patient.
2) The second way is through patience and endurance of misfortunes
that are greater that the disasters and pains of the ordinary patient. In
Islam, treatment for a disease is sought through two paths. The first
path is to make the patient feel his disease, which is really
devastating, is nothing compared to deadly illnesses suffered by
others. This method makes the patient feel that his pain is easy and
light and, as such, he feels peace and comfort and that he is in a
better state than other sick patients. Arab physicians of old have used
this method. The talented physician. Avicena, was able to treat some
patients using this method. Every day, he inspired his patients by
telling them they were better than yesterday and that their sickness is
easier and lighter than the sickness of other persons. The second
path is to practice patience. Many people, when they sustain a
sickness, they deal with their problem through patience and
endurance because they look fon/vard to being embraced by
openness in the Hereafter. If he keeps his patience with illness and
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pain, Allah will compensate htm for this patience with merits and
reward him for his suffering and misfortune by giving him Paradise,
grace, and blessings.
3) The third way is the spiritual education. The one who is suffering pain
can overcome such pain through supplication and imploring Allah by
prayer, asking him to relieve such pain and after that he will find great
psychological and bodily comfort in his life because Islam looks to the
body as something precious and a place of appreciation and pride
that must be maintained in all fine (beautiful) ways that lead to
comfort and serenity.
Therefore, the pain in the life of the human being have significance and
philosophies, which our limited minds do not realize at present but may
be realized in the near future with the development of science and
progress in technology and art. The mindful and contemplative being
requires no deep philosophy to be aware of the reality of the pain in the
life of human beings if it comprehends and views the creations of Allah
by deep and great thinking, culture, and rationality.
Abdul Azeem Nasr Al-Meshaikhes
Al-Qatif, KSA
11/7/1421 (S"' October 2000)
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